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MODERNIST URBAN PLANNING 

Introduct ion 

Modernist Urban Planning attempted to disentangle the complication and con
fusion of the industrial cities by applying a theory of monofunctionalism. This 
theory, based upon a concept of "functionalism's efficacy", ^ demanded a predominant 
status for single-functional requirements, which in turn, engendered the 
monofunctional (single-purpose) building - the prototype for Modern Architecture. 
Based upon the assumption that single-use buildings and environments achieved 
greater individual efficiencies, the modernists speculated on the possibility of a 
specialization of human activities. They argued that the apparent economic and 
social complexities necessitated the designation of human activities and functions.^ 

The modernists, nonetheless, had overlooked the fact that no building within 
an urban situation can stand alone. The self-efficient monofunctional building 
prototype produced by Modern Architecture had created what was essentially an 
isolated environment. This modernist prototype lacked the enrichment of life 
involvement that traditional urban settings and environments offered. Without the 
necessary vitali ty proffered through diversified human activities, the 
monofunctional urban environments engendered the rapid decaying of downtown 
center and destroyed the residual of traditional urban life in the city.3 

Thereupon, modernist urban planning philosophies, intoxicated with a vision 
of misunderstood functionalism, created irreparable damage to the city fabric. The 
modernist urban experiment of designating and segregating functions (through 
zoning regulations) destroyed the existing symbiotic life in the city. The 
homogeneous urban zones, lacked the diversity, richness and complexity necessary 
to a vibrant city, produced nothing but a city life of a "schizophrenic and unhealthy 
existence".^ 

The modernist urban planning essentially implemented through fragmenting 
any part of territory into separate monofunctional zones. It was a planning approach 
that yielded into the "symbolic poverty"5 of present architecture and cityscope (the 
sterile emptiness of Modern Architecture). This poverty was a direct expression of 
the functional monotony as legislated by the functional zoning practices. 

The modernist functional monotony emphasized that the individuality of a 
building was of utmost importance, but in the contrary, urban spaces (streets) were 
inconsequential. Modern Architecture, therefore, denied that buildings were the 
expression of these urban spaces since (to the modernists) the urban spaces and 
buildings were two different entities. The modernist denial of such a preponderant 
order within the urban fabric was evidence in their attitudes towards the building's 
facade. They proclaimed that a building ( its external form ) was a truthful 
expression of its inner needs, disregarding completely the guiding order of a greater 
urban framework. The modernist architectural philosophy was not willing to accept 
a compromise between internal needs, that were facilitated by building's functions, 
and external demands, that acted on the urban environment. 

The modernist preoccupation with functionalism's efficacy had overlooked 
other considerations, particularly human emotions and cultural heritage, that were 
equally important in shaping the built-environment. Modern Architecture discarded 
the traditional idea that emotions had its independency status in creating a building's 
form. Instead, the modernists proclaimed that architecture was the faithful 
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expression of function and technology. Emotion, thereunder, was only an extension 
of the structural and functional needs. Through physical manifestations, the demand 
for structural and functional honesty nonetheless, resulted in a rather selfish 
building that frequently failed to integrate with its immediate surroundings. 

Specialization of activities 

The modernists argued that specialization of activities and adaptation to func
tions were the necessary evolutionary development of any living organism. Much 
confusion had emerged as part of the growing complexities of the city (a living 
organism). The specialization could reduce this confusion as well as provide a more 
efficient use of the built-environment. The modernists asserted that this 
specialization would also allow more effective solutions to be found to the urban 
problems associated with the industrial cities. They envisioned on a tripartite 
functional specialization of a modern city - inhabitation, work and recreation. The 
physical manifestations of this tripartite specialization, nonetheless, proved that the 
modernist expectation failed to recognize its fatal flaws. 

The specialization of a species, in the outset, allowed the species to use its envi
ronment more efficiently. The greater efficiency, thenceforth, fostered a rapid 
growth of the species which later led to overcrowding. The overcrowding contained 
the seeds of self-destruction. The species began to abuse its environment, which 
action in turn, yielded into the decimation of the species itself. Furthermore, the 
specialization of human activities was in resistance to changing socioeconomic and 
political environments. When such changing conditions occurred, human were most 
likely unable to cope with or adapt quickly to the change. The over-specialization of 
downtown areas, for example, into commercial uses and office spaces had 
consequently led into its substantial deterioration. Such a downtown specialization 
concentrated and isolated downtown activities apart from other residential and 
cultural activities. The isolation often yielded to only part-time usage of the 
downtown, and eventually, into the desolation and deterioration of that downtown. 

The over-specialization is a terminology for the ultimate efficiency of human 
activities. The ultimate efficiency goes far beyond the optimum efficiency, and its 
danger could be overwhelming. For example, the modernist urban planners removed 
retail business from its immediate residential area and concentrated it in the huge 
suburban regional shopping center. The threat posed by this modernist planning 
approach to the traditional urban life was a direct result of the ultimate efficiency of 
human activities. 

Suburban Regional Shopping District 

The suburban regional shopping center, was perhaps, the greatest threat to 
the traditional urban life. The suburban commercial activities siphoned individual 
retail establishments out of the inner city's setting and transposed them to the 
isolated regional shopping center. The conveniences and efficiencies proffered by 
the regional shopping center assured the continuation of suburban migration (both 
businesses and residences). Prominent and wealthy residents were encouraged to 
move from the downtown, leaving only the lowest social strata there. 

But perhaps most disappointingly, the suburban shopping center removed the 
street life from the traditional downtown. The pedestrian-oriented environment typi
cally found in the traditional inner city was transposed into the internal 
environment of the regional shopping center. Besides convenient accessibility by 
automobile and superior parking spaces, the regional shopping center was able to 
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allure customers and businesses because of the internally pedestrian-oriented 
environment. On the other hand, the downtown, without a strongly established 
downtown-related transportation systems, saw a decline in retail establishments. 
Consequently, most of the retail estabhshments were desolate. With a lessening of 
commercial activities, thenceforth, the inner city began to wither. 

Office Tower 

The modernist regional shopping center, which was acclaimed as a symbol of 
progress and civic pride, had ultimately replaced the downtown as the prime 
shopping center. A corporate architecture, epitomized by the preeminent office 
building, assumed the authority in the downtown when retail activities were 
declining. The office tower was another prototype of the modernist planning 
principles. It was a vertical over-concentration of office spaces (another over-
concentration of single use in one urban zone). The modernist prototype of office 
spaces was saluted as the ideal expression of technological advancement. The 
technological innovations, namely the development of elevator and steel frame 
construction technique, later engendered the modernist skyscraper. This high-rise 
tower allowed the modernists to concentrate a single function in a neat vertical 
formation (another expression of the monofunctionalism). In conjunction with 
uncontrolled land speculation (the boom of office construction), the ability to build 
more densely vertically, faced the modernist architects to simplify the office tower 
into its notorious glass box-like form. This soaring glass box was popularly known as 
the modernist's skyscraper in an urban park which later became the "tombstone of 
the moribund city".^ 

The modernist architects were engulfed by the idea of truthful expression of 
the inner needs without a necessary correlation to the external demands. Denying 
the existence of greater urban fabric, the modernist office towers seldom integrated 
with their immediate surroundings, most importantly, the urban spaces (streets). 
Frequently, the pedestrian movement taken place at grand levels of most huge office 
buildings was unpleasant and interfered most with other downtown activities. The 
modernist architects wanted to create a prestigious entrance to the office tower, and 
in doing so, they had the tendency to isolate the grand level from its immediate 
context - the downtown streets. In where such an isolation became predominant, the 
activities at grand level had damaged the street life. 

Residential Suburbs 

Suburban was another phenomenon of the modernist urban planning. The 
suburbans were the modernist method to segregate residential areas from places of 
work both of which seemed to interfere with each other. The modernists, 
nonetheless, overlooked the detrimental side-effects which would necessarily result 
from the over-concentration of one activity in a specific zone. The exclusion of other 
amenities, retail stores and cultural complex for instance, from the suburban 
neighborhoods, reduced the social activities typically found in traditional American 
neighborhoods. Shopping was completely specialized in suburban commercial strips, 
which later fostered the functional isolation of regional shopping centers. Moreover, 
exclusionary zoning (high cost housing and prevention of land expropriation) 
imposed through legislation generally meant that only the wealthy could afford the 
suburban migration. In the contrary, the poors were compelled to live concentrated 
together in deteriorating and abandoned residences in the inner city areas. The 
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over-concentration of one socioeconomic group and the lack of enriched social ac
tivities, therein, were some of the detrimental side effects of suburbanization. 

The suburbans, in reality, had no central poUtical function. They were the im
permanent shelters for the "peripatetic modern men"^ who were trying to escape 
from the deteriorating and polluted industrial city. Without a necessary conjunction 
with the inner city, the suburbans would have no meaning in itself. Nonetheless, 
through their magnitude of growth, the suburbans drastically changed the structure 
of traditional city and engendered the "amorphous megalopolis" (vague central 
political function). 

Urban Growth and Decay 

A more disappointing consequence of modernist urban planning was the 
immediate adjacency of the modernist skyscrapers to dilapidated structures (desolate 
retail establishments for instance). The euphoria of progressive office construction 
boom demanded the subsequent reconstruction at even greater densities of any 
building that was successful. This concept was that - land speculators generally 
looked for successful buildings because they indicated high land values. Thereby, the 
reconstruction of an even more successful and prestigious office tower on a high-
price land explicitly meant an even higher land value. The corollary was that 
unsuccessful buildings were not replaced because of their too low land values. 
Thereupon, they remained dilapidated and was in contradistinction to their arrogant 
and complacent neighbors - the modernist skyscrapers. 

These two contradistinctive images were part of the scenario of constant 
urban growth and decay. The constant growth and decay were two contradictory 
urban terms, yet quite ironically, both occurred simultaneously all through the 
prosperous phase of the modernist megalopolis. The explanation was simple. The 
modernist urban planners thought that predetermination of the urban context could 
necessarily limit or even eliminate the truthful expression of an individual 
building's function. Therefore, the modernist urban planning rejected the idea of 
regulating the visual appearance of buildings. As a consequence, rampant growth of 
building's form and facade was prevalent. Not only were buildings that epitomized 
the cultural heritage of a society predominated by the modernist's soaring glass 
towers. But frequently, the free growth had also created sharply defined adjacencies 
of urban success and failure - the modernist's elegant skyscraper was visually 
incongruous with the desolate and deteriorating retail establishments. 

Structural and Functional Aesthetics 

Disgusted at the congested and polluted environments of the industrial cities, 
the modernist urban planning attempted to achieve a totally new urban pattern. This 
new urban pattern rejected the established practice of the traditional urban 
planning. The modernists determined the city's form by applying the theory of 
monofunctionalism, which was made possible in reality through the functional 
zoning regulations. 

The functional zoning practice was, unarguably, the contribution of the mod
ernist urban planning to present cities. The most unfortunate, nonetheless, was that 
the modernist urban planners determined the urban design patterns and 
architectural forms by complying solely to the demands of functional needs. They 
denied the very existence of a greater urban framework. The modernist refusal to 
integrate with the urban context was easily explained by their attitude towards 
history. Modern Architecture asserted that historic forms were merely an expression 



of past functions, namely those of the pre-industrial and industrial cities. In today's 
constant changing socioeconomic and political environments, the past functions 
were obsolete and historic forms were thereby, merely nostalgic and meaningless. 

The modernist preoccupation with the structural aesthetics was another un
derlying reason. They promulgated that architectural form should be an expression 
of the technological advancement and the logic of internal functionalism. In 
retrospect, few technological innovations had been accomplished prior to the 
Industrial Revolution. Even the industrial city itself had few to celebrate, in term of 
technological inventions, in comparison to the modern world. Thereupon, the 
emphasis upon the structural and technological aesthetics necessarily denied any 
correlation to the historic past. 

The modernist structural aesthetics was a demand for a logical architectural 
expression. The modernist architects, nonetheless, overlooked the fact that man was 
guided by his emotions which reached from the subconscious. The human emotions 
were strongly interrelated to his experience, psyche and cultural background. Man 
was preoccupied with memories, especially the ones he enjoyed most. Therefore, man 
loved history. Historic forms had an emotional power over and lasting influence on 
man. And Modern Architecture rejected these emotional forms. They promulgated 
that modernist forms were the only acceptable ones. The structural aesthetics they 
proposed had no universal validity, hence were ends in themselves. Modern 
Architecture, thereupon, enjoyed temporary popularity. The architecture they 
proposed, nonetheless, had a profound effect upon human emotions, which in turn, 
brought about a counter-effect on the man-made environment. Whenever the 
society rejected the modernist idea of structural aesthetics, the failure of Modern 
Architecture was consequential. Not only were the modernist's building-prototypes 
became infamous (moribund as models of the contemporary city), but the modernist 
urban planning was also blamed responsible for the deterioration of the inner city 
and the distortion of urban fabric as a whole. 

Le Corbusier's Urban Planning Principles 

Le Corbusier's concept of city tomorrow was an excellent example of the mod
ernist misguided attitudes toward the city. A prototype of Le Corbusier's city and 
architectural planning was that buildings were transformed into isolated, self-
contained objets d'art. These buildings, designed not to be integrated within the 
urban context, failed to participate in the city life. The formation of this building 
prototype in a large congregation discouraged an enrichment of human activities. 
Subsequently, the rapid decaying of urban fabric emerged and the failures of Le 
Corbusier's planning principles became apparent. 

Nonetheless, regardless of the so many failures to be uncovered in Le Corbus
ier's city planning, his prototype of a modern city enjoyed surprising pervasiness. 
Most of his followers dismissed the apparent mistakes of such planning as shortcom
ings in execution of a comprehensively brilliant idea. Furthermore, as part of the 
American art-myth syndrome, his objets d'art was acclaimed enthusiastically as an 
extraordinary achievement. For over half a century, Le Corbusier's idea was adapted 
throughout most of the great cities in the world, particularly the United States. 

Le Corbusier's planning models tried to disentangle the confusion of traffics 
by isolating and segregating different modes of transportations. Automobile was 
hailed as the symbol of future freedom of mankind. Multiplied by the separate 
functional zones, automobile led to the effective and habitual mobilization of society, 
especially the middle class, from inner city areas to peripheral locations. The 
mobility provided a possibility of greater diversification and segregation. Place of 
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work and living no longer had to coincide. Le Corbusier envisioned the escape from 
the industrial city as a necessity for human complacency and healthy living 
environment. From the residential suburbs, he assumed, optimum residential 
conditions could once again be obtained. Yet, in the contrariety, the life he envisaged 
- that transformed the suburban into rural resort while central city became a nine-
to-five working environment - was, in reality, "anti-urban" ^(caused the death 
of traditional urban center - the inner city). 

The Failure of Urban Renewal Programs 

The modernist urban planners were burden with the responsibility of disen
tangling the perplexing problems of the industrial city and creating the healthy 
environments for living. Besides the functional monotony, the modernists also 
fostered the suburban migration and urban renewal programs. The modernist 
planning practices, nonetheless, resulted in so many failures. One of them was the 
behavioral failure. This behavioral failure prevailed in cities and buildings 
(especially modern ones) and had evoked two important social issues: the issue of 
inhumane closed environments and the issue of "crisis ghettos". 

The issue of crisis ghettos mostly surrounded public housings which were a 
part of the urban renewal programs. The public housings were the modernist good 
intention to eradicate blighted areas and relocate the poor community. Therefrom, it 
was hoped, that the public housings could improve the standard of living among the 
poor populace, which in turn, would reduce crimes in the inner city. Nonetheless, 
the urban renewal programs engendered significant social issues. In 1973, a public 
housing project called Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis was destroyed, interestingly, not by its 
populace, but by the Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD ) of the 
United States Government. The demolition marked an end to the modernist public 
housing projects.9 

The social effects of public housings on the poor communities were not antici
pated in the federal program of the urban renewal. The program tried to relocate the 
poor populace in the high density sanitized housings without significant social pro
grams. Subsequently, after the placement of those people, negative behavioral 
patterns prevailed. These subsequent behaviors were the social effects which 
destroyed the urban environment in where the public housings were located. 

The failure of the public housing projects can be traced back to the whole 
planning principles of the modernists. The theory of monofunctionalism emphasized 
upon the functional monotony of urban zones, including residential areas, in order 
to increase a single-use efficiency. Whenever a function reached its ultimate 
efficiency, the over-concentration of species occurred. The over-concentration of 
socioeconomic groups in particular areas implicitly meant a social disintegration. 
The residential suburb was an example of this social disintegration in the modern 
city. Eventhough the modernists never intended to disintegrate the rich from the 
poor, through exclusionary zoning, only the wealthy could afford the suburban 
migration. The exclusionary zoning which required high quality housing plus police 
prevention of land expropriation deliberately excluded the poorest people from the 
opulence. 1^ 

The poor people, therefore, were centralized in a common area, generally the 
inner city. The suburbanization and centralization of different socioeconomic groups 
were the product of the American "Trickle-Down Process".^ ^ The process compelled 
the lowest socioeconomic groups to live concentrated together in the worst urban 
housings. The over-concentration of the poorest people had a "critical mass" effect 
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that sustained the negative impacts of poverty. The entire populace in the 
neighborhoods was susceptible to certain behavioral pathologies mostly associated 
with indigence. Without a significant social programs (to re-educate the poor), the 
relocation of the poor was just another extension of the socioeconomic 
disintegration and over-concentration. The result was therefore, the "crisis ghettos" 
which was marked by high rates of crime, vandalism, mental illness, deliquency, and 
drug addiction. Frequently, the public housings and the urban renewal programs 
were implemented based solely upon the formal generalized ^2theory - by compiling 
data of successful projects and planning. Applying this kind of theory, the urban 
planners could have solved one or more problems, but neglected others such as social 
organization and behavior, which were not easily be quantified. Yet, the urban 
renewal was greatly susceptible to these incalculable social and behavioral 
ramifications. Whenever the negative behaviors prevailed, the whole programs will 
be affected. 

The negative behavioral patterns were the cultural consequence of poverty 
which further deprived the poor from the society of the rich. The residential 
suburbs and public housings were non-other than the extension of the social 
deprivation, and interestingly, a reinforcement of the deviant behaviors. Even more 
damaging, the public housings induced a psychological deprivation - the symbolic 
confinement of the poor. 

The public housings created what was essentially a closed environment, which 
shunned the poor from the rest of the society. The over-concentration of the poor in 
this closed environment nurtured the growth of urban ghettos. In the urban ghettos, 
the deviant behaviors associated with poverty were enacted before the eyes on a 
daily basis. Poor individuals without convenient means of accessibility to other parts 
of the city had little opportunity to develop any cultural perspective. The deviant 
behaviors thence, were thought acceptable to these segregated individuals. Children, 
on the other hand, had interiorized those negative behaviors which later became 
their ready-reference for actions in adult life. Thereupon, poor people usually 
found hard to understand even rudimentary socially acceptable behavioral patterns. 

The urban ghettos were the metaphorical representation of prisons for the 
poor. Setting criminals in penal institutions apart from the mainstream of the 
community necessarily uphold the socially acceptable behaviors. Similarly, the 
clustering of the poor and frustrated in the public housings was meant toward 
reinforcing the acceptable social disciplines. 

The public housing was a symbolic language of the social punishment for the 
poor. Visual languages, in the other hand, that became the ready-reference to the so
cial deprivation and segregation of the poor were also numerous. Residential suburbs 
usually typified human complacency in which areas one can find the most 
maintained sections in the city. The FHA-mortgaged housing was made available by 
the Federal Government for financing new suburban property. New highways ^ 3 
were constructed thereabouts, providing a convenient accessibility for the suburban 
population. A convenient means of transportations was of greater importance, for 
the wealthy people had indefinite choices for making contacts in their 
environments such as visiting places of aesthetics and cultural values. As a 
consequence, they were more sensitive to their environments than the poor people. 
In the contrariety, the urban ghettos were the most blighted areas in the city. 
Poorest service in garbage collection and derelict car removal, vacant lots, 
abandoned houses, undermaintained street lighting system, and unpaved street, to 
name the few, were the visual languages that isolated the poor from the rest of the 
society. 
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The high density sanitized public housings were located in the already pre
dominantly poor and blighted sections of the city. Living in the unhealthy and 
deteriorating environment, poor people seldom appreciated and valued their streets 
and houses. Moreover, the poor community lacked the opportunity to assimilate any 
aesthetics and cultural values. They, henceforth, were not reluctant to further 
deteriorate the environment. Undeniably, the deteriorating and undermaintained 
environment did not nurture positive social attitudes. Wherever the deviant 
behaviors had already become internalized, the urban renewal programs could do 
little to improve the environment. 

The public housings were inhumane fortifications surrounding the poor, 
thereby excluding them from the wealthy. The relocation and centralization of the 
poor, even in a sanitized high density housing, neither improve their life nor reduce 
the crime rates in the inner city.^"^ But the segregation and over-concentration had 
engendered the urban ghettos. In the ghettos, the poor learned how to deal with the 
wealthy and the rest of the society. Therefore, the deviant behavior patterns became 
readily acceptable. 

Being relocated in the already deteriorating environment, the poor seldom ap
preciated their surroundings. Therefore, further deterioration was only the conse
quence (which was well against the modernist determination to eradicate the 
blighted areas). Not only the street, but also the sanitized public housings were 
subject to dilapidation. When the situation became worse (the issues of the inhumane 
closed environment and the urban ghettos received attention from the medias), the 
demolition of the public housings was the only solution. The demolition denoted an 
end to the brave new world of public housings and the whole urban renewal 
programs. Most importantly, the failure of the urban renewal programs brought into 
questions the practicality of the Modernist Urban Planning. 

S u m m a r y 

The modernist architects and urban planners, who were so determined to dis
entangle the chaos and complexity of the industrial city, now faced with the futility 
of their dreams. As soon as the urban renewal programs proved to be a failure, the 
counterarguments toward the modernist planning principles began to surface. Many 
believed that the modernists' brave new society of monofunctional zones and 
hygienic spaces was more appropriate to a Utopian civilization than our own. 
Unfortunately, such a new society stubbornly refused to materialize. A full re-
evaluation of the modernist architectural theory revealed several fallacies. 

The modernist theory of functionalism became a reality through the 
legislation of zoning regulations and building codes. The modernist architects were 
directed by a series of zoning and code regulations, which were ostensibly written to 
protect public health and safety. The codification led into architectural solutions of 
building problems by rules of thumb. These rules were generally based upon the 
formal generalized model which suggested that all situations were the same. Few of 
these rules of thumb, quite disappointingly, were concerned with behavior, yet each 
of which indirectly and haphazardly affected behavior. 

The formal generalized theory, being so advocated by the modernists, raised 
the theory of architecture to the status of natural science, such as mechanistic 
physics and systemic organismic biology ( modernist architects proposed to elevate 
architecture to the status of natural law ). But similar to the natural sciences, the 
formal generalized theory of architecture had limitations reflecting its atomistic 
character since non-technical questions were not easily incorporated. Thereupon, 
genuine issues particularly those that involved human behaviors and social 
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organizations could easily be ignored. Moreover, the formal generalized theory 
required architects acted as persons in the situations they were describing. This 
necessarily meant a seclusion of planning concerned participation and human 
needs. As a consequence, the modernist architects eagerly designed buildings, for 
instance high-rise public housings and megastructures, without any considerations 
about the social implications and behavior impacts. Their only concerned was the 
functional needs and efficiencies of these buildings. 

Preoccupation with the functional and structural aesthetics was another mod
ernist fallacy. The modernist argued that architecture had to be a truthful expression 
of the functional needs and the structural necessities. They refused to compromise 
between internal needs and external demands which reflected the greater urban 
framework. As a result, modernist architects introduced a style which was unpopular 
from the outset, enjoyed surprising but temporary world-wide recognition, and lately 
was dismissed as being bland and kitschy (sterile emptiness of Modern Architecture). 

The modernist functional monotony was a movement toward utopianism. An 
architecture of Utopia explored alternative visions which were constrained only by 
the creative imagination. The danger of utopianism was that it entailed changes so 
drastic and overwhelming that only a totalitarian government can implement such 
changes. Moreover, the Utopian concept tried to solve urban problems by rectifying 
and eradicating an existing system. Frequently, the consequence was the emergence 
of even more damaging problems. 

A Utopian architecture always laced through with a deterministic thought and 
the modernists also fell into this category. The architectural determinism operated as 
if architecture, through design decision, directly influenced human behavior. The 
pitfall was that the total population of a building was superimposed on the theoretical 
behavior of an individual ( architect himself ). The modernists thought they could 
change human behavioral pattern and social organization by segregating functions 
and activities. Thereupon, it was hoped, a more organized society and healthier 
environment could be accomplished. The failure of the modernist's conception 
emerged when the human behaviors of all those involved replaced the individual's 
theoretical behavior. 

Modernist architects, Le Corbusier for example, had been applauded because of 
his design ability was considered beyond the ordinary. His planning approach to a 
modern city was imitated uncritically. This blind emulation of a design figure was the 
Master-Syndrome that compelled architects to base design upon a narrow 
perspective. Whenever a behavioral flaws occurred in Le Corbusier's Unite d' 
Habitation block, the flaws were dismissed as shortcomings of a basically sound idea. 
Le Corbusier's planning principles, thereupon, had been approached widely and 
uncritically for over half a century. The irreparable damage done to the cities as a 
result of his planning principles was yet to be uncovered. 

When the modernist architects were intoxicated with the visions of in
fluencing human behaviors and changing social stratifications, politicians, in the 
other hand, threw their cynical disregard at architects of their social good 
intentions. These politicians were absolutely convinced that architecture has no 
significant effect upon behavior. Thereupon, the cynicism led into politicians 
separating the public housing programs from social programs. Even more damaging, 
the cynical politicians located public institutions based upon political and economic 
justification instead of analyzing the behavioral implications of the location. 
Whenever the public housings were ready for occupancy, no social program was 
considered necessary to explain the tenants how to use the buildings. For the 
politicians, behavior and architecture were two separate entities, yet the 
disintegration of these two entities had caused the failure of the public housing 
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL CENTER 

The Emergence of Multifunctional Centers 

Multifunctional center is not a new phenomenon. The multifunctional usage 
of land, according to Victor Gruen, "...represents in fact, the natural and organic 
organization pattern which has existed since the founding of human settlements..." 
(p. 96).!^ Historically, cities were always composed of multifunctional buildings. The 
ancient Greek Agora, the medieval market square, and the mix of residential and 
commercial uses found in many 19th century European cities were well-known 
examples of early multi-use structures. Then the automobile, suburban expansion, 
and the advent of monofunctional zoning which all typified the modernist planning 
principles, radically altered this urban pattern. With single-purposeness carried to 
the extreme, the multi-use Architecture was excluded from the modernist 
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projects. Architects, in the contrary, were too deterministic to re-configure the J 
human behavioral (their deterministic thought). Their failure was the constant ; 
inability to recognize the social implications of this behavioral re-configuration. • 

Thereupon, the damage done to our cities was the consequence of t h e S 
modernist social and urban planning (architects and politicians were particularly * 
involved). Through the geography of cities ( by separating the cities into different 
monofunctional zones ), the modernist society of architects and politicians had 
articulated the rationalization for the status quo. That the poor was over- ^ 
concentrated in blighted inner cities and disintegrated from the wealthy in * 
residential suburbs, was the consequence of the modernist social, political and design • 
decisions. And the modernist architects, who facilitated these social and political J* 
decisions, were able to enjoy surprising tenacity because of the corroboration from » 
the politicians themselves. Our politicians ( eventhough it can be argued that the t 
society itself ) had created the culture of architecture and valued the social role of • 
the architects. { 

Architects, therefore, were left to make design and social decisions as if their hi 
architecture influenced human behaviors. A more meaningful theory focusing upon {; 
people's needs was hampered by false understanding about the relationship between • ] 
behavior and buildings. It is both misunderstanding to suggest that neither human J 
beings are directly affected by architecture nor there is a correlation between } | 
behavior and design process. For design decisions determine lifetime configuration i j 
of people, who in turn, determine lifetime duration of a building. Thereupon, there is • 
a symbiosis be tween behavior and archi tecture - and this symbiotic 
interrelationship was not recognized by the modernist architects. 

The deterioration of the inner city, the subsequent emergence of modern 
megalopolis with an ambiguous central political authority, and the behavioral 
failure in federal public housings had underscored the failure of the modern is t 
urban planning. A total re-evaluation of Modern Architectural theories came, ^ 
perhaps a little bit too late. From many individual questions refuting the modernist ;̂  
urban planning, an overwhelming evidence began to set up. But our cities had ^ 
already suffered irreparable damage. The modernist misguided conception had almost J^ 
led to the demise of the American city. ^ 5 • 
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architectural vocabulary. Modernists argued that the concept of multirunctionality 
was no longer capable of fulfilling growing city demands prompted by changing 
sociological circumstances and the impact of scientific and technological 
innovations. Multifunctionality then was considered, in Donn Logan's v/ord, 
"antithetical" to city life. 

The concept of multifunctionality however enjoys tremendous resuscitation 
once the modernist planning approach is proven to be a clear failure. Successive 
generations of multifunctional Architecture following the end of World War II have 
clearly demonstrated an attempt to encounter the modernistic idea of separateness 
and reiterate the idea of multifunctionality. Resuscitation in this sense nonetheless 
does not mean a mere rebirth to the old concept of multifunctionality. Living in a 
Post-Modernistic era, architects sense that they somehow have to disentangle their 
sentimental attachment to the historic past. Upholding the historic model of 
multifunctionality does not provide them the means to reintroduce the values and 
social order that once existed in the city. Invigorating the historic model is just a 
blind emulation of the historic environment which greatly differs from the present, 
thereof such a model should be rendered invalid. Today's urban environments are de
lineated by a combination of forces, both internal and external. To solve the 
problems of contemporary cities, planners need multifunctional centers with new 
concepts and planning approach. 

Therefore, successive generations of multifunctional centers have not only at
tempted to challenge the modernist principle of monofunctionality, but also to break 
away from the historic model, and thus, being more responsive to contemporary 
forces that affect urban environments. Such an attempt is exemplified by the 
evolution of multifunctional Architecture from Miesian approach of simple plazas 
defined by buildings to multi-level concourses animated with activity. Recent 
projects, which are designated as the second generation of multifunctional centers, 
are proclaimed as being more truly multifunctional buildings rather than collections 
of discrete single-use structures. This second generation of multifunctional 
Architecture is considered, as a whole, the synergistic archetype 1^ which combines 
many activities within one physical framework, and thus bringing about the 
diversity and liveliness synonymous with urban life. Though oftentimes smaller in 
scale than the preceding generations, these multifunctional centers appear to offer 
an incremental building component for contemporary cities through their 
synergistic effect. 

In the evolutionary process, the large open spaces have shrunk in plan and 
grown in section to become dramatic gallerias and covered courtyards. Thus, the 
external-oriented plazas have given away to internal-oriented atriums. In almost 
each generation of multifunctional centers, the projects have been designed as 
pedestrian islands separated from vehicular traffic to disentangle the admixture of 
pedestrian and vehicular movement, which is mostly prevalent in cities. 

First Generation of Multifunctional Centers 

Rockefeller Center in New York City, which was planned in the midst of the 
Great Depression, exemplifies one of the earlier multifunctional centers in North 
America. Apart from these pioneering efforts, multifunctional center in this 
continent is a relatively recent idea. One simple reason for the unpopularity of 
multifunctional centers is the predominant status given to single-purposeness. The 
first generation of contemporary multi-use Architecture does not come into 
existence not until the late 1950s and one such project is theGalleria in Houston. 
Texas. Following the successful developments of Crown Center in Kansas City, the 
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Watergate in Washington, D.C., and the Omni in Atlanta around the 1960s, 
multifunctional centers have since increasingly become one of the interesting 
trends in urban development. 

The first generation of multifunctional centers was designated to be self-con
tained and insular urban environments. Most designers then attempted to proffer a 
new environment and market image removing markedly from the existing urban 
context which was highly undesirable both economically and physically. As 
emphasized by J. Thomas Black, a senior director for research at ULI (Urban Land 
Institute), one of the objectives of the early multifunctional centers was "...to provide 
an insulated, self-contained activity center which presented an attractive and secure 
environment...in contrast to the more gritty, less friendly, and less secure 
environment of the existing urban center" (p. 32). 1^ As a result, even though those 
projects are proven to attain their intended goals, they have contributed virtually 
nothing to the adjacent CBD. These projects have created an urban environment of 
selfish individuality which turns their back on these neighboring images and uses. 

Second Generation of Multifunctional Centers 

In response to recently changing attitudes towards the environment and par
ticularly numerous criticisms upon the disappointing performance of these earlier 
projects, for example Detroit's Renaissance Center, many developers are increasingly 
concerned with integrating multifunctional centers into existing urban fabric. By 
opening up the diversified project's components to users beyond the project's tradi
tionally self-contained urban fortress, the potential market is being expanded. This 
opening up insures multiple sources of demand for several products offered in the 
centers and contributes to the economic growth of the CBD as well. Several methods 
have been utilized to realize this integration, such as by adapting existing structures 
for a mix of uses, renovating existing buildings to accommodate multiple functions 
and largely designing new structures to incorporate the existing urban pattern. 

In addition to the trend to better integrate multifunctional centers into the ex
isting urban environment, a number of significant changes has been noticed in 
most recent projects. For one, many contemporary multifunctional centers have 
incorporated auxiliary uses as diverse as library, art museum and performing arts 
center, denoting a move towards greater product differentiation in response to local 
market conditions. Secondly, residential component, not so desirable in many earlier 
projects, has become increasingly popular as a strategy to add •2 4-hour vitality to 
multifunctional centers. This 2 4-hour activity cycle not only eliminates the ghost 
town appearance but also serves as a natural deterrent to crime that many CBDs 
confront after office hours. 

Rich Clientele 

The emergence of on-site residences as one of multifunctional centers' prime 
components fosters yet another interesting trend. Most of these residential compo
nents, albeit a little unfortunately, are found to accommodate only upper-income 
groups. Furthermore, and more importantly, the residences have been designated to 
set up an identity to the whole development. Therefore, it could be implied at this 
point that the second generation of multifunctional centers addresses, for the most 
part, the same strata of society - the upper-income and middle-income groups. 
Glenpointe, a $150 million multifunctional development in Teaneck, New Jersey is an 
excellent example of urban environment that does not directly serve the needs of all 
income groups. 1^ Such an approach is realistic in respect of developers' point of 
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view given the stagnate economic growth circumscribing many urban environ
ments especially those in CBDs. When signs of decay abound, which are particularly 
true in most inner cities, any gesture of regeneration in the form of prestigious 
development is preferable to remedy the situations. More often than not, developers 
are reluctant to finance such a large scale project in the CBD if the target market was 
not frankly rich clientele. Aware of the fact that multifunctional centers in 
dilapidating downtown areas are a risky real estate venture, many developers have to 
continuously depend upon the buying power of on-site residents, thereby ensuring 
the project's faster absorption and substantial investment returns over time. 

Urban Microcosm 

The embodiment of socioeconomic stratification, by all means, necessarily re
flects multifunctional centers as not being an urban microcosm. Nevertheless, 
catering to more affluent groups by no means underscores the selfish individuality 
as typified by the earlier projects. Affluent groups in society are the desired market 
segment but not necessarily the only ones catered by multifunctional centers. By 
integrating with established uses of its surroundings, a multifunctional center has 
unfolded its seemingly self-contained environment to include other socioeconomic 
groups as well. Of course the strategy has to be carefully planned so as to uphold the 
prestigious image conveyed by the project and insure the security of the 
environment and most importantly the on-site residents. 

Internal Needs And External Demands 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the second generation of multifunctional 
centers differentiates markedly from the earlier projects by balancing the internal 
demands and external forces at the margin. A newly born multifunctional center 
preserves the aura of opulence needed to invigorate the lackluster image of the once 
prestigious CBD and keep the rest of the wealthy from migrating into peripheral 
locations. However, the illusion of wealth is not carried to the extreme as to embody 
the image of introverted environment. Unlike the earlier projects, the second 
generation of multifunctional centers communicates with neighboring uses through 
the necessary physical correlation to the immediate surroundings. When these two 
aspects of expressions, namely internal and external, are considered, the project 
becomes "...a living totality fully integrated with city life" (p. 51).2 0 

By virtues of their large scale, multifunctional centers can be either 
detrimental or beneficial to the existing urban fabric. In the case of the first 
generation's projects, their mammoth structure had the propensity to destroy the 
scale of surrounding neighborhoods. This obliteration was further worsened by the 
fact that the introverted approach which introduced internally focused gallerias and 
courtyards had brought about a loss of street life. 

Catalytic Effect 

By opening up the internal environments, the second generation of multi-use 
Architecture provides another interesting feature which is important to economic 
growth in downtown areas - the catalytic effect. Through the mixture of activities, a 
multifunctional center usually extends the use of its facilities, perhaps even around 
the clock. The 2 4-hour usage prorates fixed operating costs. Through the project's 
reaching out beyond its physical boundaries, the 2 4-hour vitality stimulates other 
economic activity in the downtown. From the public point of view, this stimulation is 
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critical. Because of their drawing power by virtues of the large scale, 
multifunctional complexes catalyze spin-off activities ranging from minor 
beautification to major new investment. 

Nevertheless, the catalytic effect is not a happenstance. It can only be realized 
if a multifunctional center was carefully planned. Because of the scale and location 
of most multifunctional complexes within a larger urban context, they can seldom 
occur without some sort of public participation. Multifunctional centers are simply 
too interdependent with city services and transportation elements, and require too 
many special considerations from the planning phase to the implementation phase. 

The Concept of Conformity And Non-Conformity 

During the planning phase of a multifunctional center, the team designers 
usually establish certain standards of selectivity. These standards of selectivity 
identifies those functions that are "non-conforming" to a particular development. 
Often designated as supplemental functions, these functions do not inflict a negative 
impact if excluded from the multifunctional environment. The application of the 
selective process depends upon the specific roles of the multifunctional center 
within the entire urban fabric. 

Through the application of the standards of selectivity, a "center conforming" 
type of multi-use Architecture is created. The concept of conformity does not mean 
designers have to limit the possibilities for interacting diverse urban functions. 
Quite contrarily, designers should strive to attain a manifold combination of these 
functions as many as possible in a concentrated and land-conserving manner. The 
combination of a large number of urban functions within one physical framework 
not only would yield into the meaningfulness of multifunctionality. But the 
interactions among diverse functions would also counteract the tendencies toward 
urban fragmentation and compartmentalization, as well as the propensity of 
transfiguring the downtown context into a sterile environment. 

Social Compartmentalization And Segregation 

Inasmuch as the term multifunctionality should embrace the idea of 
functional composition, the concept often dissolves if a multifunctional center 
upholds the idea of social compartmentalization and segregation. As argued by 
architect Victor Gruen, a center which is exclusively devoted to a specific soci
ological, economic, or ethnic group, will have, from the sociological point of view, to 
be regarded as a monofunctional urban environment. Segregating one ethnic or 
economic group from another, as mentioned in my discussion on behavioral flaws in 
public housings, has prompted the emergence of urban ghettos in many inner-city 
environments. 

Reducing Enforced Mobility 

In order to become the most important characteristic of urbanity, multifunc
tional Architecture must serve human activities in a maximum amount of enclosed 
space requiring only a minimum of land. The intensive usage of land, the 
cohesiveness and the concentration would result in a greater efficiency of the 
multifunctional center. For one, the optimum utilization of land brings about a close 
proximity between one function and another, thereby minimizes the necessity for, 
in Victor Gruen's term, "enforced mobility". The short distances also conserve the 
time and energy usually wasted in monofunctional buildings. 
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A multifunctional Architecture could possibly eliminate the necessity for en
forced mobility if the multifunctional center includes residences as its important 
component. The inhabitants as well as the employees within the multifunctional 
center must, however, become the leading participants in its diverse functions. 

Intensified Usage of Public Transportation 

To infuse the concept of prominent participants into the multifunctional cen
ter, the architects must insure that the center fulfil much of the residents' needs and 
requirements. By proffering diverse and self-fulfilling urban functions, the multi
functional center minimizes the necessity for enforced mobility, and consequently 
establishes conditions which make private automobiles less desirable. It should be 
logical that these conditions of decreasing dependency upon private cars intensify 
human's predilection for public transportation. Much of the urban problems 
associated with private automobiles can be solved through intensified usage of public 
transportation. For one, the decreasing use of private vehicles reduces the traffic 
congestion. 

Multifunctional Centers in Small And Medium-size Cities 

For small or medium-size cities, multifunctional centers offer a unique advan
tage. Most of these cities do no have sufficient market demand for major single-
purpose facilities. However, most of them usually have sufficient natural growth to 
justify a new downtown development where a small hotel, a few meeting rooms, 
shops, social services, or recreational facilities may be aggregated. These activities 
usually exist in scattered form throughout the cities and thus, it is upon urban 
planners to identify these various pieces that could be integrated in a 
multifunctional center. Through the integration of functional components, that 
fosters the synergistic effect, multifunctional centers produce the required market 
demand which is unavailable if each function had been conceived individually. 

Opportunities in Multifunctional Centers 

Aside from the economic advantage, multifunctional Architecture proffers us 
a listing of opportunities which seldom exist in a monofunctional building. These op
portunities which are excerpted from those listed by Victor Gruen in Centers For The 
Urban Environment are the folio wings: 

1. A condition of minimum necessity for enforced mobility. A well-designed multi-
use center brings about an immediate close relationship between a large number 
of diverse functions, making it possible to bridge these functions either by foot or 
with the assistance of slow-moving pedestrian accessory transportation. 

2. A well-designed multifunctional center would also proffer an environment of 
social integrity. This type of environment nullifies much of the barriers which 
today segregate people in respect of different economic, racial or ethnic groups. 
From sociological point of view, the existence of healthy social relationships could 
also solve those urban problems associated with crime. 

3. Since a multifunctional center usually includes recreations and open-air activ
ities as its conforming functions, participants can expect an urban environment 
of alluring green areas and oxygen-rich air. Above all, to establish the possibility 
of an intimate contact with the expression of nature, the center should preserve 
and enhance the beauty of nature. Providing the open-ended opportunity to 
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experience with nature, the center manifests a sense of architectural 
complementarity between building and landscape - one is not complete without 
the other, and the other completes another.2 1 

4. The possibility of designing diverse functions of the center within walking dis
tances would give rise to the usage of public transportation at the expense of pri
vate motorization. A growing preference for public transportation offers a mean
ingful solution to the urban problems associated with private vehicles in that a 
rise in public transportation services usually yields to less road traffic, fewer road 
accidents and less environmental damage mostly caused by excessive vehicles. 

5. An admixture of functions and human activities and a possible inclusion of resi
dences offer usage around the clock and on holidays within the multifunctional 
center, thereof facilitating the amortizing of the capital investments and the pay
ment of the operating costs. With reference to Victor Gruen, the concept of the 
multifunctional Architecture also stipulates a condition in which a continuous us
age of parking space is assured, and thus further lightening the financial 
burden. More importantly, the usage well beyond the peak hours could stimulate 
other downtown economic and social activities. By virtues of its mammoth scale, 
the multifunctional center embodies a gesture towards other downtown 
redevelopments ranging from minor beautification to major commercial 
investments. 

6. If the diverse functions were carefully integrated, the multifunctional center 
could bring about a condition of reduced dependency upon private automobiles. 
As already discussed. Modern Architecture hailed automobiles as the true 
expression of technological accomplishment. Modernist Architects also 
propounded the concept of technological aesthetics. Unfortunately, Modern 
Architecture was so infested with technological aesthetics that most of its 
proponents overlooked the need for emotional aesthetics. Learning from the 
failure of Modern Architecture, Post-Modernist architects should invent a pattern 
of coexistence between technological aesthetics and the free expressions of 
human needs, desires and aspirations. Architects should accept a Victor Gruen's 
contention that technological elements should be adopted to facilitate human 
performance rather than to repress human's volition (p. 96). Technological and 
scientific elements nonetheless, can be greatly helpful to complement the desire 
for mechanical tools as servants with the necessity for human's volition, if these 
elements were employed thoughtfully and in a discriminating manner. 

7. A multifunctional center personifies what in the realm of urban planning and 
architecture is often referred to as a megastructure. This term implies a large 
complex serving diverse functions within one physical framework. It should be 
logical that designing such a large complex is not a simple matter and requires 
coordinating efforts of diverse disciplines associated with social planning. Each 
discipline has its realm of specialization and this specialization of knowledge and 
experience can only be of greatest contribution to the solutions of urban 
problems if all specialists involved with the urban planning collaborated among 
themselves. 

Factors Favoring Multifunctional Centers 

As already mentioned, multifunctional centers enjoy growing popularity once 
the modernist fallacies rendered its principle of single-purposeness obsolete. 
Contemporary multifunctional developments in the United States start around the 
1960s. There are several factors that foster multifunctional developments. These 
factors are listed below: 2 2 
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1. Monotony of many single-purpose developments. Jane Jacobs characterized as 
"reducing cities and countryside alike to a monotonous, unnourishing gruel". 

2. Availability of capital for large-scale, high-visibility, real estate projects since 
many large corporations and financial institutions become involved in real estate 
development prompted by a general shift in the capital-flow-structure that 
favored real estate more than in the past. 

3. Increasing affluence and leisure time of the Americans due to rising disposal in
comes, higher standards of consumption, and availability of more leisure time. 
Multifunctional centers offer ready access to amenities and land-intensive recre
ation. 

4. Increasing land costs throughout major metropolitan areas, particularly where 
intensification of development occurred. As land costs rise steadily, developers 
seek ways to built more densely in a piece of land and to assure faster absorption. 

5. Changing demographic pattern characterized by shrinking household size, due to 
declining birth rates and tendency of the young to establish independence at ear
lier age. The changing demographic pattern increases demand for housings 
among relatively small, adult-oriented families who are more interested in urban 
amenities and entertainment than in schools or neighborhood playgrounds. 

6. Increasing usage of private vehicles that brings about traffic congestion, air pol
lution, and other destruction to the environment. The unhealthy urban environ
ment has prompted the flight to suburbans. By reducing enforced mobility and 
bringing about a preference for public transportation, multifunctional centers 
solve much of the urban problems associated with private motorization. 

7. Availability of incentives zoning practices to permit multi-use Architecture. 

Summary 

Multifunctional center is not a new concept but has been suppressed by mod
ernist principle of monofunctionalism. When modernist practice of single-
purposeness does not satisfactorily solve the apparent complication in urban 
environments, architects begin learning to deal with this complexity as a design 
problem. Prompted by several economic and political factors, for example increasing 
land costs, changing demographic pattern, special zoning districts and enlightened 
citizens, urban planners and developers transpose the monofunctional urban 
pattern by reinstating the concept of multifunctionality. 

The multifunctional center provides architects the possibilities to revive the 
traditional ideas of urban settings in where all groups of people irrespective of 
ethnicity, economy or race interact, and thus creating a sociable atmosphere. The 
concept of microcosm is often nullified by the fact that most multifunctional centers 
cater only to affluent groups. Thus, they are regarded as being a rather self-
contained environment that emphasizes the idea of social compartmentalization and 
segregation. Nevertheless, by unfolding the urban fortresses to integrate with 
existing urban fabric, multifunctional centers can incorporate other socioeconomic 
groups in their many facilities as well. The opening up insures greater market 
potentials while the illusion of wealth provides as a gesture of regeneration to 
neighboring context. 

Furthermore, through their diversification of urban functions and intensified 
land usage, multifunctional centers can reduce enforced mobility. If residential ele
ment was incorporated, a well-designed multifunctional center might reduce depen
dency upon private automobiles and give rise to the usage of public transportation. 
These conditions are necessarily in favor of less problems caused by vehicles. The ad-
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mixture of functions and human activities also provides a 24-hour vitality to multi
functional centers, which in turn, stimulates economic growth in neighboring uses. 

Therefore, multifunctional centers, with many factors working in favor of 
these developments, offer planners an opportunity to develop an urban setting 
which is good business as well as good urbanism. 

CONCLUSION 

The Modern Architectural ideology was already dead. The modernist urban 
planning was a failure. Nevertheless, in spite of the failure our cities will remain. 
The modernist megalopolis will not cease to grow, thereupon it is of utmost 
importance that we ( living in a post-Modernist era ) to accommodate the growth 
with visual and far-sighted planning methods. We have to figure out planning 
theories that help us justify what we sense needs to be done. Taking the modernist 
failure as a lesson, we now realize that a more civic-minded political and 
architectural conception is needed. Most importantly, however, today's social 
scientists, politicians and planners have to base their practices upon a human being-
oriented planning theory. A sophisticated planning methods urges social and urban 
planners to rationally and self-consciously understand and experience the everyday 
life in a community. Thereby, planners would be more aware of the myth and 
subjective bias of the particular community. 

The modernists had a predilection for a formal generalized model of planning. 
Since the formalist theory only questions generality, the modernists w e r e 
preoccupied with inadequate descriptive languages for their planning activity. The 
persons in a situation they were describing were not richly impersonate. Seeing the 
urban problems in its generality, the modernists had an inadequate perspective of 
the world. Even more damaging, the formal generalized model of planning often led 
the modernists to their mistaken perspectives of an environment. 

The Post-Modernist era needs, therefore, an orientation towards planning 
practices that encourage planners to view and experience the world in its 
particularity, not generality. We need a regulative theory that is informal, that does 
incorporate a richly-described persons - the model of everyday life in a community. 
And this regulat ive theory is the so-called metatheoretic orientation or 
phenomenology. In its abridged term, phenomenology is a return to human 
consciousness as opposed to abstractions and mental construct ions 
(unconsciousness). The phenomenology of Architecture makes architects become 
more aware of the effect of design decisions upon human behaviors. This involves 
the investigation of the psychic implications of architecture instead of its practical 
applications. Phenomenology emphasizes upon a concern for humans and a 
profound understanding of the daily environments. Thereupon, a particular 
situation can be configured in response to human needs and aspirations. This is the 
merit of phenomenology. 

The contemporary urban problems are complex and perplexing. A few facts 
could not describe the whole situation in any real perspective. Urban planners have 
to view the situation in its particularity. Phenomenology, thereof, could help 
planners justify what they sense needs to be done and find a more appropriate 
solutions for the contemporary cities. 
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Taking the modernist misunderstood envision as a lesson, urban planners are 
now aware that the complexity and complication are inherent and unique attributes 
of any growing cities. A city is similar to any living organism in that out of the 
apparent complexity, exists an intricate interdependency between its many parts. 
This unique interrelationship is the symbiosis between the city's different functions. 
The symbiotic interrelationship promotes an interaction of different functions, in 
turn, is beneficial for a growing city. Segregating the functions necessarily means 
an omission of the parts, hence destroyed the symbiotic relationship. 

The theory of monofunctionalism was the underlying reason behind the mod
ernist failure. The monofunctionalism was a non-visual planning approach, 
therefore it can be argued that the modernist view of a future city was more virtual 
than real. The concept of monofunctionalism itself was a Utopia. And the danger of 
Utopian concepts was that utopianism tried to rectify a known system by totally 
supplanting it with a new untried system. The modernists tried to solve the apparent 
problems associated with the industrial city by implementing a new theory that 
completely eradicated the previous concepts of both the pre-industrial and industrial 
cities. Their urban experimentation, nonetheless, resulted in unanticipated problems 
that were more severe than the ones they tried to remedy. Whenever the Utopian 
vision failed to become a reality, it yielded to its self-destruction. 

Having uncovered the fallacies of the Modernist planning principles and em
phasized upon the importance of phenomenology, I now leave the answers of how to 
plan better to the diverse disciplines involved in urban planning. Providing that this 
planning is no a simple matter and requires participation from these diverse disci
plines, my Design Thesis is unlikely able to accommodate all the issues that I have dis
cussed. Applying the theory of phenomenology in its real sense is virtually 
impossible given the time awarded for both programming and Thesis development. 

N O T E S 

1 The concept of functionalism efficacy was emphasized in the CIAM's 
(Congress International Architecture Moderne) Athens Charter in August, 1933. The 
Athens Charter formalized the Modern Architectural movement which was 
designated to form a new era of architecture and city planning. The charter also 
discussed the problems of contemporary city and proposed their solutions. 

2 The industrial revolution brought with a wide range of new uses and 
activities which were not easily incorporated into the existing urban fabric. As a 
consequence of their incorporation, a confusion of functions and activities emerged. 

3 "Monofunctionalism, if left to grow uncontrolled, will ultimately destroy 
the life of a city and eventually, therefore, the individual building itself. New York's 
Bronx housing, the Pruitt-Igoe housing in St. Louis, and Detroit's downtown office 
district are a few well-known examples that attest to this." ( Zeidler 96 ) 

"* See Zeidler, Eberhand H., p. 96. 
5 Leon Krier provided a brief explanation about the distinction between 

symbolic poverty of Modern Architecture and symbolic richness of traditional 
architecture. For further readings, see Krier, Leon. ""Traditional - Modernity -
Modernism" Some Necessary Explanations." Architectural Design 57 ( 1967 ) : 36 - 43. 
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"The skyscraper in the park may be moribund as a model for the 
contemporary city . . . " ( Bruegmann 37 ) 

Bruegmann, Robert. "Two-Post Modernist Visions of Urban Design." 
Landscape 2 6.2 ( 1962 ) : 3I-37. 

7 
"Suburbs have no central political or economic function; they are but 

places of temporary domicile for the peripatetic modern man - hence the appellation 
camp." (Zeidler 142) 

"The life style that Le Corbusier envisaged was anti-urban. It was an 
at tempt to transform the city into a rural resort. Such a concept is understandable as 
an a t tempt to escape from the industrial city. However the failure to understand the 
complexity of the urban matrix did great damage to our cities . . . " ( Zeidler 137 ) 

^ See Heimsath, Clovis. Behavioral Architecture: Toward an Accountable 
Design Process. New York: McGraw Hill, 1977 : 11. 

1^ "Wealthier households deliberately excluded the poorest people from 
their neighborhoods through laws requiring high quality housing plus police 
prevention of land expropriation." (Downs 2) 

1 1 See Downs, Anthony. Opening up the Suburbs. London: Yale University 
Press, 1973 : 9. 

12 A Theory is formally generalized if its form alone, represents its 
content, and interpretations of its form are merely applications of the theory. The 
formal generalized theory also refers to no particular persons or situations in its 
unapplied form. For further readings, refer to: Krieger, Martin H. "Some New 
Directions for Planning Theories." AIP Journal. May 1974 : 156. 

13 "The well documented program of subsidized highways and FHA-
mortgaged housing after World War II is a classic example of the government 
encouraging the abandonment of the inner city. Rather than accept the social 
implications of these first actions, the government then instituted programs for 
urban renewal for the rapidly deteriorating inner cities" ( Heimsath 2 1). The 
suburban migration had already occurred even before the sharp rise in inner city 
crime and blight had reached its peak of severity. Thereupon, the out-migration 
could not be traced to the deteriorating and unhealthy conditions alone. 

1^ "We all naively thought that if we could eliminate the very bad physical 
dwelling and surroundings of slums, the new sanitized conditions would almost per se 
cure social ills. We know better now." 

Mayer, Albert. The Urgent Future. New York: McGraw Hill, 1967 
15 Jane Jacobs provided a profound analysis of the modernist urban 

planning practices in her book The Death and Life of Great American Cities. She 
argued tha t the modernis t urban experimentation of segregating functions had 
almost led to the demise of the American city. Her startling argument was regarded 
by many architectural medics, including Charles Jencks, as an initial proclamation 
that the modernist architectural ideology was already dead. No Modernist architect 
was able to give a convincing answer to her condemnations. For further readings, 
see Jencks, Charles A. Late Modern Architecture. New York: Rizzoli International, 

1960:6-26. 
1^ See Gruen, Victor. Centers for the Urban Environment. New York: Van 

Nostrand Reinhold, 1973: p. 96. 
1*7 Synergistic archetype is defined by Donn Logan as the combined action 

which is greater in total effect than the sum of their effects. 
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1^ Black, Thomas J., and Stuart L. Rogel. "MXDs Reach a Second Generation." 
Urban Land Jan 1963: p. 32. 

1^ See Moore, James D., and Kenneth Piatt. "Glenpointe: The Birth of a 
Second Generation MXD." Urban Land June 1963: p. 19. 

2 0 Stephens, Suzanne. "Microcosms of Urbanity." Progressive Architecture 
Dec 1975: p. 51. 

2 1 The concept of complementarity is taken from a lecture given by 
Professor Jusuck Koh. 

22 Refer to Mixed-Use Developments: New Ways of Land Use: p. 36-39. 
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CASE STUDY I 

KALAMAZOO CENTER 

There is a growing concensus in the real estate industry that an 
effective revitalization of downtown areas will not only require new forms of 
economic development but also, more importantly, explicit coordination 
among three groups: governments; general public and local business 
interests; and private developers. Development of Kalamazoo Center 
demonstrates these emerging relationships. 

Kalamazoo Center is a multifunctional megastructure located on a prime 
downtown commercial block adjacent to the successful Kalamazoo Shopping 
Mall - a four block, landscaped pedestrian mall that dates back to 1956. The 
center is a part of the long-term comprehensive plan of the Kalamazoo Central 
Business District revitalization program. 

In addition to the unique and extensive participation of diverse parties, 
Kalamazoo Center also represents a multifunctional center that large enough 
to foster a mixture of functions yet responsive to the scale of Kalamazoo, a 
midwestern medium-size city of 93,000 people. 

The Planning Background and Development Process 

The Kalamazoo community had been involved in downtown 
revitalization long before Kalamazoo Center's 1973 groundbreaking. Broad-
based community interest in sustaining the economic viability of the CBD 
fostered the development of Kalamazoo Mall. The development, which was a 
part of the greater downtown revitalization, was initiated after the community 
discovered that a comprehensive downtown renewal plan proposed by Victor 
Gruen in 1956 was proven to be too costly. Commenced by the development of 
Kalamazoo Mall, the downtown revitalization program focuses upon three-fold 
goals as set forth in the comprehensive plan: 
(1) Separation of cars and people; 
(2) Creation of a pleasant environment for shopping and strolling; and 
(3) establishment of a social focus in the CBD. 
Simultaneously, these goals will strengthen commercial activities in the CBD. 

The motif behind the development of both Kalamazoo Mall and 
Kalamazoo Center stems from the philosophy to "capture people downtown" - a 
downtown must develop its own captive market, for example conventioneers, 
housings, employment, or civic activities within the central area. 

The idea of a multifunctional center nevertheless emanated from a 
feasibility study executed by the Chamber of Commerce and Downtown 
Kalamazoo Association (DKA) analyzing development potentials for a 
convention facility in the downtown area. It was found that market support 
was adequate, but the city could not afford to develop a civic center on its own. 
Therefore, the study recommended the city establish some form of 
public/private coordination to help insure the economic feasibility of 
convention center development. 

The study also proposed a compact orchestration of diversified activities 
within the convention center complex to generate complementary market 
relationships. It was learned that a free-standing civic center was not 
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desirable since income from these facilities was seldom adequate to pay annual 
operating costs and debt service requirements. The inability of the center to 
nurture its own existence would lessen-e* the economic and renewal impact of 
the development on the downtown area. 

The Kalamazoo community was aware of the fact that the development of 
a multifunctional center necessitated a strong private developer who not only 
could bring the necessary financial resources but also the required 
development expertise. Thus, the representatives of the Downtown Kalamazoo 
Association approached Inland Steel Development Corporation, which had 
already undertaken such developments throughout the nation, to explore 
ISDC's interest in the project. 

After executing early market studies, ISDC found out that there was 
adequate support for a mix of commercial uses in coordination with a civic 
center. Furthermore, ISDC's market studies revealed that meeting and 
convention facilities would likely generate a new demand for income-
producing transient facilities and commercial elements. 

ISDC analyses had also shown that a two-acre "Burdick block" adjacent to 
the Kalamazoo Mall was a feasible development location. Serving as traffic 
generator and establishing pedestrian circulation patterns within its vicinity, 
the Kalamazoo Mall would effectively serve as an anchor for new retail uses in 
Kalamazoo Center. ISDC was optimistic that the future Kalamazoo Center 
together with the established Kalamazoo Mall would create a strong 
concentration of commercial activity, and thus stimulating the potentiality of 
development of new retail elements in that area. 

The potential market relationship between the mall and Kalamazoo 
Center, it soon became clear, underscored the importance of carefully 
integrating the project with neighboring urban functions. It was agreed that 
if the project was to have economic impact on downtown Kalamazoo, it would 
have to relate to existing land uses in the CBD especially the mall. In this 
respect, an explicit relation to adjoining land uses and established pedestrian 
movement patterns in areas surrounding the site was a key input to the 
project design. 

Another important input considered in the design was the orchestration 
of diversified components. It was clear to all participants that architectural 
design would be a critical factor in the project development to insure physical 
and functional integration among various project components and uses. In 
addition, the careful integration would be necessary to generate 
complementary market relationships. 

Once the Burdick block was chosen as the site for development, the city 
was confronted with its first financial problem. It was clear at that time that a 
mechanism was necessary to secure land options and generate funds to cover 
initial expenses, such as legal fees, if the property v/as to be acquired. Being a 
non-profit organization ostensibly responsible only for promotion of 
downtown retail establishments, the Downtown Kalamazoo Association could 
not execute this necessary procedure. The City of Kalamazoo was also 
incapacitate in regard of this matter since ISDC was directly involved in the 
development. The law prescribes that the city can purchase lands in initial 
stages only under the condition that the purchase is strictly for public 
purposes. 
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It v/as clear that an independent organization was required to facilitate 
the procedures of optioning and purchasing land which would ultimately be 
resold to the city and/or ISDC. Thus, the Kalamazoo Development Corporation 
(KDC) was formed in November 1971 to overcome this obstacle. 

With the formation of the KDC, the city proceeded with the preliminary 
plans of the project, which were developed by ELS Design Group, the projects 
architect. The original concept prescribed for city's ownership of the entire 
land. It was then assumed however, that ISDC would not be able to invest if land 
taxes were to become an operational cost. 

The primary source of money for land purchase, demolition, and 
construction expenses also posed another obstacle to the project development. 
Having limited funds at that moment, the city planned to use general 
obligation bonds - payable from the city's general fund - or possible revenue 
bonds issued through a building authority. 

Nevertheless, the use of municipal general-obligation bonds to finance 
a center scheduled to house private uses, it was concluded, did not solve the 
financial problems. Instead, it arose another conflict. If the Kalamazoo Center 
project was to proceed with the funding from general-obligation bonds, 
alternate routes for land purchase and building ownership were then 
necessary. 

After undertaking further feasibility analyses. Inland Steel 
Development Corporation and the city determined an alternative method for 
development and ownership of public and private uses. Following a 
negotiation with the city, ISDC agreed upon separate development and 
ownership of the land. ISDC agreed to purchase the eastern two-thirds of the 
site designated for commercial development. ISDC also agreed to construct a 
multi-purpose commercial building on air rights leased from the city. In turn. 
Inland Steel would lease commercial areas and maintain the structure on a 
long-term basis. In addition, ISDC would pay taxes to the city on this 
landholding. On the other hand, the city agreed to purchase the remaining 
land and develop a 60,000 square foot convention facility on this western third 
of the property. With the exception of one high-rise office building, the city 
also agreed to finance the costs of demolishing all existing structures on the 
Burdick block. Furthermore, the city agreed to expand an adjacent parking 
ramp from a 200-car capacity to a 1,050-space capacity and connect this 
facility to Kalamazoo Center with an enclosed skyv/ay. 

Therefore, the reviewed concept called for a coordinated though 
separate acquisition, preparation and ownership of the site. The decision 
regarding land purchase and building ownership is manifested in the ELS 
Design Group's physical configuration - a development with two distinct, 
though connecting buildings differentiating Inland Steel's commercial uses 
on one side of the site from the city's convention facilities on the other. A 
property line through Kalamazoo Center legally divides city and ISDC-owned 
facilities. Legal consideration in this matter therefore prompts the design 
solution in which the two entities are created but physically united by an 
atrium. Structurally, the center is two buildings, encased in one skin and 
separated by an expansion joint. Furthermore, since the city legislates against 
the air right transfers, the city-owned development and the privately-owned 
development cannot overlap. Thus, an invisible seam of pedestrian space 
separates the two. 
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With reference to the source of money for land purchase, demohtion, 
and construction expenses, the city decided to rely upon private donations 
instead of municipal general-obligation bonds. 

As final plans were developed, the city soon realized that the 
development required relocating some 43 elderly persons then living on the 
property. The city took the responsibility of identifying the number of people 
needed to be removed, relocating the citizens and presenting them with 
alternate living sites, and monitoring any improvements in self-image and 
life style that resulted. Follow-up reports had shown that the relocation 
program dealt not only with the physical process of relocating individuals, but 
it also addressed the psychological and behavior impact of such a relocation 
upon the community. 

ISOMETRIC (CUT-AWAY) 

1 . CONFERENCE CENTER 
2 . HOTEL 
3 . OFFICE 
4 . RETAIL 

EXISTING MALL 

FIGURE 1 
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Spatial Analysis / Design Solution 

To insure physical and functional integration among potential activities 
and diversified functions, and thus generating complementary market 
synergy, final design of Kalamazoo Center called for a megastructure covering 
almost all of the 66,000 square foot site. The megastructure has a three-level 
base structure from which rise a seven-story tower. The three-level base 
building accommodates retail functions, restaurants, and entertainment 
components, 10,000 square feet of office space, recreational facilities, and a 
60,000 square foot conference center. The convention area will accommodate 
meetings as large as 1,000 people. Situated on three levels around an open 
central atrium with a skylight roof, retail facilities occupy about 72,000 square 
feet. 

The large, multi-tiered central atrium is considered the project's 
centerpiece and patterned after a bazaar which encourages movement around 
and between the various levels. Retail, civic activities and hotel lobbies all 
converge into this central open space creating an implosion of activity which 
is somewhat evocative of the city room concept put forward by the Japanese 
Architect Fumihiko Maki. Interior landscaping, storefronts, and color mix are 
not only used to establish several focal points on various levels of the three-
story space. But, in fact, the changing storefronts, landscaping, colors as well 
as vertical movement systems altogether create a pleasing disorientation and 
encourage pedestrians to stroll leisurely around and between the three levels. 
This effect of people circulating by the various focal points is what the 
architect was trying to create. 

Rising from the base structure, the seven-story tower contains 16,000 
square feet of prestige office space and the 2 66-room Kalamazoo Center Inn. 

KALAMAZOO CENTER'S DIAGONAL PLACEMENT ON THE 
BLOCK FACILITATES PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO THE 
PROJECT'S FIVE MAIN ENTRANCES, ONE OF 
WHICH IS VISIBLE HERE. NOTICE 
ENCLOSED SKYWAY 
CONNECTING THE DEVELOPMENT 
WITH THE CITY-OWNED PARKING 
GARAGE. 

• iiffiiiiikffi 
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Designing the multifunctional center directly relating to surrounding 
land uses and established pedestrian circulation patterns, ELS Design Group 
positioned the building diagonally on the site to provide several points of 
egress and ingress. Also, the diagonal placement of the center across the 
Burdick block is found to be conducive to bringing pedestrian traffic into and 
through the center from Kalamazoo Mall and other surrounding streets. In the 
architect's terms, the structure has a "360-degree orientation that pulls people 
into and through the project, and simultaneously generates activity on the 
Center's periphery". 

By positioning several visual focal points on alternate levels, 
channelling pedestrians in different directions as they enter the center, and 
carefully locating entrances and exits, the architect has encouraged 
movement within the building especially among the three retail levels. From 
Kalamazoo Mall via the main entrance, pedestrians can either enter onto the 
second retail level (at street grade) or descend a graduated, stepped plaza to the 
below-grade level of retail shops. The terraced plaza is landscaped for viewing 
from within the building as well as being a new feature on Kalamazoo Mall 
with the purpose to minimize the image of entry and exit from the basement 
space. From parking ramps, pedestrians enter the atrium's upper-floor of 
retail uses via a skyway over the street. To further facilitate movement inside 
the building and between levels, the structure employs five main entries, five 
elevators, two escalators, and two staircases. In addition, the buildings 
diagonal alignment and pedestrian circulation plan draw people from the 
various entry points towards the central atrium passing the retail frontage, 
and thus encouraging the agglomeration of people in the central space to 
create a sociable environment within the multifunctional center. 

Choosing a megastructure as the most appropriate design solution to 
insure efficient physical integration and market synergy among project 
components can be considered irresponsive to the separate ownership 
arrangement between ISDC and the city. A predominantly massive structure as 
a whole personified by a megastructure does not in itself manifest the idea of 
separate but coordinated ownerships. Whether or not this physical 
manifestation is important from architectural point of view is open to con
jecture. Nevertheless, from a visual standpoint, the megastructural 
characteristic of Kalamazoo Center is disguised somewhat by its three-story 
structural profile surrounding the tower on all sides. On the other hand, while 
configuration, placement, and massing relate the building to the surrounding 
context and the existing movement patterns, the high-tech image that the 
center conveys seems out of place next to an old not-too-slick brick structure. 
However, in spite of its hugeness, the center apparently does not overpower 
the urban landscape, and thus conveying a combination of two values -
nonassertion and visibility. 
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Development Cost 

Total development cost for city-owned convention facilities was 
approximately $4 million including land and building construction and 
approximately $3.4 million of this cost was raised through private 
contributions from the Kalamazoo community. ISDC developed its portion of 
Kalamazoo Center at a total cost of $12.5 million. 

In addition to the development cost, other indirect city costs also 
incurred during the development process and after completion of the project. 
These costs included the expansion of the city parking ramps financed 
through revenue bonds, the improvement of one block of Water Street on the 
projects northern boundary, and the extension of Kalamazoo Mall one block 
north. These complementary developments had been funded jointly through 
assessment of abutting property owners and a city contribution. 

^AtN^-?!^^ 
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This map graphically depicts the relationship of Kalamazoo 
Center to the doimtown area and the shopping mall. A parking 
deck is connected with the megastructure by a skyway. 
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Management and Marketing 

The Kalamazoo Center Corporation is responsible for comprehensive 
marketing efforts in Kalamazoo Center. A subsidiary of ISDC, the Corporation 
operates the entire private portion of the project. Also providing certain 
management services to the city in connection with its operation of the 
convention facilities, the Kalamazoo Center Corporation leases meeting space, 
banquet rooms, and related convention center facilities on an "as-needed 
basis" from the city and pays a percentage of income received from catered 
food and beverage service to conventioneers. On the other hand, the 266-room 
Kalamazoo Inn is operated by Distinguished Resorts of Wisconsin on a 
"management contract basis". Therefore, the operation of Kalamazoo Center 
promises to be a profitable enterprise for both public and private-sector 
interests. 

Economic Benefits 

Kalamazoo Center is proven to be a major economic stimulus to the local 
economy and downtown area by providing annual tax revenues to the city 
amounted to $2 50,000 which are paid by ISDC in respect of its portion of the 
project. In addition to the estimated payroll income of the center at $2 million 
per year and the expected hotel expenditures at approximately $4 million 
annually, over 300 new jobs are expected to be provided in the project. Aside 
from the tangible effect, the center has spurred downtown commercial and 
shopping activities. It is not surprising therefore, that the center has been 
labeled the keystone for future redevelopment in downtown Kalamazoo. 

Summary 

Factors contributing to the success of Kalamazoo Center can be summarized as 
follows: 

--- The coordinated efforts between Inland Steel Development Corporation, a 
private sector, and the City of Kalamazoo, together with financial support 
from the community set an example for a unique and complex set of 
relationships between private and public-sector interests. This explicit 
cooperation between these diverse parties is critical to the success of a 
multifunctional development. 

--- The ability of the city to attract ISDC's participation in the project since 
ISDC's financial involvement and special expertise were necessary 
ingredients in the project development. 

--- The local community's willingness to explore new areas for public/private 
sector cooperation and to incorporate the emerging new idea of 
multifunctional centers into their urban environment, in spite of the fact 
that Kalamazoo is only a medium-size city. In this aspect, Kalamazoo Center 
illustrates a unique multifunctional development approach especially well 
suited to a medium-size city. 

Unlike many other multifunctional centers, Kalamazoo Center does not 
strive to create a playland atmosphere to allure consumers into its leisure 
facilities. Nor does it simply rely upon the shopping center concept with its 
overabundant dependency on "compulsive consumerism" to generate its 
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vitality. Rather, Kalamazoo Center strives towards reasserting two strongly 
traditional urban concepts - the town square and the market place in their 
20th-century manifestations ( shopping center and convention center ) - into 
the contemporary environment. 

Architect's Viewpoints 

Designed to catalyze fur ther downtown r edeve lopmen t , 
Elbasani/Logan/Severin (ELS) sees the complex as a pedestrian magnet 
stimulating varied urban activity on its edges. The firm realizes that for such a 
pedestrian activity to be profused, the designed environment must generate 
movement which, in turn, requires a sense of place and a sequence of events 
occurring within that environment. Nonetheless, for such an environment to 
engender the economic and social impact upon surrounding areas, enriched 
internal activity per se is not a sufficient criterion. The environment should 
also acknowledge the existence of neighboring activities and uses. Based upon 
the realization that an introverted approach is detrimental to the adjacent 
urban functions yet the energetic movement within is critical to the internal 
environment, ELS designs the pedestrian circulation pattern such that it cuts 
through the site on several diagonals and has a pleasing disorientation 
through the changing focal points. The design is proven to be conducive to 
both the internal and external movement. 

VIEW TOWARDS 
MAIN ENTRANCE 
(BELOW);AND 
THE ATRIUM 
(LEFT;UPPER 
RIGHT). 
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Project Data 

Project: Kalamazoo Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Architects: The ELS Design Group, Berkeley, California and New York, New 
York, Michael Severin, project architect; and George Duncan, project 
coordinator; Robert Grether, William Adams, design team 
Client: City of Kalamazoo And Inland Steel Development Corporation 
Program/Physical Configuration: 
Gross Building Area (GBA): 362,000 square feet 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): 4.2 
Building's Components: 
Office space: 26,000 square feet 
Retail Space: 72,000 square feet 
Transient facilities: 266 rooms 
Parking facilities: 1,050 spaces on an adjacent site 
Other components: 60,000 square feet of conference facilities and 

convention center 
20,000 square feet containing restaurants, 
discotheque, swimming pool, and health club 
facilities 

Acreage: 2 acres 
Site: two acre block adjoining mall downtown 
Structural system: poured-in-place reinforced concrete frame and footings; 
precast concrete floor (ballroom level); elsewhere concrete slab on s teel 
decking 
Mechanical system: forced air, steam boilers, through-the-wall heating and 
a/c units, baseboard radiation units. Separate systems for shops, hotel, and 
conference rooms. 
Major materials: reinforced concrete, porcelain-enamelled insulated wall 
panels, ceramic tile and quarry tile flooring, storefront windows, tempered 
glass in aluminum frame windows for skylight 
Master Developers: Inland Steel Development Corporation (ISDC) and the 
City of Kalamazoo 
Development Period: 1973 to 1975 
Total Development Costs: $16,500,000 precluding parking ramp expansion 
on adjacent site developed by the city. ISDC paid $12.5 million while the city 
paid $3.4 million. $30 per square feet 

R e f e r e n c e s : 

Abbett, Jon P., Robert M. Gladstone, and Robert E. Witherspoon. Mixed-Use 
Developments- New Wavs of Land Use. Washington, D.C.: ULI - the Urban 
Land Institute, 1976: p. 106-111. 

"Kalamazoo." An^erican Institute of Architecture Tournal Aug 1975: p. 20-23-
Stephens, Suzanne. "Main Street Revisited." Architectural Formn Nov 1973: p. 

56-57. 
"Urbanity Comes to Kalamazoo." Progressive Architecture Mav 1976: p. 

64-69. 
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CASE STUDY II 

WESTMOUNT SQUARE - MONTREAL 

Westmount Square is a tightly-configured multifunctional development 
covering 5.5 acres in downtown Montreal, Quebec. Major issues that have been 
addressed in this development include: 

- the project's adaptation to adjacent land uses; 
- configuration of diversified uses to achieve maximum physical and 

functional integrity; and 
- a sophisticated pedestrian circulation system to contribute to market 

synergy among project components. 

The Planning Background and Development Process 

Unlike any other city in Canada, Montreal's emerging image of new 
urban growth is depicted, for the most part, by mammoth-scaled, multipurpose 
urban composition instead of a collection of new individual, unrelated 
buildings. 

This emerging new trend of urban growth was commenced by I. M. Pel's 
Place Ville Marie and later emulated by Place Victoria designed by Nervi-
Moretti. Westmount Square, developed by MonDev International Ltd., was the 
predecessor to these two pioneering efforts. 

When a multifunctional development concept for the Westmount site 
was proposed in 1962, Westmount was then a predominantly wealthy 
community, without industrial development and with no predominant high 
rise tower. The maximum allowable height in this area was six stories, 
therefore, opposition to Westmount Square in respect of its high rise concept 
was probably inevitable. Aside from the probability of opposition to high-rise 
development from the surrounding Westmount community, a pioneering 
high-density project at this location also posed a number of special problems 
including: 

- Acquisition of property at reasonable cost from roughly 45 individual 
owners; 

- Rezoning of the property from low-density residential to high-density 
mixed use; and 

- Designing an integral and tightly-configured project which would 
relate to adjacent land uses and provide a distinctly "human" scale on a 
relatively small site. 
Land acquisition was an arduous process and the developer took almost 

two years to assemble 45 parcels of land covering the 5.5-acre site. Additional 
parcels were available, but MonDev, sensing sufficient time and money had 
been wasted, chose not to acquire these properties. Later, the developer 
regretted its initial decision since the small site acquired made it impossible to 
accommodate t ransient facilities without sacrificing other functional 
components. 

With the incorporation of a PUD ( Planned Unit Development ) 
ordinance into Westmount Square, MonDev was allowed to build buildings a 
maximum of 24 stories based upon floor area ratios and was required to allow 
for one-third of the site as an open plaza. 
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Concerned about the ultimate impact of this high-rise project would 
have on their community, Westmount citizen groups opposed the city's 
approval of the PUD ordinance and perceived the development as a threat to 
the overall character of the Westmount community. The developer and the 
city, on the other hand, perceived this private development, being a part of 
Westmount's urban renewal efforts, as a promising strategy to eliminate urban 
blight. To reconcile its different perception with that of the community, 
MonDev had to distribute information on planned design, character, and image 
of the development, and thus eliminating the community's negative view
points on the project. 

Design Solution 

Although located in a predominantly upper-income area in Montreal, 
the Westmount Square site was formerly occupied by rat-infested residences 
and decaying commercial buildings. Furthermore, the surrounding areas were 
characterized by a devastating image of untidy dwellings and shops, for 
example a greengrocer and a Chinese restaurant with a typical Quebec 
stairways that wind upward to second-story entrances. In this respect, the 
impression that Westmount Square would profuse to its surroundings was a 
critical input to design solution. 

On the other hand, the small site required that the project explicitly 
relate to surrounding land uses, both existing and planned, and thus further 
dictating that careful attention should be taken with reference to physical and 
functional integration of buildings and component uses. 

Also important in the design solution was the development's correlation 
to the westernmost subway stop. Even though there were no municipal 
requirements for this connection, MonDev, based upon common sense and 
business sense, decided to incorporate this subway connection by developing a 
400-foot underground passageway. Built at a cost of almost $400,000, the tunnel 
was described by MonDev as one of the project's major amenities due to its 
direct and exclusive linkage to mass transit system. The incorporation of the 
underground passageway into the development further required the sensitive 
treatment of pedestrian movement to, from, and within the complex. Desig
nated to be more than efficient circulation, the system of enclosed passageway, 
as revealed after the completion of the project, channels pedestrians through 
retail areas on their way to or from the subway, parking areas, street 
residences, or offices. 

It should be clear after looking at overall success in Westmount Square 
that design is probably one of the most significant contributing factors. It is 
fundamentally a Mies Van Der Rohe approach with substantial inputs from 
Mondev International to insure complementary market correlation among 
various components. 

Westmount Square is remarkable in several v/ays. At such a small scale, 
its design has been capable of accommodating an orchestration of diversified 
uses. Land uses now include a 24-story office tower; two luxury high-rise 
apartment buildings; 45 exclusive retail shops situated under a plaza covering 
almost the entire site; a 700-seat movie theater; and a 950-cars parking space. A 
two-story office building, originally to have been a department store, is the 
lowest structure on the site. 

\ 
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The development of Westmount Square was divided into two phases since 
ongoing opposition from the community and economic constraints 
experienced during initial development concept made it impossible to 
accommodate all planned uses in one phase construction. Nonetheless, 
regardless of which phases of development, all uses in each phase were 
developed simultaneously, which, in the developer's view, was a crucial factor 
in realizing the full potentials of multifunctional centers. 

The amount of office space and the types of apartments were established 
through a market research. To determine the support for high-rise luxury 
apartments, including duplexes, penthouses, mini-penthouses, and standard 
layouts, in downtown Montreal, MonDev undertook initial market studies and 
found out that nearly 97 percent of area residents surveyed did not favor this 
style of living. In spite of the negative output received from the finding, 
MonDev was optimistic that successful development operation of a 
multifunctional concept dictated accommodating residential uses. The 
developer argued that without on-site residences, the complex would likely 
have a nine-to-five activity cycle, and key market synergy usually available 
in multifunctional development would be lost. In addition, high-rise luxury 
apartments were essential to be compatible with the wealthy Westmount 
community. 

Aware of the fact that the project had to compete with established 
commercial areas bordering Westmount Square on the south and west, the 
developer wanted to create unique retail shops. Therefore, a 125,000-square 
foot T-shaped concourse under the plaza was designed to include a collection of 
foreign boutiques and specialty shops catering exclusively to the wealthy 
people by offering expensive goods and quality services. 

Furthermore, the T-shaped concourse has a select group of smaller 
stores serving a retail anchor. Shops such as Hermes, Lanvin, and Pierre 
Cardin constitute a nucleus from which the image and drawing power of this 
fashion center are generated. Once these qualities are secured, other retailers 
would response by emulating the image that these anchor tenants convey 
while potential tenants would be encouraged to apply for the available space 
within the complex. 

The orchestration of diversified building components and the 
configuration of efficient circulation pattern not only within but also outside 
the physical framework necessarily dictate the complexity in regard of design 
solution. In the case of Westmount Square, the inherent complexity is 
somevThat disguised since a first glance suggests a project of utmost simplicity 
- a manifestation of Miesian concept. At first glance, a viewer is not informed 
that a single structural system and dimensional module, with interesting 
adaptation, are utilized throughout the project to coordinate the spatial needs 
of all functions. 

Furthermore, most strikingly, at first view, a person perceives the 
unusual contrast that -Westmount Square creates in relation to its 
surroundings. It is startling to see this group of magnificent towers, markedly 
the work of a master, is placed on their travertine base and surrounded by the 
untidy image of neighboring dwellings and shops. 
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Spatial Analysis 

Reports indicate that retail components within the multifunctional 
center perform well even without a typical anchor tenant. The projects 
downtown location ( one mile west of Montreal's central core ) and proximity 
to major traffic generators on and adjacent to the site including the 
westernmost subway station are, for the most part, the factors that enhance 
the retail performance. In this respect, Westmount Square's physical relation 
to surrounding areas and its pedestrian circulation system are the important 
design features which expose the retail uses to existing patterns of movement 
within the area as well as channelling all on-site pedestrian traffic through 
the retail area. These design features not only generate an efficient 
circulation pattern but, and perhaps utmost important, a merchandising tool 
which contribute to the overall retail performance. The design of a 
sophisticated movement system has been realized in Westmount Square 
through the designer's sensitivity to many factors including project 
configuration, positioning of retail shops, location of entrances and exits, and 
functional relationships among project components. 

Multilevel platform is the architectural approach preferred by Mies Van 
Der Rohe in designing the circulation pattern. Office towers and high-rise 
apartments emanate from the multilevel platform which covers most of the 
site. Positioned at street grade, a retail mall is immediately below the plaza 
level and parking ramp is situated beneath the retail area. Travertine, which 
covers the entire plaza, lobby floors and cores, the concourse floor and a 
number of storefronts underneath the plaza, represents as an element 
unifying the diversified components. The office tower lobby, which is another 
unifying element, converges some of the diversified components, which 
originates from diverse structures with diverse heights, into one uniform 
level. 

Working 
c 

Hotel Living 

] 

Shopping 
oncourse 

Shopping 
oncourscL 

Parking Garage 

PHYSICAL INTEGRATION OF PROJECT COMPONENTS 
f=l^-Uif2B. 2,1 
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Accessibility to these diverse project components has been planned with 
care. Tenants of both apartment buildings approach their corresponding units 
from the northwest corner of the site via a loop driveway. The drive swings up 
around the pair of ramps to and from the garage levels. From the parking 
garage or shopping concourse, apartment tenants use elevators to enter the 
apartment lobbies. Entry to the apartment elevator lobbies at the concourse 
level and parking level is key-controlled so that nonresidential shoppers 
cannot gain access to the apartment floors above. 

A second access to the garage is at the south, under the two-story office 
building. The 24-story office tower has its main entrance from a broad flight 
of stairs off the street to the east. All functional components of the project 
converge into the concourse level just beneath the plaza and accessible 
directly from it. This convergence of all components into the shopping 
concourse is proven to draw people in spite of low visibility for the stores from 
the street level. The concourse level has emerged as the central receiving 
point for all people approaching the complex by bus or subway, and thus 
generating a favorable climate for business growth. 

There are two other access points to the shopping concourse - both at 
grade, one from the west along a broad, travertine-topped walkway from 
Greene Avenue, and another from the south, along an existing sidewalk. 

Described by Mondev as "direct Metro entrance", the underground 
tunnel, which is connected to Montreal's westernmost subway station, is 
interestingly designed. To give a clear view of anyone approaching along the 
right-angled tunnel, a mirror is turned to a 45-degree angle at one point 
approaching the entrance to the shopping concourse. 

On the concourse level, each shop is uniquely designed displaying only a 
common system of graphics. The T-shaped concourse is designed for added 
liveliness. At the head of the important crossing of the T-shaped, a sidewalk 
cafe projects forward under an awning, adding to the liveliness of the 
environment, f^ —•--— Pk^^S;^ ^ . ^ 
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F i n a n c i n g 

To secure a permanent financing commitment immediately following the 
construction of Westmount Square in 1965, MonDev considered upon a prospect 
of financing the project through a public bond issue. Encouraged by a soft 
mortgage market, potential investors quickly purchased a total of $32-million 
public bonds issued at a 7.75 percent interest rate. With this purchase, the 
financing was complete. 

Economies of Scale and Market Synergy 

In Westmount Square, economies of scale in operation are realized 
through the incorporation of a single infrastructure to accommodate all uses, 
a centralized utility system, and a single parking facihty to serve overlapping 
users. Though precise information is not available in this case study, market 
synergy is allegedly reported to exist in Westmount Square. On-site residents 
and office tenants definitely provide a market support for retail uses. On the 
other hand, it is likely that the prestigious image of retail and office 
components will contribute to the drawing power of Westmount Square's 
residential uses. 

i 
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Construction on the first of the two 2 1-story luxury apartment buildings 
began in 1965. Midway through construction, market potential was 
encouraging as MonDev received increasing inquiries and lease applications. 
From this point onwards, market performance of the residential components is 
exceptionally satisfying. The occupancy rate has been almost 100 percent 
since opening in 1966. So does the 12 5,000-square foot T-shaped shopping 
concourse, sales from these specialty shops and high fashion boutiques are 
estimated to range between $300 and $500 per square foot. A full occupancy is 
also reached in the 24-story office tower and low-rise building. The high 
occupancy rates among the project components obviously provide substantial 
financial returns to MonDev International, the exclusive developer, owner 
and manager of Westmount Square. 

Summary 

The commitment exemplified by MonDev Corporation has been one of the 
critical factors contributing the the overall success in Westmount Square. 
Perceived the project as "commercially and aesthetically viable", they fought 
for a high-density multifunctional development that was prohibited under 
Westmount community's existing regulations. Had they surrendered to 
community opposition, Westmount Square would have not become a reality. 

Design is another significant factor in regard of Westmount Squares 
success. Through the careful orchestration of functional components, 
adaptation to surrounding areas, desire to create a uniformly splendid image, 
and sensitive treatment of pedestrian circulation, Westmount Square has 
negated previously ongoing opposition and now viewed as a desirable and 
prestigious addition to the community. 

Westmount Sguare, the 
grouping of dark-tinte 
buildings, is one mile 
west of downtown 
Montreal. This locatio 
adjacent to a high-
income residential area 
was crucial in 
marketing the two 
luxury apartment 
buildings, the prime-
rate office space, and 
the high-fashion, 
specialty retail center 
Nowadays, the center 
stands out among other 
developments in 
Westmount. r\^:HM^ -2./^ 
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Project Data 

Project: Westmount Square, Westmount, Ontario, Canada 
Architects: Greenspoon, Freedlander, Plachta and Kryton; Mies Van Der 
Rohe, consulting architect. 
Client: MonDev International, Ltd. 
Program/Physical Configuration: 
Gross Building Area (GBA): 1,700,000 square feet 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): 7.2 
Building's Components: 
Residential units: 450 units 
Office Space: 365.000 square feet 
Retail space: 150,000 square feet 
Parking facilities: 950 spaces 
other components: 700-seat movie theater 

Private corridor connecting to subway 
Acreage: 5-5 acres 
Site: Montreal, Quebec. One mile west of downtown 
Structural s y s t e m : Similar but not identical throughout - a reinforced 
concrete waffle slab with ribs 24 inch on center 
Mechan ica l sys tem: The offices have a dual-duct system while the 
apartments have fan-coil units. A central heating and chilling plant for the 
entire development 
Major materials: Apartment windows are double-glazed and the wall is made 
of aluminum and plastic. Single-glazed windows for the office tower. Solar 
grey glass everywhere except in protected lobbies. 
Master Developer: MonDev International, Ltd. 
Development Period: 
Phaser. 1965-1966 
Phase II: 1975-1977 
Total Development Costs: 
Phase I: $42 million 
Phase II: $ 16 million 
R e f e r e n c e s : 

Abbett Jon P Robert M. Gladstone, and Robert E. Witherspoon. MiXfd-Vs^ 
f AVAlnpmenty NAW Wavs M Land Use. Washington, D.C.: ULI - the Urban 
Land Institute, 1976:p. 116-124. . , ^ c * i^^^ 

Berkeley, Ellen Perry. "Westmount Square." AKtlJtectural Fomm Sept 1966: 
_ AO _AO 

"Montreal: Again Big Scale." AKnit^ctural Forum May 1965: p. 70-71. 
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WATERGATE, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

The Watergate development is located on a 10-acre triangular site along 
the banks of the Potomac River bounded by Virginia and New Hampshire 
Avenue and the Potomac Parkway in downtown Washington, DC. Conceived in 
1962 and completed in 1972, the development consists of an orchestration of 
residential, commercial, office and auxiliary functions, which is contained in 
six buildings encompassing over 1.6 million square feet. 

Located within the concentration of federal offices, the Watergate 
Development offers living conveniences in an urban environment to those 
who seek a tranquil internal living and working environment and especially 
those who have a predilection for prestige. The Watergate Development 
sustains the unique attribute of many earlier multifunctional centers - the 
selfish individuality. Given the surrounding blight which typified the area 
when the development began, the Watergate's developer adopted an 
introverted approach which emphasized upon an inward focus and attention 
to on-site landscaping. Furthermore, the Watergate Development is intended 
for upper-income groups, and thus a prestige image is maintained throughout 
the entire complex. For a few years after its completion, the complex looked 
magnificent and incongruous to the neighboring uses. Nevertheless, 
Watergate Development, unlike so many earlier multifunctional developments 
which could have simply been a disappointment, does prompt a catalyUc effect 
well beyond the project's seemingly insulated, arrogant and fortresslike 
environment. Perhaps, Watergate's role as a catalyst is much indebted to the 
image of Washington, D. C. itself as the nation capital city. In any case, 
Watergate complex, together with the adjoining John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts, now holds the distinction as the factor that turn the 
previously blighted section of Washington, D. C. into an almost totally 
redeveloped area in a mixture of new commercial and residential 
developments. -^it-'^^^^k. "̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ .>TT« |^^^^^^^ ••'•'«<rrTT"i'iin"ny 
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Th* Planning and Development Process 

The early history of the property where Watergate now stands is a 
unique one. For many years, the site had been in a state of disrepair. Large 
vacant lot, covered with some obsolete gas storage tanks, a variety of 
abandoned industrial facilities and ramshackle food facilities exemphfied the 
dismaying condition of the site and the surrounding property so as to 
encourage potential developments in this area. Most disappointingly, the 
dilapidating circumstances provided a shocking contrast to the overall 
prestige image of the nation capital - the so-called pioneer of the City 
Beautiful Movement. 

The reason why there was no plan for better use of the area was that no 
one had given much attention to the area. When layering out the plan for 
Washington, D.C., Pierre Charles L" Enfant had left most of the area along the 
Potomac River inconclusive. Obviously anticipating the spontaneous 
development of harbor within the area, he never prescribed how the city was 
to meet the Potomac. Unfortunately, the development potential of Washington, 
D. C. as shipping facilities was not immediately realized. The railroads replaced 
inland shipping before Washington had grown large enough to generate any 
traffic. Thus, L' Enfant's anticipation felt short. 

At first, David Finley, the chairman of the Commission of Fine Arts 
proposed that the derelict site ought to be turned into a park. However his 
proposal was ignored. For many years, L' Enf ant's ambiguity left subsequent 
planners seeking for an appropriate solution. 

Meanwhile, in the late 1940s, the Washington Gas Light Company, owner 
of the Watergate site for many years, offered this property for sale to private 
developers. After receiving a low bid, the owner decided not to sell at all. 

Nevertheless, in the early 1950s, a developer emerged to undertake the 
high risk venture of real estate development in the midst of this blighted area. 
Purchasing a small parcel of land near the Watergate site, the developer built 
Potomac Plaza Cooperative Apartments - the first of such development in 
Washington. By completion in 1957, Potomac Plaza was fully occupied. Though 
important as a pioneering effort, this surprisingly successful development did 
not disentangle the hesitation on the part of other developers in regard of the 
viability of substantial, long-term development in this area. 

Finally, the Societa Generale Immobiliare di Roma (SGI), a large 
international development firm and a leading Italian investment corporation 
which had developed substantial projects in Montreal, purchased the 
Watergate's ten-acre site. Based upon the performance of the Potomac Plaza 
Cooperative Apartments and its recent experience in luxury residential 
developments, SGI proposed Watergate plans exclusively focusing on 
residential uses. Commercial uses in these original plans would play only a 
minor supporting role. 

The National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), having an interest in 
SGI's strong financial commitment should the development proceed as 
proposed, was easily pleased with Immobilaire's proposal. For the NCPC, 
Watergate Development was the plan long awaited. Perhaps, most importanUy, 
the plan was backed by a financially strong developer, and thus eliminating 
the necessity to apply for the cumbersome federal urban renewal assistance. 

Immobilaire's proposal promised to sustain wealthy taxpayers in the 
city and perhaps even bringing them back from the suburbans. Nonetheless, 
prompted by President Kennedy's eagerness to see an around-the-clock 



liveliness in downtown Washington, D. C, NCPC suggested expanding the 
residential concept to include a wider mix of uses. At that time, William Finley 
realized the potentiality of multifunctional centers to upgrade long-bhghted 
areas, and thus recommending SGI examine this prospect for the Watergate 
site. 

The developer's initial market analysis supported such a development in 
the designated location. Therefore, the original concept was altered to include 
a greater percentage of commercial components. The project's primary 
emphasis on upper-income multi-family residences was retained as initially 
conceived. 

Immobiliare summoned a Rome Architect Luigi Moretti to configure the 
design and positioning of project components. Moretti then had been 
moderately famous in Italy, largely for a number of expensive villas designed 
in highly sculptural, swerving and swirling expressionist style of Modern 
Architecture that originated with Erich Mendelsohn, the German-born 
architect. It was inevitable that this expressionist influence should manifest 
in Watergate Development, another expensive real estate venture. 

Thus, when Moretti came up with "a startling, free-form design" as 
described by the editors of Architectural Forum, his design was not all that 
startling. His commitment to the expressionist tradition was so pronounced. 
Conformity to the triangular site and gentle undulations of the Potomac shore 
only reinforced the rationale behind Moretti's wormlike structures in 
Watergate Development. 

Aside from the architectural form, Moretti also recommended Watergate 
Development have three apartment buildings, with a total of 1,400 units, not 
only serving residential demands but also a multitude of urban functions. 

Moretti also emphasized^upon a correlation between nature and 
architecture through the use ( ^ , of garden and greenway - the English 
tradition that he sensed was strongly influential in the nation capital. 
Upholding the capital's ostensibly deep commitment to that English tradition, 
Moretti arrived at a design he allegedly called "a garden city within a city" or 
"a petrified garden". 

Perhaps, all and all, the most striking to the eyes of the NCPC when 
Moretti proposed his design was the preponderant image Watergate would 
impose on the Potomac skyline and the overwhelmingly grandeur character 
the complex would make in relation to the nearby Lincoln Memorial and the 
then proposed National Cultural Center (now Kennedy Center).^ Even 
President Kennedy himself was disturbed about the height and bulk of the 
Watergate design. ^ 

Nevertheless, Moretti's design did not received'so much confrontation 
that would yield such a development inappropriate. There were not much 
general interests in matters of urban design at that time. Though initially 
aghast at the proposed Watergate, NCPC was easUy persuaded by articles in the 
newspapers that praised Watergate as the "Continental-style complex" and 
which presumed the complex would add beautifully to the cityscape. Even 
Architect Edward Durell Stone who was commissioned to design what was to 
become the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts allegedly pro
claimed that Watergate would provide a wonderful architectural linkage to this 
adjoining center. 

Therefore, being in such an overwhelmingly desirable atmosphere in 
regards of public acceptance, Watergate only sought for a compromise from 
the District of Columbia Zoning Commission. 
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Even more pleasing to the Planning Commission was that Immobiliare 
proposed a so-called Planned Unit Development (PUD) to be adopted in the 
development, which was later codified as Article 75 of the District of Columbia 
zoning Regulations. Watergate was the first project developed under the multi-
use zoning ordinance. With the availability of Article 75, developers were 
granted more flexibility than prevailing single-use zoning and were allowed 
to build higher elevations if additional amenities were provided. Immobiliare 
proclaimed that the height was necessary if the catalytic effect of Watergate 
was to be fully realized. Given the blighted character of the surrounding 
areas, a special treatment was crucial to the success of project amenities. 

With the enactment of Article 75, Watergate Development received its 
most crucial public approval. And the first building was completed in 1965. 
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^i^^^otm s . - s 
WATERGATE DEVELOPMENT WITH ITS NOTORIOUS WORM-LIKE STRUCTURES 
WAS CRITICIZED HEAVILY FOR ITS OSTENSIBLY FLAMBOYANT 
EXPRESSIONISM. ACCORDING TO ITS ARCHITECT, PROFESSOR LUIGI 
MORETTI OF ROME, THE STRIKING CURVILINEAR BUILDING SHAPES AND 
THEIR POSITIONING ON THE SITE ARE INTENDED TO CONFORM TO THE 
GENTLE UNDULATIONS OF THE POTOMAC SHORE AND VISUALLY BRING 
THE POTOMAC RIVER INTO THE COMPLEX. 

J 
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Physical Configuration 

The first building completed was a 2 40-unit, 12-story cooperative 
apartment building. Aimed at the luxury market rather the middle one, the 
apartment offered for-sale units instead of rental units. Priced between 
$40,000 and $100,000 upon its opening, these units required almost three years 
to sell. 

An office building with approximately 200,000 square feet fronting on 
Virginia Avenue and a residential hotel with 330 units were open in 1967. 
Positioned at center of project, the residential hotel is connected in a rough V-
form to the office building. In accordance with the overall luxurious image, 
office rents were designated to be one of the highest in the city at that time. 
Absorption pace for the office space was somewhat slow but in no way 
indebted to the high rents. A zoning regulation restricted the market potential 
for Watergate to nonprofit groups and licensed professionals. In spite of these 
restrictions, the occupancy rate was acceptable and immediately accelerated 
when this so-called SP Zone Regulation was eventually lifted. 

The Watergate hotel has met with excellent market performance since 
its opening. This desirable trend is due, in large part, to its proximity to several 
large federal agencies and foreign diplomatic headquarters. Owned and 
operated by Watergate Improvement Inc., the hotel is now the largest single 
source of project net cash flow. 

Watergate West, a 140-unit cooperative apartment building, was the 
fourth building completed in Watergate Development. Like others in the 
Watergate complex, the apartment was designated for the opulence, and thus 
sustaining the project's prestige. 

Subsequent buildings completed in 1971 were a 260,000 square foot 
office building and some 260 cooperative apartment units. Having learned 
from the first two residential components that most tenants preferred smaller, 
less expensive units, the developer realigned the final apartment component 
to include a higher percentage of one and two-bedroom units at the expense of 
larger three-bedroom apartments. More importantly, with reference to the 
physical configuration, the architect had carefully designed the final 
residential building to be the C-shaped to complement the adjacent Kennedy 
Center. 

Completing the unique synergistic affect of Watergate, some 11,000 
square feet of specialty retail space was open in 1972. Located beneath the 
260,000 square foot office building, this specialty retail area further enhances 
the splendorous image projected by the complex by featuring internationally 
famous shops such as Yves St. Laurent, Pierre Cardin and Gucci. Known as Les 
Champs, the specialty retail area is owned and operated by the Watergate 
Improvements Inc. on a percentage-lease basis. 
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Critical Reviews 

Wolf Von Eckardt in "The Original Watergate Scandal" criticizes 
Watergate for its flamboyant expression at the expense of visual correlation to 
the surrounding context. Many knowledgeable people in Washington perceive 
Watergate as a forbidding architecture due to its fortresslike buildings. The 
prestige so desired by the Watergate developer has raised the development to 
the status of closed-environment for the opulence. The developer, i.e. 
Immobiliare, builds its luxury apartments to isolate and protect the upper crust 
from the rest of the societyr therefore. Watergate personifies as an instrument 
of social disintegration in America. Even more frustrating, the overwhelming 
a tmosphere of luxuriousness inevitably transformed into physical 
manifestation and this visually flamboyant expression transmogrifies the 
architectural uniformity of surrounding areas. Immediately adjacent to the 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Watergate expresses its 
overwhelming disrespect for its neighbor by having the "Moretti's curvaceous 
extravaganza". Watergate's flamboyant expressionism obviously so disturbs the 
Kennedy Center's architect, Edward Durell Stone that he is quoted as retorting 
"...that this building should never be built". 

Not only the development fosters the chaotic disharmony, its large open 
space was allegedly reported as having been transformed into a moribund 
environment. As Von Eckardt wrote: 

That 55 percent of open space is really open for birds. For people, most 
of Moretti's labyrinthine "petrified gardens", three separate, oddly 
shaped parcels hemmed in by those huge buildings that shade them 
most of the day, are largely inaccessible. Much of the space is given 
over to elaborate concrete fountains that recall futuristic stage sets of 
the silent flicks, ( p . 56 ) 

According to Eckardt, occasionally a few people was seen around the free-form 
concrete swimming pools which were open for Watergate residents only. 
Unfortunately, "...nobody ever seems to walk there to air mind and soul" (ibid). 

The retail shops invite the general public to experience the aura of 
luxury living within the complejc^' however^ the entrance is hardly alluring. 
Many people, aside from the on-site residents, are discouraged by the 
intimidatingly private-looking gateway which leads into a more discouraging 
and gaudy open lobby. Psychological obstacle is also reported to be 
encountered by those who use the stairs within the complex. 

In spite of the erosion of environmental aesthetics imposed by the 
complex, Watergate is proven to be an enjoyable and fashionable place. The 
concept of orchestrated and mutually-interdependent activity patterns has 
worked well in Watergate. It is a place to be seen in many ways. 

Synergistic market strategy is also realized in the complex. Both 
Watergate and the Kennedy Center, aside from their aesthetic conflict, end up 
functioning well together, and thus offsetting their visual disagreement. The 
Kennedy Center management has rented offices in the Watergate, and center 
patrons have an easy accessibility to the Watergate's underground garage and 
retail ouUets as well. For a long time, restaurants within the Watergate are 
geared to serving these theater goers. Furthermore, the much-advertised 
shopping mall, Le Champs^which features such internationally famous shops 
as Gucci and Cardin, has become a strong magnet to attiact tourists. 
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Watergate also is proven to offer the urban convenience to its residents. 
These residents need only put on their slippers and take an elevator ride to 
buy groceries in a small supermarket or all the usual necessities and non
essentials in the many small shops in Watergate. 

Security, however, always has been somewhat of a problem for 
Watergate tenants . Despite meticulous security measures and several 
precautions already adopted in Watergate, there have been several burglaries 
reported. 

Summary 

In spite of all those criticisms that perceive Watergate as an 
architectural and urban disaster, the development stands today as one of the 
"special address" in Washington, D. C. with reference to residential and 
commercial locations. In addition to its undeniable role as a catalyst for 
extensive private urban renewal, Watergate holds the distinction as one of the 
singly prominent real estate taxpayers in the District of Columbia. Thus, in 
many respects, Watergate has become a successful multifunctional 
development. 

Architecture and Design Concept 

According to the Watergate's architect. Professor Luigi Moretti of Rome, 
architecture, building placement, and structural relationships are the most 
notable features of the complex. The striking curvilinear building shapes and 
their positioning on the site, which received much criticism from 
architectural medics, are intended to accent the waterfront location and 
visually bring the Potomac River into the project. Further, it was initially 
thought that this architecture would complement the Kennedy Center, then 
being planned as an oval structure. However, due to financial constraints, 
design of the Kennedy Center was transfigured into its present rectangular 
form. As a consequence, the architectural linkages between these two 
developments were not realized. Further damaging, a sharp confrontation 
emerges due to this missing linkages and draws numerous criticism from 
knowledgeable persons. 

The special architectural and site design features used at Watergate, are 
described in the following passages, excerpted from materials prepared by the 
developer in the early 1960s: 

The basic architectural endeavor was to create a completely integrated 
living area with all the benefits of suburban living in the heart of the 
city. In effect, the aim is to reserve the trend and start the migration of 
the most desirable segment of the population back to the Capital. Thus, 
the apartments are planned for suburban living in the center of the 
city by providing suburban recreational facilities. A park-like 
atmosphere is maintained by extensive planting with reflecting and 
spray pools. In order that the project will accommodate income groups 
from the middle to the top brackets, various-size apartments are 
proposed, together with luxurious villas which will establish a new way 
of life for city dwellers. 
Recognizing the outstanding possibilities of the site on the river, its 
strategic location to the center of the city, and the close proximity of 
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significant developments (both actual and planned), the architects 
approached the problem by providing a "garden city within a city" 
where people could live, work, shop, and play, with cultural 
opportunities within walking distance. It was felt a unique kind of 
urbanized environment was possible. Consideration was given to pro
viding office space which may complement the Cultural Center ( now 
Kennedy Center ), with 10 percent of the total area designated for this 
purpose. Shops and commercial facilities comprised another 3 percent 
of the gross area of the Watergate Development; the remainder of the 
gross building area is residential. 
The architects believe this particular area is the most beautiful in 
Washington; the design strives for a cohesiveness of composition 
between landscaped open roof areas and of building form. The 
particular shape of the triangular ( site ) area, the natural winding of 
the Potomac, the curves of the surrounding bridge approaches, the 
architectural form of the Cultural Center ( Kennedy Center ) gave rise 
to the plastic curvilinear architectural forms that embrace rich land
scaped gardens and the views of the park and river. 

KENNEDY CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
(LEFT) AND ONE OF THE WATERGATE'S WINGS 
(RIGHT). NOTE THE DIFFERENCES OF PHYSICAL 
MANIFESTATION BETWEEN THESE TWO STRUCTURE; 
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Project Data 

Project: Watergate Development, Washington, D. C. 
Architects: Professor Luigi Moretti, project architect; and Milton Fischer of 
Corning, Moore, Elmore and Fischer of Washington, D. C, associate architect 
Client: Societa Generale Immobiliare di Roma 
Program/Physical Configuration: 
Gross Building Area (GBA): 1,622,000 square feet 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): 4.2 
Building's components: 
Residential units: 643 units 
Office space: 461,000 square feet 
Retail space: 100,000 square feet 
Transient facilities: 330 rooms 
Parking space: 1,176 spaces 
Other components: Health Club 
Acreage: 10 acres 
Site: Washington, D. C. Downtown, near the Potomac River. 
Master Developer: Watergate Improvements, Inc., a limited partnership 
between local Washington interests and Societa Generale Immobiliare di Roma, 
formed in 1962 for the purpose of developing and managing Watergate. 
Development Period: 1962 to 1972 
Estimated Total Development Costs: $45,000,000 

Notes : 

1 Watergate, the Commission of Fine Arts announced after its first quick 
look, would "invite chaotic disharmony to the architectural growth of the city 
plan....In short, it will begin to erode and destroy the qualities that give 
Washington its particular beauty". See Eckardt, Wolf Von. "The Original 
Scandal." American Institute of Architectural Journal Apr 1974: p. 55-60. 
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MARINA CITY - CHICAGO 

Adjoining the Chicago River's north bank and its State Stieet Bridge on 
the heart of downtown Chicago, Marina City's multifunctional development 
was designed primarily to retain middle-income families in the city. Being one 
of the first multifunctional centers in North America, Marina City had been 
described as a revolutionary urban statement in Chicago. Its orchestiation of 
diversified functions has been imbued with great success from economic 
stance and such an economic success has inspired other typical developments 
throughout the City of Chicago. 

This so-called "city within a city" was designed with a residential focus 
and this functional priority translated into visual form through the 
predominantly designed twin towers. An addition to residential units, these 
towers house spiral ramps that accommodate parking area. Completing the 
multifunctional concept, Marina City also includes office space, retail areas, a 
marina, movie theaters, an ice rink, health club, a semi-public plaza and a 
sculpture garden on its 3.1-acre site. 

MARINA CITY, WHICH I S 
REPRESOTTED BY THE 
MAGNIFICENT CURVILINEAR 
TWIN-TOWERS, I S LOCATED 
IN THE HEART OF DCWN-
TCfWN CHICAGO. ITS 
DOWNTOWN LOCATION 
FACILITATES ACCESS TO 
EMPLOYMENT FOR RESIDENTS 
OF "mE COMPLEX'S 896 
APARTMENTS. 
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Design Concept 

According to the Marina City's architect, Bertrand Goldberg, the 
development concept was to bring together within a dense urban complex the 
elements necessary for a 2 4-hour vitality of expensive downtown land -
facilities for business, living, and recreation. Through the existence of 
synergistic market potentials within the complex, Marina City provides 
substantial financial returns to its management. The creation of such a 
development will serve as an instrument to intercept the ongoing flight to 
suburbans. 

In explaining the multifunctional concept, Goldberg says: 

We cannot burden business buildings used 35 hours a week or 
apartment buildings used at night and over weekends with our total tax 
loads. We can no longer subsidize the single shift use of our expensive 
city utilities. In our cities within cities we shall turn our streets up into 
the air, and stack the daytime and nighttime uses of our land. We shall 
plan for two shifts' within cities, where the fixed costs of operating a 
city can be shared by commerce, recreation and education at the lower 
levels of the city and by housing above. As we spread taxes and other 
expenses over wide use, we help the tiaffic problem caused by the strip 
to work. Our specialists living and working in the same building 
complex need only vertical transportation. ( Architect p. 2 15-216 ) 

A multifunctional center's image as a "place to live", he further 
comments, should be given greater priority, and thus residential component 
must be strongly represented. If such a development emphasized more upon 
working environment and if residential uses were not present in sufficient 
scale, then the project will suffer from a nine-to-five activity cycle. When this 
condition exists, much of the market and social impact of the multifunctional 
center will hardly be realized. 

Goldberg perceives commercial elements as having a special role in 
multifunctional developments in that they generate what he calls "internal 
taxation" to operate within the developments. By virtue of market 
opportunities usually available in multifunctional developments, commercial 
tenants can be charged with relatively higher rents. The additional income 
received from these higher rents is crucial to provide an efficient level of on-
site services and amenities to on-site residents without having the necessity to 
increase rents in residential components. 

H^Wt^ A.t> 
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\=-\/^uf^ 4.^ 
A VIEW OF MARINA CITY. THE TWIN 65-STORY TOWERS CONTAIN 

APARTMENTS AND PARKING FACILITIES. THE OFFICE/COMMERCIAL 

BUILDING IS THE RECTANGULAR BUILDING BEHIND THESE TWIN 

TOWERS. THE TOWER ON THE LEFT CONCEALS THE MARINA THEATER 

BUILDING. THE 700-BERTH MARINA IS LOCATED AT THE BASE OF 

THE TWIN TOWERS. 
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Th« Planning and Development Process 

William McFetridge, then President of Building Service Employees' 
International Union (BSEIU) made the pioneering effort. Confronted with 
BSEIU's most pressing problem which was the significant loss of janitorial jobs 
due to the flow of middle and upper-income residents, McFetridge wanted to 
invest Union pension funds in multi-family housing development in urban 
core, thereby bolstering the market potential for janitorial services. He also 
felt that such a project could secure a good return on the Union pension funds. 
In 1959. therefore, he commissioned Bertrand Goldberg Associates (BGA) to 
investigate the possibility of residentially-oriented development in downtown 
Chicago and analyze potential site for such a development. With the help of 
Charles Swibel, who had since become Chairman of Chicago Housing Authority 
as well as the real estate and financial adviser to BSEIU, BGA decided to take an 
option on a piece of blighted 3.2-acre property owned by the Chicago and 
Northwestern Railroad along the north side of the Chicago River, right at the 
edge of the Loop but surrounded by warehouses and light industry. 

Based on the project proximity to the heart of the city, BSEIU already 
had a clear idea from the outset who the residents of the property might be. 
BSEIU anticipated that most of the on-site residents would be people who 
worked in the Loop. Given the remoteness of the site from schools, parks and 
other residential areas, retired people or families with children would 
constitute a small percentage of the potential residents. 

To insure that market potential for residential components will be fully 
realized, there was no intention on the part of BSEIU to create a socially or 
economically exclusive environment. Thus, the project was to offer living 
places for a wide range of people irrespective of economic status. 

From the outset, in response to the BSEIU's expectation, Marina City was 
conceived and planned by BGA as a multifunctional development with a 
residential focus. Already having a keen interest in high-density, downtov/n 
multifunctional centers, especially those with a strong residential orientation, 
Bertrand Goldberg proposed this approach for Marina City. BSEIU readily 
accepted this multifunctional concept for Marina City because the 
development was in agreement with the dual objectives of keeping middle-
income families in downtown Chicago and to preserve Union jobs and ob
taining a good return on Union investment in the project. 

When the agreement was achieved, the Marina City Building 
Corporation was established by Swibel to assure an efficient project 
development. Whilst, BGA handle primary responsibility for project planning 
and design, obtaining local approvals, negotiating part of project financing, 
and overall construction supervision. 

To assure 100 percent occupancy in residential components by offering 
low rents which were within reach of all income groups, yet obtain a 
substantial return on the Union investment, an economic strategy was 
formulated. BGA realized that the typical synergistic effect in multifunctional 
centers would yield towards the system of internal taxation. This system 
depended upon an effective combination of diversified faciUties, which create 
the crucial market synergy. Through the system of internal taxation, 
commercial facilities would generate higher economic profits by virtue of a 
round-the-clock market demand for retail products created by other facilities 
such as apartments, offices and recreations. Further, the higher returns from 
commercial components would provide the developer an opportunity to reduce 
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rents in other components. First of all, BGA realized that all the components 
had to complement and enhance each other for the market synergy and 
internal taxation to be effective. 

F i n a n c i n g 

The Union, as the prime sponsor, contributed a working capital of $3 
million necessary to acquire the site from its owner. The funds were attained 
through the issue of debentures guaranteed by the Federal Housing Authority 
(FHA). All of the 500 locals of the BSEIU were invited to purchase these 
debentures with monies from their pension or welfare funds. As it turned out, 
the debentures yielded a larger return than the government-insecure 
securities in which the vast majority of union investments were usually made. 
Through this financial commitment, it had been pointed out that the Building 
Service Employees was the first labor organization to finance such a non-co
operative project for the general public. 

Swibel estimated another $32 million was needed for constiuction. 
Realizing that the project could benefit from FHA support, he sought for FHA 
loan guarantees. If the residential components were financially insured by 
FHA, apartinent rentals could be kept within reach of middle-income families. 

However, regional FHA officials did not consider such a residential 
development within their range. According to FHA Titie 207, the Agency were 
to guarantee loans for housing developments providing only that the 
developments include families with children. In the case of Marina City, there 
was clearly not a place for children. The integration of residential with 
commercial uses was another unpopular feature of Marina City in the eyes of 
the officials. The Agency were prohibited from guaranteeing loans for 
multifunctional developments which were then very unpopular among city 
planners and financial agencies. 

Due to the unpopularity of multifunctional developments among 
potential investors, FHA support was critical to obtain the required financing. 
Therefore, Sv/ibel and Goldberg requested for a modification of the FHA Titie 
207. They finally were successful in persuading the FHA to expand its 
interpretation of family living to include childless families. They convinced 
authorities that a family v^s any person or group who had a fixed place to live. 
With reference to the multifunctional concept of Marina City, FHA agreed to 
insure the financing under a condition that separate ownerships between 
residential and commercial components exist. 

As a result of this agreement, FHA mortgages were written providing an 
approximately $17 million of financing for residential components. As already 
anticipated, FHA guaranteed loans benefits the complex. Because of FHA 
backing, Marina City has been able to operate under a system of economic 
control. The guaranteed bond issued not only allowed for lower interest rates 
and consequent reduction in apartment rents but also reduced construction 
costs. The FHA also regulates what the management corporation spends. 

After obtaining FHA support, Swibel had to seek for additional financial 
sources. This was a hardly easier task, for a multifunctional center was 
considered far-fetched in those days. Nonetheless, a financial commitment 
from a local bank and an unsecured $2 million loan from a large United States 
corporation completed the required fundings. 

Because of the large scale of Marina City, the developer found it 
necessary to phase development to reduce the impact of front-end outiays. The 
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concept employed in reference to development phasing was to complete 
residential structures first and through superb market performance, the 
residential components would secure office and retail tenants. Higher rents 
available from commercial components would be used to finance other 
auxiliary facilities such as theaters, bowling alley, and a health club. 

Therefore, Marina City project was commenced with the construction of 
the two residential towers. Marina City received 2,500 applications for its 
apartments prior to their completion. Though tenants started moving into the 
residential buildings immediately following completion, the market impact 
potentially available in Marina City did not quickly materialize as expected. 
Much of this somewhat slow absorption pace was caused by the discontentment 
among project residents in the early years due the management's inabihty to 
deliver basic support services promised as a distinguished feature of the 
multifunctional concept. The problem forced the developer to reconsider 
whether or not the phasing was inappropriate. Many individuals involved in 
the project felt that all uses and services should have been developed 
simultaneously, and thus speeding up the market impact. 

In spite of this initial problem, office space and additional retail 
components were open in 1964 and thus bringing the complex a step nearer 
completion. Following thereafter, the Marina City Theater building was 
successfully completed and signaled the final building completed in the 
project. 

The cylindrical twin towers were the most widely publicized building 
components in Marina City. Promulgated as being the world's tallest concrete 
apartment structures, the twin towers house 696 apartment units in the upper 
40 floors and parking for 900 cars on spiral ramps in the lower 19 floors. 

Forming a base for the residential twin towers, a two-story service 
building below plaza level contains a service lobby, a 700-boat marina, 
swimming pool, skating rink, and areas for receiving all traffic including 
railroad tracks immediately below the plaza. Covering the entire site below the 
plaza level, the two-story drop also provides a base for a 16-story stores and 
recreational facilities. A 1,700-seat theater resting atop a 750-seat auditorium is 
located in between one residential tower and the 16-story building. 

NORTH DEARBORN STREET 

ITE 
LAN 

NORTH STATE STREET 
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When the project was fully completed in 1965, a 100 percent occupancy 
was finally reached in the residential components. Reasonable rents, a superb 
location in the heart of downtown Chicago and unique architectural design 
which allegedly had a significant impact upon conscious Americans were 
determined as key factors that foster the outstanding market performance. 
Since opening, residential occupancy remains at 100 percent. 

The characteristics of residents are almost as expected. Generally, they 
are young, the mean age being in the mid-thirties, and most of them work. The 
relatively lower rents in comparison of similar apartment developments in 
Chicago have attracted a wide range of economic groups. 

The residential components are owned by BSEIU while the commercial 
and office components are owned by the Marina City Building Corporation to 
satisfy FHA's requirement of separate ownerships. The ongoing market 
responsibilities and project management are handled by Marina City 
Management Corporation. The performance of retail and office components 
has not been able to reach that satisfactory level as residential units have. The 
disappointing performance is for the most part attributable to the absence of 
marketing expertise coupled with project management problems. The 
management has arranged a so-called "blanket lease" with a large national 
hotel chain in regard of retail areas. Even though the blanket lease helped 
secure financial sources which were essential during project development, 
the strategy was later proven to be damaging in terms of attracting certain 
anchor tenants to effectively serve the on-site residents and open up larger 
market potentials. 

Another major disappointment was the developer's inability to attract a 
planned, legitimate theater operation to Marina City. It was initially 
anticipated that the theater concept would attract about 1,200 people into the 
complex and part of the operating proceeds would help keeping apartment 
rents down. However, financial constraints circumscribed the development of 
the Marina City Theater, and as a consequence, the theater concept was never 
fully realized. 

TYPICAL APARTMOn^ 
FLOOR PLAN 
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Design Approach 

When the Marina City concept was publicized in the 1960s, not only its 
multifunctional strategy was very unpopular but the cylindrical twin towers 
were considered unconventional among architectural community. In those 
days, modernistic rectangular design influenced much of architects' thought. 
Thus, when Bertrand Goldberg propounded the breaking away from the 
formalized rectangular geometry, his approach seemed far-fetched. Even 
Goldberg himself considered Marina City as incorporating a daring idea, for 
the non-rectangular geometrical design might impede architects' ability to 
develop an efficient spatial organization. Based upon the alleged efficiency in 
regard of Marina City's spatial organization, he described the complex as the 
translation of this daring idea into exciting reahty. 

He further proclaims, "such ideas are not rare, but such realities are 
rare" (Marina p. 152), referring to how many architects had attempted such a 
daring approach but faced disappointing conclusions. Perhaps, Goldberg was 
not exaggerating when he promulgated that Marina City was instilled with 
great success in regard of physical design. Critics, John Morris Dixon for 
example, acclaimed that the exciting cylindrical geometry of the two towers 
had had immediate appeal for the public as symbols of "Space Age Urbanity" 
(Dixon p. 69). 

Marina City was undoubtedly a material expression of Goldberg's 
personal thinking. He saw rapid advances in all facets of sciences and thought 
architecture should reflect these technological progressions. Aware of recent 
breakthrough in structural theory, mathematics, and computation that led to 
complex "crustacean" structural forms, Goldberg thought it was time for 
architects to depart from the conventional rectilinear, post-and-beam design. 
He perceived such a convention as a primitive approach. Further, continuing 
research in behavioral sciences had uncovered standards for shaping space 
more responsive to human behavioral patterns. These advances in behavioral 
sciences might delineate spatial organization based upon simple geometry no 
longer appropriate and less sophisticated. 

Furthermore, Goldberg proclaimed that he found rectangular spaces 
basically did not promote human complacency. In addition, such a geometiical 
order was not found in man's earliest dwellings. Thus, he found nothing 
natural about rectangular spaces. 

Goldberg's design theories were supported by the practical advantages 
of the circular plans. With reference to the design of Marina City, such a 
scheme has minimized the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and tiius yielding theoretical 
savings on construction, heating and air-conditioning. The central core in the 
cylindrical towers has minimal corridor space. Moreover, the apartments have 
a wedge shape which is made possible through the cylindrical design, and this 
shape allows for smaller service spaces along the corridor while provides 
wider living spaces on the perimeter. Providing that Marina City consists of 
several buildings, a circular tower obstructs a minimum angle of view and 
allows for sweeping views of the surroundings. ^ 

Nonetheless, in spite of the unconventionality, Goldberg did not derived 
his design approach from nowhere. However remote his approach might seem 
from his Chicago contemporaries, he did not totally break away from the 
influential Midwestern pragmaticism and Miesian discipline. 

The fundamentally simple geometry of the two towers, despite their 
ostensibly unconventional non-rectangularity, and their ingenuously direct 
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expression of function coupled with their emphasis on technological 
achievement demonstrate Goldberg's basic correlation to the prevailing ideas 
of Modern Architecture and his strong adherence to Miesian tradition. 

Structural System 

In relation to Goldberg's concept was his idea for stiuctural system. He 
investigated upon the possibilities of vertical concrete shell as a structural 
core for high-rise buildings. Discovering that the vertical shell in the core 
would accept all horizontal and vertical loads from cantilevered floor slabs, he 
expected such a system might provide greater rigidity than conventional 
steel-frame towers at no greater cost. 

According to Marina City's structural consultant, Fred Severud, a ring of 
columns at the perimeter was essential to avoid massive cantilevers at each 
floor. On the other hand, an inner ring of columns along the corridor was 
required to reduce the designated size of radial beams projecting from the 
core. Further, the critical structural function of the core necessitated an 
unusual plan. In order to preserve its critical structural rigidity, all openings 
in the core wall had to be staggered from floor to floor, and thus yielding to 
two alternating core plans. 

Each wedge-shaped bay within every floor of the towers ends up with a 
semicircular cantilevered balcony which provides a logical termination for 
the radial floor beams. 

In the initial design, both the beams and peripheral columns were 
rectangular in section. However, Goldberg, perceiving irregular section as 
being more expressive of actual loading conditions, decided to transfigure the 
structural members. As it turned out, the irregular columns and beams with 
varying section saved reinforcing steel. 

Reusable glass fiber forms execute the structural members, thereby 
exposing the structural framework inside the apartment units as well as on tiie 
balconies. This exposure is effective both for its reassuring suggestion of 
structural strength and for its indication of the location of each individual 
apartment in the total structure. 

This relation of the interior layout to the structural bays is strongest in 
the studio apartments, but the effect somewhat lessens in the larger units. The 
effect is diminishing because some of the balconies are divided in half by light 
partitions, and massive columns intrude on the corners of most of these larger 
apartments. 

On the other hand, the 16-story office building, contrary to the 
cylindrical twin towers, is rectangular in plan. Laid out on a modular grid, the 
office building has a long, narrow slab-like structure with blank concrete end 
walls, faced on its long side with a fine-grained pattern of concrete bearing 
mulli'ons. The mullions extend vertically throughout the building and are 
sprayed with plaster for interior finish. These concrete mullions uphold a 
consistent theme in Marina City in that these mullions articulate the office 
floors on the exterior as a block of space readily divisible along the lines of 
these closely spaced mullions. 
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Mechanical System 

Parallel to the project's theme of apartments with low rental rates, 
mechanical services which are dispersed from the cential core in each tower 
have been confined to cold water, sewage, tiash disposal and electiicity. 
Everything else is served by units in the individual apartments. This unitized 
mechanical concept works in favor of the client for it reduces the 
maintenance and operation costs. In addition, equipment can be up-dated unit 
by unit as the need arises, and thus guarding the client against obsolescence. 

From aesthetic standpoint, however, this unitized mechanical 
equipment does have an obliterating effect on the jexte'ribf aparlhient wall. 
Originally intended as a transparent weather-shield, the effect is not realized 
due to the massive unit air-conditioners and electiic base-board heating units 
that encumber the ^xt^efior ajJartm^t wall. 

In the office building, exposed ribs of the concrete floor structure, 
aligned with the vertical concrete mullions, define panels of a high-density 
ceiling lighting system which is an interesting feature. The luminous 
ceilings, in addition to furnishing 2 50 foot-candles of light at desk level, 
supplies all heat for these spaces in winter except along the window walls 
which are served by supplemental electiic heating. Thus, tenants obtain their 
heating as a by-product of lighting and this reduces heating cost. In winter, 
the heat produced rises through openings into ducts to be circulated, while in 
summer, the same heat is dissipated through exhaust grills in the outer walls. 

The rest of the complex components is served by a cential heating and 
air-conditioning system located within the base structure, which uses a heat-
pump utilizing the Chicago River as a source. 

THE ROOF ABOVE THE BLANK-WALLED 
ELEMENT THAT FLOATS BETWEEN 
STREET LEVEL AND OFFICE BLOCK 
IS A PROMENADE OFFERING VIEWS 
OF THE CITY 

The luminous ceiling which is an interesting feature 
in the office building 

i 
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Spatial Analysis 

Providing that Goldberg himself acknowledges that non-rectangular 
geometry is dangerous to cope with, he should be credited for his ability to 
develop efficient plans without unnecessary corners. Since one justifies size 
by visible dimensions, those living spaces in the apartment units are 
perceived as being larger than rectangular space of the same area. 

The decision to use the circular plan at Marina City was related to 
another unconventional decision - to place all of the apartments above 2 0 
stories of parking. By tiiis placement, it was hoped that tenants would be raised 
well above the densest layers of atmospheric pollution and their views are not 
obstructed by the several buildings within the complex. It was also intended 
that tenants have definiteless, far-reaching views of the surroundings with 
no close-ups of immediate structures. 

Therefore, the character of the view engenders an impression of 
exposure to boundless space. Even though there are many objects on which to 
focus, no definition of space by neighboring buildings exists to create the 
visible boundaries. This psychological effect is obliterating in that it creates a 
feeling of over-exposure to the outside space as if one was being "pushed 
outward". The uneasy impression is further reinforced by the design of the 
spaces. These spaces are found to be disconcerting even for those who 
experience no particular psychological attachment for rectangular spaces. 
The partitions that define the rooms in a particular apartment unit radiate 
from a non-visual point which is the core, and diverge toward the exterior, 
thereof resulting in an uncertainty about the geometrical relationship and 
the feeling of being pushed outward. 

At the base of the residential towers, a two-story drop from the stieet 
level to the existing grade allows for two layers of commercial facilities 
beneath a bridge-level plaza. Both floors are divided in half by a railroad 
right-of-way. 

The use of the lower level for a marina and boat storage took advantage 
of the practical necessities at this level. Necessary elements at this level such 
as stiuctural piers, railroad tiack, truck docks, and tiash bins satisfy required 
facilities for pleasure boats. In this sense, any additional constiuction was 
minimized. Thus, the marina not only provides an image for the whole project, 
but transfigures what otherwise might have been, in Dixon's words, 
"problematic" space. 

The complex of commercial facilities are placed in between the marina 
and the plaza. A restaurant and bar along the river frontage, and shops along 
an indoor stieet that links the two apartment cores are among the commercial 
facilities in this layer of space. Additional exposure to the outside space and 
points of visual interest is further provided by cutting the rectangular skating 
rink into this level. The skating rink is visually accessible from the plaza 
above. 

The commercial facilities are hnked to other retail outiets in the base of 
the office building. Underneath the office tower, beside the retail areas, the 
two-layered base also contains a swimming pool, health club, storage areas, 
and service facilities. Another layer of the base stiucture at tiie stieet level 
houses a concourse, elevator lobby and rental areas for miscellaneous 
purposes. Atop the street level is the blank end-walled element made of 
concrete that floats between stieet level and office block, which contains a 
building alley and bar. The roof of this blank-walled structure is an 
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interesting feature in that it offers interesting views of the city, thereby 
creating a promenade for office workers and visitors. The rental office space 
is accommodated in a 10-story rectangular block set atop the base stiucture. 

In making the transition from the bearing-mullion stiuctural system of 
the office floors to the conventional bays of the base stiucture, the architects 
saw an opportunity to relate this building visually to the apartment towers. 
The resulting vaults, though provide a special character to the employees' 
promenade, obliterate the consistency of the office building with no real 
physical or visual correlation to the towers. In this respect, the office building 
and towers become almost two totally unrelated components. 

The definition of space in the plaza is somewhat vague. It is hard for a 
person to comprehend the plaza as a space when two circular towers placed in 
immediate contrast to two rectangular blocks within a rectangular site. The 
office building does, however, provide a stiong definition to the north side of 
the plaza. Its placement also protects the plaza from the coldest winds in 
winter. The plaza is also delineated magnificently on the south by the edge of 
the Chicago River although somewhat less clearly both on the east by the 
North State Street and tiie west by the North Dearborn Stieet. 

Much of the delineation of space in the plaza is obliterated by the 
circularity of the towers, which provides no clear boundaries of the space 
between and around the towers. The area around the sunken skating rink does 
have a definite boundaries defined by the rectangularity of the rink itself and 
the two edges of the plaza - one edge adjoins the Chicago River and another 
bounds the Nortii State Stieet. 

Circulation patterns on the plaza are also indefinite. Such patterns have 
caused problems because cars and people mix freely over a large part of the 
plaza. In some respects, this unclear definition of territories might foster a 
pleasantly informal situation/however, for the most part, it is problematic to 
pedestrian movement. 

Another disappointment of the plaza design is that it is not consistent 
with the Miesian expression of function so stiongly represented throughout 
the complex. The plaza gives only the least hint of all that happen in the space 
below. The skating rink does provide a clear picture of what is going on in its 
space. However, the skating rink is merely effective in giving a clue to the 
functions of the next level down. The functional composition of the two-
layered complex could be made visible from the plaza, as suggested by Dixon, 
by providing an opening through the existing restaurant space. Even more 
exciting, the marina could have been viewed from the plaza and not merely 
from across the river as present design allows. 

The functional parts of Marina City are clearly articulated in the forms 
of its buildings^' however, this modernist idea of a form for every function 
has been overemphasized that the resulting environment is so self-contained 
and segregated from the surrounding context. Being designed as direct 
expression of function with no necessary correlation to the context coupled 
with the emerging deficiencies in regard of internal space, the building 
components are viewed as a group of gigantic objects with littie attention to 
the space either outside or inside. Therefore, Marina City is an object to be 
perceived rather than an environment to be experienced. Keeping its selfish 
individuality in mind, it is not surprising that Marina City has not been able to 
set forth the catalytic effect. 

Nonetheless, by virtues of its unconventional approach, Marina City has 
become a conspicuous landmark within two distinct urban patterns in the 
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central area of Chicago. These patterns of development originate in the Loop 
which has a precise, rectangular grid and high-density development. The land 
use around this area has been imparted with a sense of continuity. Several 
high-rise buildings are carefully aligned above the streets to sharply define 
linear space. 

On the other hand, around the mouth of the Chicago River, the 
continuity breaks away. The regularity yields to a different, equally distinct 
pattern of free-standing towers on isolated, irregular shaped patterns of 
development. Most buildings strive for effects of loftiness, and thus 
emphasizing upon individual images with no equal respect for neighboring 
uses. Each building, as a consequence, has own island surrounded by 
confusing patterns of movement either pedestrian or vehicular traffic. 

H^^te 4.1/<S-4.|€. 
•mE CHARACTER OF TiJE VIEW 
FROM APARTMENTS' INTERIORS 
BRINGS ABOUT AN UNEASY 
IMPRESSION OF BEING PUSIED 
Om>JARD. (ABOVE) THE MARINA, 
WHICH PROVIDES AN IMAGE FOR 
•fflE WHOLE PROJECT, CAN ONLY 
BE VIEWED FROM ACROSS THE 
CHICAGO RIVER. (LEFT) 
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Summary 

The design of Marina City exploits its exposed, isolated position within 
the two distinct urban patterns to the fullest by being startlingly 
unconventional, and thus giving the development a consistent, identifying 
image which provides as a reconciliation for the differences between those 
two patterns of development. Though remarkably breaking away from 
contemporary approach by virtues of its non-rectangularity, Marina City's 
logical internal organization with respect to the circular plan, and direct 
expression of internal functions are indeed the reinforcement of a prevalent 
theme - the industrial design. These attributes of industiial design are further 
strengthened by the repetitive design of the towers, implying they could be 
propagated indefinitely. In regard of its unconventionality, the value of this 
audacious idea could be further enriched if the deficiencies of space and the 
selfish individuality of its environment were not so noticeable. 

The segregation of Marina City from its context is obliterating in that 
the development, so far, has had littie effect on development of neighboring 
properties. In this respect, the catalytic effect which is so emphasized in 
multifunctional centers is not realized. This drawback is only offset by the fact 
that Marina City has had an influential effect on developers and the pubhc in 
Chicago with reference to intensive land uses. It demonstiates that residential 
uses and a 2 4-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week activity cycle are essential to 
restore vitality in downtown areas and that the mixing of land uses can 
generate substantial profits to developers. The lesson most developers and 
urban planners learn from Marina City is that through the existence of 
synergistic market effect, relatively higher rents in commercial facilities can 
be used to keep low rents in residential components. 

Most of all, in spite of whatever the drawbacks at Marina City, the 
market potentials in the apartment units have been fully realized. By virtues 
of the multifunctional concept, most tenants are adhered to the <^-site living 
and working patterns. Though an estimated two percent of percent residents 
also work in Marina City, about 60 percent are within walking distance of 
their employment. This reduces automobile ownership and tends to ease local 
tiaffic congestion. In fact, only about one-third of Marina City residents own 
automobiles. 

For all the on-site residents, a Marina City apartment offers a unique 
combination of comfort, economy, and convenient downtown location which 
facilitates access to their employment, coupled with an exciting orchestiation 
of facilities only an elevator-ride away. In view of this aspect, Goldberg is not 
exaggerating when he repeatedly calls Marina City as "living over the store". 

fl^lKB- A'}t> 
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Project Data ' " j 

"^ • • 

Project: Marina City, Chicago, Illinois J 
Architects: Bertrand Goldberg Associates »* 
Client: Building Service Employees' International Union • 
Program/Physical Configuration: ; 
Gross Building Area (GBA): 1,600,000 square feet * 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): II.3 { 
Building's Components: | 
Residential units: 596 units J 
Office space: 60,000 square feet • 
Retail space: 500,000 square feet which includes a marina- J 

level boat storage facility of 46,400 square feet; a • 
launching basin of 23,000 square feet; and a ^ 
parking ramp of 355,000 square feet f 

Parking spaces: 900 spaces S 
Other components: Bowling Alley 5 

Health Club • 
Swimming Pool • 
Skating Rink # 
Three Movie Theaters ( 700-seat capacity ) • 
Marina for 500 boats S 

Acreage: 3.24 acres • 
Site: Chicago CBD. On north bank of the Chicago river between State and S 
Dearborn Streets { 
Master Developers: Bertrand Goldberg Associates and Marina City Building 
Corporation < 
Development Period: I960 to 1963 
Estimated Total Development Costs: $40 million I 
References: 

Abbett, Jon P., Robert M. Gladstone, and Robert E. Witherspoon. Mixed-Use 
Developments: New Wavs of Land Use. Washington, D.C.: ULI - the Urban 
Land Institute, 1976:p. 113-117. 

"Architect Goldberg's Marina City Concept." Architectural Record Sept 1963: 
p. 214-216. 

Brownnell, Blaine A., and Clifford C. Petersen. "Cities Within a City." 
Architectural Forum Tan/Feb 1974: p. 36-43-

"Chicago's New City Within a City." Architectural Record Oct I960: p. 205. 
Dixon, John Morris. "Marina City: Outer-Space Image and Inner-Space Reality." 

Arrhitectural Forum Apr 1965: p. 66-77. 
"Marina City " Architectural Forum Mav 1962: p. 100-101. 
"Marina City Adds a Strong Horizontal Line." Architectural Record Dec 1965: p. 

152-155. 
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SUMMARY 

It should be clear from these case studies that in order for a 
multifunctional center to exert social and economic impact upon surrounding 
areas, it would have to correlate to the prevalent land uses and established 
patterns of pedestrian movement. Without the acknowledgement of a greater 
urban framework, the multifunctional center will become a self-complacent 
urban fortress that only nurtures its own existence and thus, the catalytic 
effect usually available from such a development will be lost. Though this 
physical relationship is important, many architects find it hardly an easy task 
to configure the relationship since most downtown locations are typified by 
blighted land uses and incoordinate patterns of growth. 

Therefore, given the blighted character of the surrounding context, 
most architects have a predilection for the self-contained and introverted 
concept of multifunctional centers. This inward approach emphasizes upon 
the importance of internal movement system and places a high regard upon 
the effect of loftiness with no considerations of what impact this effect would 
have on neighboring uses. Even though the internal configuration 
determines a multifunctional center's success, the center's overemphasis upon 
introversion is found to be detrimental to the surroundings. More often than 
not, introverted multifunctional centers have not been able to set forth their 
catalytic effect and consequently, they are perceived as urban fortifications 
that are placed in sharp confrontation with their context. As in the case of 
Watergate Development, its flamboyant expression has raised the development 
to the status of forbidding Architecture - the closed environment for the 
opulence. 

Nevertheless, given the dilapidating image of most downtown areas, a 
special treatment with reference to the project's image is often required to 
insure the success of project amenities. Prestigious residential components 
and unique retail facilities, both of which are intended for luxury market, are 
desirable respectively, to retain middle and upper-income families in the city 
and to compete with established commercial developments in the suburbs. 
Often, this aura of opulence has been translated into physical expression to 
convey this splendorous image and thus, providing as a strategy to attract the 
desired segment of the society. As in the case of Westmount Square, the 
prestigious image of retail and office components contributes to the drawing 
power that development has on Westmount community. 

Another important consideration in multifunctional centers is the 
configuration and positioning of diversified project components. Physical 
integration of these components generates complementary market 
relationships that bring about the synergistic effect. Therefore, the market 
synergy in multifunctional center depends upon the overall project 
configuration, positioning of diversified uses, and the functional relationships 
among these'components. Since pedestrians are an important ingredient that 
helps generate the market opportunities in commercial components, a 
sensitive treatment should be given in regard of pedestrian movement. The 
complex has to be so configured that the configuration is conducive to 
bringing pedestrians into and through the project. Positioning of visual focal 
points and channelization of pedestrian movement into these diversified 
components, which is imparted with a sense of place and a sense of events, are 
also essential determinations of an efficient pedestrian circulation system. The 
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pedestr ian movement not only contributes to market synergy but also adds to 
the liveliness of the environment. When residential components are included, 
accessibility to diversified components should be planned carefully so as not to 
allow non-site residents an easy access to these residences. Therefore, when 
residential components are represented, security becomes an important design 
inpu t . 

All and all, residences are given greater priority in each of those case 
studies with the exception of Kalamazoo Center. This emerging emphasis on 
residential components stems from a philosophy that on-site residences add to 
an around-the-clock liveliness in multifunctional centers. Without on-site 
residences, the complex would likely become a nine-to-five environment that 
typifies many s ingle-purpose buildings in downtown areas . When this 
condition exists, the synergistic effect in multifunctional centers is seldom 
realized. 

In addition, most of the residences are intended for the upper crust of 
society to sustain wealthy taxpayers in the city and perhaps bring some of 
them back from the suburbans. Often, the residential components are used to 
set up a uniformly prestigious image throughout the entire development. 

Therefore, I have to conclude that prestige is a necessary attr ibute of 
any mul t i funct ional deve lopmen t in a blighted section of the city. 
Nevertheless, this prestige should not be carried to the extreme that it brings 
about the personification of multifunctional Architecture as an instrument of 
social and economic deprivation. Much of this economic exclusion can be lifted 
through the project's opening up and careful integration with neighboring 
land uses. More importantly, this physical relationship contributes to the 
project's success as a catalyst towards a greater redevelopment efforts in a 
decaying inner-ci ty. 
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MAJOR ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED 

how to accomplish a superior site utilization including incorporation of 
natural features and physical and functional correlation to the * 
surrounding environs; • 
how to incorporate inward orientation, and thus personifying as an « 
outstanding urban design and providing a catalyst effect to a • 
comprehensive downtown revitalization program, without neglecting the | 
necessary incorporation of physical and visual relationships with the i 
adjacent community and land uses; S 
how to provide an efficiently-functioning infrastructure, including I 
parking, utilities, and effective mechanical and electrical system, such that j 
capable of servicing the differing demands of each project component J 
within the project integration; j 
how to provide for easy pedestrian access among diversified project i 
components and to relevant neighboring areas within the downtown, by a i 
means of positioning of components and incorporating horizontal and j 
vertical movement system; I 
how to offer outstanding urban amenities and attractions which cannot be ' 
obtained in single-purpose projects in suburb locations, and create an 
urban environment imbued with a sense of place for every person; 
how to integrate individual building components within the physical 
development so as to create a harmonious, distinctive framework as a j 
whole; 
how to accommodate a "closing down" of some components at specific hours 
for reasons of security or energy conservation, given the remarkable 
differences of activity cycles, while maintaining project's common areas 
and basic utility services at the same time; 
how to infest the environment with a sense of good qualities of urban 

living such as variety of functions, liveliness, range of choice, and 
convenience and how these qualities can be translated into architectural 
expression; and 
how to help foster social dispersion in the city without neglecting the need 
to sustain wealthy taxpayers who will demand some kind of amenities with 
an expression of prestige if they were to reside within the city. 
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DESIGNATION OF LUBBOCK REGIONS 

Immediate Region 

The City of Lubbock, Texas is situated on the South Plains of the Texas 
Pandhandle, often referred to as the southern High Plains region. The city, 
which is a part of Lubbock County, surrounded by twenty-two counties in 
Texas and three counties in New Mexico. 

Political Region 

The South Plains, upon which Lubbock County is located, constitute part 
of the Llano-Estacado, which is set apart from the rest of the High Plains by 
the Canadian River on the north and the Pecos River on the west and 
southwest. The Caprock, often referred to as the "break of the Plains", is an 
erosional escarpment that demarcates the eastern South Plains region. 

Economic Region 

The South Plains region is bordered by New Mexico to the east and 
Oklahoma to the north. Based upon its strategic location at the center of one 
of the nation's most prolific agricultural regions, Lubbock has become a 
predominant farming and distribution center of and for the South Plains. 
Popularly known as the "Hub of the Plains", the City of Lubbock is also the 
leading metiopolis of West Texas and Eastern New Mexico. 

DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN LUBBOCK CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 

P a r k i n g 

Quantification on a block-by-block basis was surveyed by the City of 
Lubbock Planning Department to determine an excess supply or deficiency in 
each block. The quantification was accomplished by estimating the demand for 
parking in each block followed by comparing this demand with the observed 
supply of parking available in the block. From an overall point of view which 
is derived from this survey, there is a total peak-hour demand in the Cential 
Business District of about 6,024 car parking spaces and correspondingly, there 
is an excess supply of approximately 416 parking. Nevertheless, the overall 
view is rather misleading since there are tremendous variations in both 
demand and supply from block to block. Furthermore, parking should be 
considered in terms of space availability within walking distance of the 
ultimate^ destination of CBD users. When considered in this basis, there is 
indeed a rather severe parking problem. Therefore, at the scale of the CBD as a 
whole, the aggregated parking demand and supply is not problematic; the 
problem is perceived in smaller scale areas where land use activity intensity is 
high and nearby available parking supply is low, particularly in the very 
heart of the CBD. In regard of a zone basis, the most severe parking 
deficiencies occur among those blocks between Main and 14th Street and 
between Texas Avenue and Avenue L. 
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Secondly, from an overall point of view only about one-fifth of the total 
supply of downtown parking occurs at the street curb. The remaining four-
fifths is primarily private, off-street parking. Parking space in private lots 
amount to nearly half of the total supply in the CBD while public off-stieet 
parking amount to less than one-third of the total supply. While private lots 
assure space availability to some downtown business pations and employees, 
there are too few and too widely distributed parking lots for the many 
downtown patrons who need such facilities. 

Therefore, another primary problem of the parking space pattern in 
the downtown area is that the available off-street supply is much too widely 
distributed for efficient utilization. The available supply is composed of a large 
number of small parking lots often containing no more than ten or fifteen 
parking spaces, which are scattered throughout the CBD rather than being in 
several strategically located places where a large number of spaces could be 
concentrated. 

Physical Conditions and Visual Characteristics 

With reference to a survey made by the City Planning Department, out 
of approximately 440 stiuctures in the CBD, approximately 3IJI are found to be 
in standard condition, about 39^ are designated as rehabilitable and about 3051 
are in such conditions that clearance is warranted. 

The most severe deterioration is generally located at the perimeter of 
the CBD, especially at the east end and south sides of the area. In regard of the 
types of activity utilized by each building, it is found that the most severely 
deteriorated structures exist in the residential category where about 60 
percent are rated as warranting clearance and only 2 percent are rated 
standard. Public buildings are in the best condition, 66 percent standard and 
the remaining 12 percent in rehabilitable condition. Standard buildings in the 
commercial non-retail category amount to about 42 percent, with 40^ 
rehabilitable and only 16% clearance. Among commercial retail structures, 
32 J? are standard, 46^ are rehabilitable and 20^ are classified as clearance. 

Therefore, the implication of the types of activity served by and the 
location of buildings affected by deteriorated conditions is that much 
improvement should be concentrated upon existing residential and 
commercial retail buildings in the vicinity of the CBD. A program of clearance 
and rehabilitation should be initiated with a focus on the residential and retail 
stiuctures in the east and south boundaries of the CBD, in order to remove the 
current pattern of extreme physical deterioration from the CBD. 

Other problems that have been identified are outiined as follows: 
- the existence of broken sidewalks and curbs, many of which have been 

patched in a less than desirable manner; 
the existence and obtrusiveness of overhead utility lines and poles; 
occasional weeds and litter of various kinds; 
the presence of uncoordinated graphics and signs; 
the presence of disharmonious materials and colors; 
the general monotony of downtown vistas; and 
the overall minimum amount of landscaping tieatment. 
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Land Use 

The problem associated with land use mostiy relates to the absence of 
certain land use types, including high-density housing and cultural, 
recreational, and entertainment land use activities, as well as the locational 
pattern of certain land use activities that are present in the dovmtown area. 

It has been identified that only small quantity of low density residential 
development scattered about the southern portions of the CBD - primarily 
single family dwellings on single lots and exists in random pattern and in 
rampant frequency of growth south of the 16th Stieet. It seems only logical at 
this point that more housing and corresponding occupancy of that housing by 
permanent residents would be helpful to the retailing and service functions of 
the CBD if such facilities were to be promoted in the downtown area. 

Existing housing in the CBD area is also found to be scattered widely 
among other land use activities, many of which are incompatible with a 
desirable resident ial environment. The residential environment is 
obliterating because the necessary amenities cannot be provided effectively 
when the residential pattern is scattered among other land use activities. The 
amenities referred to are those of open space, residential identity, safety, 
facilities for leisure and others. Therefore, planners need to identify these 
desirable amenities and transpose them into a residential environment with a 
more ordered pattern. 

Recreational, cultural and entertainment facilities are also largely 
absent in the downtown including facilities for art, music, art galleries, 
museum, libraries, etc. Even though the Civic Center fulfills part of the 
present need for those kinds of activities, the development of other special 
activities needs to be promoted if the vitality of the CBD areas was to be 
considered. 

The spatial distiibution of existing retail and consumer service-oriented 
activities is another problem in the CBD. It is generally agreed that the success 
of modern shopping centers is at least partially attributable to the ability of 
patrons to shop comparatively, i.e., to be able to select from different brands 
and prices for the same kinds of goods. This convenience is impossible in the 
CBD providing that the present retail and consumer service activity pattern is 
dispersed rather than concentiated as in a typical regional shopping center in 
the suburbs. Therefore, a more compact and orderly pattern would facilitate 
convenient comparative shopping apparently desired by most pations. 

Traffic and Thoroughfares 

The street network is composed of stieets that serve various functions, 
which are classified as follows: 
1. Local streets primarily provide access to abutting properties. 
2. Collector streets in the CBD provide access like local streets and also link 
local streets with thoroughfares. 
3. Thoroughfares provide local access and may be used to link local stieets with 
other thoroughfares, but the primary function is to accommodate large 
volumes of traffic on intia-city or long inter-city tiips. 

Most downtown stieets are designated as collectors due to their local 
access and linkage character. Only Broadway and Avenue H, which are the 
streets that carry traffic that may have origins and destinations quite remote 
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from the CBD, are designated as thoroughfares. Bordering the CBD, Avenue Q 
also has been designated as a thoroughfare. 

From overall view, the CBD lacks the availability of high-speed, large 
traffic volume and limited access street facilities which are commonly 
associated with a freeway designation, and the absence of such facilities 
constitutes a major limitation upon downtown development potential. With the 
absence of such routes of travel, inter-city trips between the CBD and the 
outlying remote areas of the city require excessive amounts of time for many 
community residents. 

Several improvements have been proposed that will serve the need for 
such routes of tiavel and in turn, affect the downtown area. The one that will 
have the most significant impact on the CBD is the proposed Interstate-2 7 
expressway. A divided, four lane, limited access highway, the 1-27 will carry 
traffic through Lubbock and will also serve as an access and egress route from 
the CBD to the population centers and distiibution facilities to the south and 
north. According to Lubbock Central Business District Development Plan, the 
Texas Highway Department has proposed a corridor for the expressway, which 
borders on the east edge of the CBD, between Avenue A and E. It is also 
currently proposed by the Texas Highway Department that interchanges for 
the downtown, which would require the elevating of the expressway for a 
certain distance, be located at Fourth Stieet and Nineteenth Stieet only. Access 
to the expressway at Broadway would be precluded by the long entiance and 
exit ramps necessary to bring the overpass back to grade and the difficulties of 
maintaining the required height over the existing railroad tracks. The 
presence of the expressway would shift some of the CBD bound tiaffic now 
entering from the west on Avenue Q over to the east side of the CBD. Therefore, 
the 1-27 would open the CBD to the expanding population centers south and 
west of the downtown area. ( for more detail on this subject, see The Proposed 
Interstate Highway 27) 

Furthermore, according to a survey made by the Texas Highway 
Department, the existing thoroughfare network is incapacitate to fulfill the 
growing demands for vehicular tiaffics. As a result, many CBD areas are faced 
with a massive daily congestion during the peak hour flows, especially on 
Avenue Q and H and on Broadway Street given their long distances and 
continuous through or adjacency to the CBD. 

Access time to the population of southwest Lubbock is excessive since 
there are no direct routes to the southwest on facilities that can handle large 
volumes of high-speed traffics. A direct route between CBD and the southwest 
is therefore desirable. 

In addition, the accessibility to the north and east section of the city 
from the CBD is hindered by the railroad tiacks that border the CBD. Thus, 
additional grade separated crossings are needed to draw these areas together. 

Other significant CBD problems 

The predominant growth direction of residential development has been 
southwest and westward from the originally developed areas. This exclusively 
southwestward direction of residential development has been instigated by 
several factors which reflect the initial problems of the CBD. The 
unavailability of high-speed and high-volume thoroughfares and the absent 
of desirable amenities for convenience urban living are among the factors 
tha t delineate downtown locations undesirable for residential uses 
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Furthermore, the present traffic system contiibutes to the inconvenience of 
pationage and employment in the CBD. If this type of rampantiy imbalance 
growth were to continue, there is littie question that the vitality of the CBD 
would be enormously impaired. The Population and Economics report for 
Lubbock for the period from 1975 to 1990 projected a loss of about 3,000 people 
in the neighborhoods generally surrounding the CBD. 

The absence of design coordination among the physical features of the 
downtown area also poses another special problem. The visually chaotic 
environment is the direct result of design decisions made by one individual or 
group without considerable inputs from other participating parties. 

Strength of the CBD 

In spite of all the problems that circumscribe the CBD development 
potential, there exists a virtual consensus among few groups providing 
information to the City Planning Department that the CBD does have some 
aspects that personify its most outstanding stiength. The fact that banking and 
finance, government functions, and civic and convention activities occur in 
the downtown area can be regarded as the city's innermost stiengths in four 
separate ways: 
- Each of the foregoing activities employ a large number of people v/ho are 

present in the CBD virtually everyday. 
- Each of the activities mentioned offers a kind of good and service which is 

not only unique in itself but also complementary in many v/ays, and thus 
attracting consumers or pations to the CBD. 

- Each activity represents a very dependable permanence of location within 
the CBD. 

- Each of these activities has a tiemendously stabilizing influence, by virtues 
of its permanency, on other activities which depend upon its presence. 

- Each activity has some generative effect, i.e., each attracts other potential 
auxiliary activities in the CBD. 

THE PROPOSED INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 27 

As a result of an extensive origin-destination survey which pointed out 
the incapacity of major thoroughfares in Lubbock to handle tiaffic volumes 
during peak hours, the development of expressway facilities into the CBD and 
across the city was proposed. Thus, it was the extension of Interstate Highway 
2 7, a proposed six-lane freeway offering a maximum utilization of frontage 
roads, from Loop 2 69 North across the city to Loop 269 South that received 
approval from the State Highway and Public Transportation Commission on 
December 19, 1975-

Traffic congestion in the Lubbock CBD is almost repelling its economic 
vitality and encourages business movements to suburban locations. By 
expediting the flow of tiaffic into and out of the CBD, the project would help 
enhance the CBD as an important employment center and assure the business 
growth in the area. 

The extension of 1-2 7 through the city will provide a continuous 
controlled access highway from 1-40 in Amarillo to the southern part of 
Lubbock. Regional traffic to destinations in the Texas Pandhandle will 
obviously find 1-27 an appropriate facility. It will also serve interstate tiaffic 
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through connections with numerous highways to the north from Amarillo, 
and to the south from Lubbock. Inasmuch as the proposed extension of 1-27 
encourages a maximum use of frontage roads throughout its entire length, 
traffic circulation in the immediate area will be subjected to the least amount 
of indirection due to having to cross a contiolled access facility. Thus, the 
frontage road will provide an advantage in regard of good accessibility to 
existing and future abutting land uses bounding and adjacent to the proposed 
highway extension. 

The proposed freeway will become a significant factor in the 
geographical distribution of future growth and development both socially and 
economically within the city. By contributing to land use change and 
redevelopment in the long run, the extension will enhance property values, 
and spur business growth in the immediate area, and thus increasing the local 
tax base and leading to improved long-run employment opportunities. 

TEXAS TECH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PARK 

The possible formation of Texas Tech Advanced Technology Park in an 
area within East Lubbock would favor the development of a multifunctional 
center. Viewed as a means for attracting high technology industries, the 
research park would serve as a catalyst to private sector investments in 
advanced industries and trigger a rapid growth of industrial developments in 
East Lubbock. In turn, the grov^h would foster business establishments in the 
area presentiy subjected to stagnate economic growth. 

The Advanced Technology Park is oriented towards research and 
development and the major activities carried out in this facility would include 
research, engineering, prototype manufacturing, and certain types of office 
and administrative functions. The work force in the research park would be 
predominantly professional and technical employees and thus, it is only 
logical that the existence of these highly-skilled groups would demand for 
residences apt to their socioeconomic standard. Furthermore, since their lives 
would be mostly focused on research programs in the park, they require a 
residential environment with all the desirable amenities within short 
distances from their employment. In this respect, a multifunctional center 
could provide a background for this kind of environment. Finally, the possible 
growth of industrial developments in East Lubbock, which are largely 
conditioned to what impact the research park would inflict, would favor some 
residential developments that, in turn, generate the assured market potentials 
in the multifunctional center. 

BROADWAY CORRIDOR DESIGN 

The Broadway Corridor Design is a proposed redevelopment scheme 
designated towards creating a pedestrian-oriented street and an improved 
provision of facilities for pedestrians. The pedestrianization scheme would 
encourage multi-use instead of functional separation, and in turn, would 
increase activities in the stieet at all times of the day. Therefore, it is hope, the 
coalescence of activities would promote a meaningful social behavior among 
diverse socioeconomic groups. Once this sociable atmosphere is created on 
Broadway the Corridor Design would resuscitate the vital life that once existed 
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in the downtown. The vitality on Broadway would provide an important setting 
for the multifunctional center in that not only it assures market opportunities 
in commercial components but also helps the project's opening up to all kinds 
of people irrespective of economic background. 

EXISTING STRUCTURE OF LUBBOCK'S ECONOMY 

Lubbock's region of 23 counties is situated on the Southern High Plains 
of Texas, one of the most productive agricultural areas in the United States. The 
area surrounding Lubbock produces approximately 30 percent of the nation's 
cotton, and 50 percent of the state's cotton. In addition, about 65 percent of the 
world's hybrid grain sorghum is produced in the Lubbock area and the 
Lubbock trade area is the center of the world's largest beef feedlot 
concentrations. In many aspects, agriculture is the most dominant economic 
sector in Lubbock. 

Aside from agriculture, a number of factors contributing to Lubbock' s 
economic viability is covered briefly as below: 
1. Education Center 
Lubbock is deeply involved in education, being the location of Texas Tech 
University and the Health Sciences Center, and other colleges and branch 
facilities of more distant schools. Texas Tech has attracted enrollment from all 
areas of Texas, the nation and many foreign countries. In addition, Lubbock is 
also associated with the military training through Reese Air Force Base. 
2. Retail Trade Center 
With the presence of South Plains Mall and an increase in retail sales, Lubbock 
continues to grow as a retail center. This continued growth is also assured by 
continued population growth, both in the city and regionally. 
3. Regional Center 
Since Lubbock has a relatively large regional service area with new major 
facilities, it continues as a center for such regional services as health care, 
retailing, culture, banking, and entertainment. 
4. Industrial Center 
Because of new growth in industrial and warehousing facilities, Lubbock has 
begun to be more industrial-and-tiade-oriented over the last few years. The 
addition of such manufacturing plants in recent years as Litton, Texas 
Instrument and Michehn Tire plant, indicates a diversification of the economy 
towards a more non-agricultural industry, and thus this diversity will be an 
asset to Lubbock's future growth economically and socially. 

It has been projected that the Southwest states or the so-called Sunbelt 
states which consist of Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and Oklahoma would 
continue their rapid grov/th in population within the next few years. Texas 
has received over 62 percent of the overall increase of the Southwest states 
population and grown at the rate of 2.02 percent annually according to the 
1970-76 period. Texas and Southwest growth is projected to continue to be over 
twice the US rate through the year 2 000, and Lubbock economic growth 
potential should benefit greatly from this growth. 



BUSINESS GROWTH IN LUBBOCK 

Texas Tech University with the cooperation of other colleges and 
universities in the South Plains region and the Lubbock Board of City 
Development has become the leading institution for a multi-center Small 
Business Development Center (SBDC) covering the entire north Texas area. 
This generates a favorable climate for business establishments since Lubbock 
is provided substantial United States Small Business Association (SBA) funds to 
finance small business consulting. Furthermore, Lubbock is also given the 
leadership in developing on-line data base describing sources for small 
business assistance. 

••« 

POPULATION 

Since Lubbock's incorporation seventy-nine years ago with only 1900 
residents, this city has progressed into a place of technology, tradition and 
unusual economic prosperity. Along with the rapid economic growth after 
Second World War, Lubbock County's population has grown to a metiopolitan 
count exceeding 2 25,000 people. Lubbock is recognized as one of the fastest 
growing cities in the nation, from a census of 149,101 in 1970 to 174,172 in 1960 
with a growth rate of 16.62 percent. In 1960, the metiopolitan population 
exceeds 2 11,000 with a grov/th rate of 16.16 percent for the decade preceding. 
Lubbock is now the largest metropolitan area between Dallas-Forth Worth and 
Albuquerque, San Antonio and Denver, Oklahoma City and El Paso, and Wichita 
Falls and El Paso. Lubbock is surrounded by twenty-three counties, , :'. 

Year 

1910 
1920 
liio. 
1940 
1950 
I960 
1970 
1960 
1963 
1964 

CITY 

jLm. 
4.051 

_iL61L 
71,390 

126.691 
149, 101 
174. 172 
16L500 
163.297 

TAeW- 1.1 

Population Distribution 

METRO AREA 

Population Growth rate Population Growth rate 
for decade for decade 
preceding preceding 

< 

i .621 
109.03 % 

20.520 406.54^ 
11,096 206.16^ 

55.23^ 
124.12 % 
60.26 % 
15.66 X 
16.26 J? 

39. 104 
51.762 

100, 549 
156,217 
179.295 
211.646 
222,650 
225.056 

252.42 % 
32.42 % 
94.16 X 
55.42 % 
14.73 % 
16.16;? 
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The average population growth rate per decade for the 70-year period 
was 115.41 % in the city, and 96.22 % in the Metio Area. The city population 
increased by 6667.2 % in this period, for an increased of nearly 90 times in 70 
years. The county population increased by 5745.6 % in this period, for an 
increase of nearly 60 times in 70 years. 

( 1964 data are projections based on 1970-1960 growth trends, by the Economic 
Development Department ). 
Population Data Source: Bureau of Census 

The growth of population in Lubbock County has, in the past, been 
consistent and, at certain times, vigorous. The most recent census, however, 
indicates that populace growth in the region has fluctuated since there was 
virtually little change in comparison to a growth of about 15 percent in the 
three-state area of Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico and a growth of about 17 
percent in Texas. This diminishing population growth is mostly attiibutable to 
the decrease in immigration of individuals and families. 

Population composition is a description of the age, sex and racial 
distribution of persons in the total population. Between the decade of I960 and 
1970 the median age of the population in the City of Lubbock remained 
unchanged at approximately 23.5 years of age. Nevertheless, the distiibution 
of the population by age categories showed some changes. The relative size of 
the categories of population from zero to nine years of age declined during the 
decade of the sixties from 252 percent to 19.2 percent. During this period, the 
age categories from 10 to 24 years of age showed an increase in relative size. 
For the individual age categories from 2 5 to 54, the size declined during the 
decade. The age categories from 55 up, which including the 75 and over 
category, increased in size between I960 and 1970. 

The decline in the number and relative size of the population in the 
under ten age categories will have the short-effect on the public school 
system and, in the long run, reduce the pressure on the economy in term of 
reduced demand for jobs. In the other hand, increased number of people in the 
categories between 10 and 24 will affect the economy in that additional job 
opportunities should be provided in the near future or otherwise, a 
continuation of some outward migration would likely result. The declining 
relative size of the categories from 25 to 54 is mostiy attiibutable to the large 
increases in both young and older age groups. Significant absolute increases 
in the age categories over 55 indicate better health and prolonged lives of 
senior citizens - a national characteristics. As this tiend continues, Lubbock 
will experience ever-increasing demand for additional facilities for recreation 
and health care. 

In the 1970 Census, the female population, amounted to about 51 percent 
of the total population, showed a slight increase from male population. This 
sexual composition is attributable to the increase in the elderly category in 
which female population is dominant. 

With reference to racial composition, the city is dominated by the white 
race while black population amounting to less than eight percent, which is 
virtually unchanged since I960. Amounting to about 16 percent of the total 
population in the 1970 census, the white population with a Spanish surname 
makes up the second largest racial composition in Lubbock. 

In respect of labor force, which is an important ingredient in any 
community, the overall civilian labor force in Lubbock showed an increase of 
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75.25 percent during the past twenty years and surpassed the 112,000 mark in 
1963- Hereby, Lubbock has proven that it possesses hard-working and skilled 
individuals. Above all, by having industiious labor force who has proven itself 
capable of keeping pace with technological advances, Lubbock is ensured of a 
promising future in its continued economic growth and diversification. 

SUMMARY 

Firstly, it has been concluded that deficiency in parking spaces occurs 
at the very heart of the CBD where land use activity intensity is high. The CBD 
needs parking facilities that are in strategically located places where a large 
amount of spaces could be concentrated rather than being dispersed as present 
pattern allows. Therefore, the proposed multifunctional center should 
accommodate parking facilities as one of its primary functions. These facilities n 
not only assure space availability for those many patrons and employees or f 
probably on-site residents who use the complex, but also fulfill the demands • 
for off-street parking spaces on the part of other downtown pations. j 

Secondly, I have identified that an area at the east end of the CBD, where t 
desolated warehouses and non-retail commercial buildings presentiy exist, is a • 
strategic location for the multifunctional center. Locating a new development 
in this area will warrant clearances on the part of these existing structures, 
thereby the multifunctional center helps remove the current pattern of 
extreme physical deterioration from the CBD. Furthermore, given its rather 
large scale, the complex could present as an initial lesson towards an urban 
design with coordinated visual characteristics, diversified vistas and 
considerable utilization of landscaping treatment. 

Thirdly, by virtues of its orchestration of diversified functions, the 
multifunctional center will provide the needs for a more compact and orderly 
pattern of shopping in the CBD. This concentiation of retail outlets in one 
physical framework facilitates the desire for convenient comparative 
shopping on the part of many patrons, and thus bolstering market potentials 
for retailing activity in the CBD. In this respect, the complex should be 
accounted as a prime strategy to encounter the rapid decaying of retail 
establishments in the CBD, which in most part inflicted by the unavailabihty 
of more convenient shopping facilities. 

Furthermore, aside from retail components, the complex will also 
include high-density housing coupled with the many desirable amenities 
which are largely absent in the present CBD land use pattern. By positioning 
the residential components and these amenities in a more orderly pattern, the 
center could bolster corresponding occupancy of these residences. The 
presence of these on-site residents is of importance to the commercial 
components within the complex. Taken altogether, residential uses and 
commercial activity, botii of which are complementary, would bring about the 
desirable vitality which is presentiy impaired by the many problems in the 
CBD and thus help promote other retailing functions in this area. 

' It has been pointed out that the proposed Interstate 27 would have a 
considerable impact on CBD business growth and overall development 
potentials By fulfilling the demand for high-speed, high-volume traffic 
facilities on the part of many downtown employees and pations, and by 
r^nening UP the CBD to outlying areas within tiie immediate region, tiie 1-27 
would help bolster the inherent potentiality of the CBD as an important 
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employment and convention center within this region. Furthermore, since 
the present traffic system in part contributes to the inconvenience of 
patronage in the CBD, the expressway would help enhance business growth in 
this area. 

Given its adjacency to the proposed extension of Interstate 2 7 and the 
fact that this extension utilizes maximum frontage roads, the multifunctional 
center would be greatly accessible from other surrounding areas within the 
city as well as the immediate and economic regions. 

The locational possibility of Texas Tech Advanced Technology Park and 
the possible growth of industries in East Lubbock, both of which are parts of 
the East Lubbock Redevelopment Plan, would help generate supporting 
populations for the many amenities offered in the complex. This support is 
further enhanced by the existence of transient facilities in the downtown, 
that attract conventioneers into the city and employ a large number of people 
who are present in the CBD virtually everyday. 

Finally, business establishments in Lubbock, in many instances, are l^ 
given desirable assistance such as financing and marketing. This readily S \ 
available assistance stipulates a favorable climate not only to existing • 
businesses but also to newly-formed businesses, and thus attracting potential 
commercial investments into the city. J 

• i 

> • 

< 

Taken as a whole, the multifunctional center fosters several ^ 
improvements in the CBD as outline below: • 
1. An improved retailing environment. The concentiation of retail and • 

service activities is essential to the continued health and vigor of retailing S 
functions in the downtown area. S 

2. Properly located off-street parking facilities. { 
3. Office and professional facilities to enhance the CBD as an employment 

center. 
Improved places of residency through the incorporation of high-density 
residential components into the complex. 
Adequate and properly differentiated circulation systems for vehicles and 
pedestrians 
Well designed open spaces. 

Therefore, in many aspects, the multifunctional center helps provide 
solutions to the many problems in the CBD especially those involving 
undesirable environment for residential uses and rapid decaying of retail 
establishments. It has been concluded that the greater density of business 
functions and residential development around the very heart of the CBD would 
yield into a compact core area, and thus bolstering the inherent stiength of 
the CBD. The failure to achieve this orchestration of diversified activities, on 
the other hand, would result in a continued loss of residences and retailing 
functions in the CBD, which would gradually weaken this innermost strength. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE INVENTORY (ERI) 

Scale Designations and Major 
Themes 

PA (Pastoralism). Opposition to land 
development; concern about popu
lation growth, preservation of nat
ural resources, including open 
space; acceptance of natural forces 
as shapers of human life; sensitivity 
to pure environmental experiences; 
self-sufficiency in the natural en
vironment 

UR (Urbanism). Enjoyment of high-
density living; appreciation of un
usual and varied stimulus patterns 
of the city; interest in cultural hfe; 
enjoyment of interpersonal rich
ness and diversity 

EA (Environmental adaptat ion). 
Modification of the environment to 
satisfy needs and desires and to pro
vide comfort and leisure; opposition 
to governmental control over pri
vate land use; preference for 
highly designed or adapted envi
ronments; use of technology to 
solve envi ronmenta l problems; 
preference for stylized environ
mental details 

SS (Stimulus seeking). Interest in 
travel and exploration of unusual 
places; enjoyment of complex and 
i n t e n s e phys i ca l s ensa t i ons ; 
breadth of interests 

ET (Environmental Trust). General 
environmental openness, respon
siveness, and trust; competence in 
finding one's way about the envi
ronment vs. fear of potentially dan
gerous environments; security of 
home; fear of being alone and un
protected 

Sample Items 

Our national forests should be pre
served in their natural state; with 
roads and buildings prohibited. 
Birth control practices should be 
accepted by everyone. Natural re
sources must be preserved, even if 
people must do without. It is good 
for man to submit to the forces of 
nature. The idea of walking into the 
forest and "living off the land" for a 
week appeals to me. 

I would enjoy riding in a crowded 
subway. I like the variety of stimu
lation one finds in the city. The 
cultural life of a big city is very im
portant to me. Cities bring together 
interesting people. 

A person has a right to modify the 
environment to suit his needs. 
There should [not] be a law against 
anyone owning more than a thou
sand acres of land. I like to go to 
shopping centers where every
thing is in one place. Making rain 
by artificially "seeding" clouds is a 
great technological advance. I like 
crystal chandeliers. 

I would enjoy traveling around the 
world on a sailing ship. I like to ride 
on roller coasters. I like experi
mental art. I would enjoy driving a 
racing car. Alleys are interesting 
places to explore. 

Sometimes I am afraid of too much 
stimulation - from sounds, colors, 
odors, etc. [rejected]. I shudder at 
the thought of finding a spider in 
my bed [rejected]. I feel most secure 
when I am walking around the 
house [rejected]. I would be afraid to 
live in a place where there were no 
place nearby [rejected]. I often 
have trouble finding my way 
around a new area [rejected]. 
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AN (Antiquarianism). Enjoyment of 
antiques and historical places; pref
erence for traditional vs. modern 
design; aesthetic sensitivity to man-
made environments and to land
scape; appreciation of cultural arti
facts of earlier eras; tendency to 
collect objects for their emotional 
significance 

NP (Need for privacy). Need for 
physical isolation from stimuli; en
joyment of solitude; dislike of 
neighboring; need for freedom 
from distraction 

MO (Mechanical orientation). Inter
est in mechanics in its various 
forms; enjoyment in working with 
one's hands; interest in technologi
cal processes and basic principles of 
science; appreciation of the func
tional properties of objects 

CO (Communality). A validity scale; 
tapping honest, attentive, and care
ful test-taking attitude; response to 
items in statistically modal manner. 

Modern buildings are seldom as at
tractive as older ones. I enjoy 
browsing in antique shops. I am 
quite sensitive to the "character" of 
a building. It would be fun to own 
some old-fashioned costumes. I en
joy collecting things that most peo
ple would consider junk. 

There are often times 
complete silence. I 
when I am alone. I 
when people drop 
warning. I am easily 
people moving about. 

when I need 
am happiest 
get annoyed 
by without 

distracted by 

I enjoy tinkering with mechanical 
things. I would enjoy the work of an 
architect. I usually save spare nuts 
and bolts. I would like to work with 
computers. I like things that have 
precision parts. 

I like to visit historic places. As a 
child, I was taught respect for all 
living things. I have vivid memo
ries of where I lived as a child. 
Traveling is not really worth the ef
fort [rejected]. I seldom pay atten
tion to what I eat [rejected]. 

BEHAVIOR MEASURES 

Aesthetics is any behavior that 
improves the appearance of the 
physical environment, like adding a 
statue, painting a house, or raking 
the lawn. 

Business is any behavior 
involving an exchange of goods or 
se rv ices w h e r e p a y m e n t is 
obligatory. 

Education is any behavior that 
requires the formal role of teacher. 
Incidental learning is not counted. 

G o v e r n m e n t is any behavior 
that has to do with the making or 
enforcing of laws - local, county, 
state or federal. Sheriffs offices. 

l awyers offices, and legislative 
committee meetings are examples. 

Personal appearance has to do 
with trying to look one's best as 
opposed to merely getting dressed. 
Local differences vary widely as to 
v/hat is "dressed up." 

Physical health refers to any 
behavior that contributes directly 
to physical well-being, such as 
taking medicine, exercise, and the 
like. 

Profess ional ism has to do with 
the payment of wages for anything 
from babysitting to consulting on a 
research project. 

Recreation is any behavior that 
gives immediate pleasure and 
ranges from watching television to 
climbing mountains. 
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R e l i g i o n is usually tied to a 
workship service but may include a 
prayer said at a banquet or other 
celebration. 

Social pat tern is personal 
relations of any kind. 

Talking is any form of verbal 
expression, even use of sign 
language. 

Thinking is scored whenever a 
person has to make a decision to 
solve a problem. 

BEHAVIOR MECHANISM 

Affective behavior is any 
behavior express ing such as 
laughing, crying, yelling, and more 
sedate activities such as singing. 

Gross motor activity is any 
behavior that involves the large 
muscles of the body, such as 
walking, running, or swimming. 

Manipulation is any use of the 
hands such as typing, working with 
tools, or turning pages. 

BEHAVIOR SETTINGS ( TIME USUALLY SPENT IN HOUSE ) 

A. Hours of waking time 
1. Total hours for the average 

year, 6760 
2. Person A (male) sleeps 6 

hours every weekday night, 
an extia hour on Sunday. 

3. Person B (female) sleeps 7 
1/2 hours every weekday 
night, an extra hour on Sat
urday, and 2 extra hours on 
Sunday. 

4. Person A works 6 hours per 
day during the week. His 
travel time to and from work 
is 30 minutes each way. 

5. Person B works part-time 6 
hours on Saturday and 2 
hours each weekday after
noon. Travel time is 15 min
utes each way. 

6. Both A and B spent a two-
week vacation away from 
home. 

7. A goes bowling every 
Wednesday night for two 
hours. Travel time is 20 min
utes each v/ay. 

6. B goes to the hairdresser ev
ery Tuesday morning for two 
hours. Total tiavel is 20 min
utes. 

9. A had a business trip for 10 
days in September. 

10. A and B went to the movies 12 
times in the year. Travel time 
to and from is 10 minutes 
each way. They usually stop 
for a cup of coffee afterward 
for 30 minutes. 
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B. Questions that have been 
asked 
1. What does usually stopping 

for a cup of coffee mean? 
More than half? (Answer: 60 
%) 

2. Does A go bowling all year-
r o u n d ? (Answer : Only 
September 1 through Decem
ber 20) 

3. Were there any times during 
the year when either A or B 
was home sick from work? 
(Answer: A two days, B one 
day) 

4. Can A and B think of any 
other times they were away 
from the house? (Answer: 
Shopping on Sa tu rday 
mornings for both - three 
hours) 

5. Any visits to neighbors, rel
atives? (Answer: No) 

C. Calculations of waking time 
1. A's sleeping time: 6 hours per 

day during week plus week
ends. (2966 hours) 

2. A's working time: 6 hours per 
day less vacation and sick 
time. (1600 hours) 

3. Other times away from the 
house for A: bowling, busi
ness trip. (462 hours) 

4. Total for A: 5230 hours. 
5. B's sleeping time: 2662 hours. 
6. B's working time: 466 hours. 
7. Other times away from the 

house for B: Hairdresser 
6. Total for B: 3466 hours. 
9. Times away for A and B to

gether: vacation, movies and 
coffee, shopping. (160 hours) 

10. Sum of A's time away plus B's 
time away plus time A and B 
spent away together, plus A's 
sleeping time and B's sleep
ing time: 6676 hours. 

11. No. 10 subtracted from 2 X 
6760 is the sum of the total 
waking hours in the house, 
(waking hours: 6644 hours) 

D. Action pattern calculations 
1. Aesthetics (636 hours) 

a. Time spent cleaning the 
house each day by A or B 
or both. Check for differ
ences on w e e k e n d s . 
(Answer: B clean 1 1/2 
hours on weekdays, none 
on weekends) 

b. Time spent by A and B in 
hobbies like painting, 
sculpting, dancing, etc., 
or in correspondence 
courses on such subjects 
in the home. (Answer: B 
paints on Sunday after
noons, average 3 hours) 

c. Time spent reading about 
such subjects (receives a 
tiace, if any). (Answer: A 
reads 3 hours per week; B 
reads 4 hours per week) 

d. Time spent preparing or 
practicing for these ac
tivities outside the home. 
(Answer: None) 

e. Total time in these activi
ties. (Note: A or B may ac
tually teach such activi
ties in the home, may 
have a studio, or may use a 
certain space for teach
ing.) 

2. Business (2 hours) 
a. Is anything bought or 

sold in the home? This in
cludes time spent in or
dering through catalogs, 
buying from door-to-door 
salesmen, over the phone, 
or from newspaper ads. It 
does not include going 
through the catalogs for 
fun (recreation), or giv
ing to charities. (Answer: 
Order from Sears twice a 
year. Have Fuller Brush 
man twice a year, 30 min
utes each time) 

b. Is there any time spent in 
the home preparing for 
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business activities outside 
the home? (Answer: No) 

c. Total of time in business 
activities. 

3. Professionalism (114 hours) 
a. Is any time spent earning 

a living in the home? 
(Answer: No) 

b. Have any visitors earned a 
living while there (e.g., 
doctors, salesmen, re
pairmen)? (Answer: TV 
repairman, 4 hours; 
plumber, 2 hours) 

c. Was any time used in 
preparation for earning a 
living outside the home? 
(Answer: A writes reports 
at home, 2 hours every 
week) 

4. Education (24 hours) 
a. Is any time spent being 

taught or doing lessons in 
the home? (Answer: No) 

b. Does any teaching take 
place in the home? 
(Answer: B teaches one 
pupil painting, 1 hour ev
ery 2 weeks) 

c. Is there any preparation 
for education that takes 
place in the home? 
(Answer: None) 

d. Do any activities that 
stimulate education take 
place in the home? (e.g., 
teacher's meet ings)? 
(Answer: None) 

5. Government (4 hours) 
a. Is any time spent making 

or carrying out laws? 
(Answer: Yes, filing in
come tax, paying taxes) 

b. Is there any government 
activity? (Answer: No) 

6. Nutrition (4462 hours) 
a. How much time is spent 

preparing 
meals each 
weekend 
(Answer: 2 

and eating 
day? Test for 
differences, 

hours prep, 1 
1/2 hours eating on week

days, only 2 meals on Sun
day) 

b. Special events prepara
tion and grooming 
(dances, dates, social 
events). (Answer: Parties, 
2 hours per month for 
both) 

c. Is there any time spent 
learning about food 
preparation? (Answer: 
None) 

7. Personal appearance 
(350 hours) 
a. How much time is spent 

getting dressed and 
groomed each day? 
(Answer: 15 minutes a day 
for both) 

b. Special events prepara
tion and grooming 
(dances, dates, social 
events). (Answer: Parties, 
2 hours per month for 
both) 

c. Time spent 
clothes and 
ironing them, 
hours on Saturdays) 

d. Are any clothes washed 
for outside the home (time 
spent)? (Answer: None) 

6. Physical health (264 hours) 
a. Any time spent at home 

sick - not just from work 
but additional time sick, 
less sleeping, plus doctor's 
visits, etc. (Answer: Yes, A 
had a cold for 10 days) 

b. Any time spent in pre
ventive health measures, 
brushing teeth, taking 
vitamins? (Answer: 2 
minutes a day for each) 

c. Any time spent learning 
or teaching about im
proving health? (Answer: 
None) 

9. Recreation (3179 hours) 
a. Time spent in recreational 

activities such as watch
ing television, playing 

washing 
drying or 
(Answer: 3 

0 

0 

0 
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(games or c h i l d r e n ' s 
play), visiting, talking on 
the p h o n e , r e a d i n g . 
(Answer: A watches TV 3 
hours every weekday, B 
watches TV 4 hours every 
weekday, both watch 6 
hours over weekend; have 
visitors every Thursday 
evening, 3 people, 3 
hours, and every other 
Sunday evening, 2 people, 
3 hours) 

10. Religion (0 hours) 
a. Are there any religious 

meetings in the h o u s e ? 
(Answer: None) 

b. Do people in the house say 
prayers at mealtime or 
bedtime? (Answer: None) 

c. Are there any religious 
counseling visits (e.g., 
pastor, deacon)? (Answer: 
None) 

11. Social contact (664 hours) 
a. What are the times spent 

in visits from neighbors, 
friends? (Answer: Every 
Thursday, 3 people, 3 
hours; every other Sun
day evening, 2 people, 3 
hours; neighbors Satur
day evening 2-3 hours) 

b. What amount of t ime 
spent with child visi tors 
(friends of children of the 
household)? ( A n s w e r : 
None) 

c. What is the amount of 
time residents of t h e 
house spend t a lk ing 
(Observational sample)? 
(Answer: Rather qui te 
couple) 

E. Each action pattern as a 
percentage of waking time -
the family profile 

Education: 
Government: 
Nutrition: 
Personal appearance: 
Physical health: 
Recreation: 
Religion: 
Social contact: 

ANALYSIS 

0.26 
0.05 
52.6 
4.0 
3.0 
36.6 
0.0 
10.0 

Aesthetics: 
Business: 
Professionalism: 

7.3 
0.02 
1.3 

Important action patterns for 
the household, according to what 
percentage of the occupancy time 
they take up, are categorized as the 
following: 

Nutiition (Prominent) 
Recreation (Prominent) 
Social Contact (Present) 
Aesthetics ( Present) 
Personal Appearance ( Present) 
Physical Health ( Present) 
Professionalism ( Present) 
Education (Absent) 
Government (Absent) 
Business (Absent) 
Religion (Absent) 
From the action pattern scores, it 

is discovered that nutrition and 
recreation are two prominent ac
tion patterns in this household. 
While business, educational, gov
ernmental, and religious activities 
are largely absent. The low per
centage of the occupancy time for 
business action pattern is probably 
due to an unavailability of nearby 
convenient shopping facilities 
Therefore, future development of 
commercial center within the 
neighborhood of A and B is desir
able and could attract greater busi
ness activities on part of this 
household. The low percentage of 
educational activities, on the other 
hand, indicates the greater empha
sis upon passive and active recre
ational activities rather than on 
adult education. The absence on part 
of these activities also implies the 
absence of nearby educational fa
cilities. 
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Ŷ 
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TIME 

6.00AM 

8.00AM 

lO.OOAM 

ll.OOAM 
12.00PM 

1.30PM 

4.30PM 

ACTIVITY 
CODES 

40 
80 
95 
43 
91 
09 

07 
00 
06 
44 
32 
33 
00 
34 

36 

30 

39 

06 

44 
43 
09 
95 
92 
47 
09 
00 
03 

04 

07 
09 
30 

31 
32 
34 

82 
44 

TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

means of 

Personal hygiene (Getting up, dressing, etc.) 
Physical exercise 
Reading newspaper 
Meals and snacks at home 
Watching early morning news on television 
Travel to workplace, including waiting for 
transportation 
Time spent at the workplace before starting work 
Normal professional work (Outside home) 
Meals at the workplace (Regular breaks) 
Meals outside home or the canteen (Regular breaks) 
Personal care (Usual care to household members) 
Medical care outside home (Regular breaks) 
Normal professional work 
Administrative services, offices, bank, employment 
agency, customs, etc.(Regular breaks) 
Waiting, Queuing for the purchase of goods and 
services, etc.(Regular breaks) 
Purchasing of everyday consumer goods and products, 
shopping (Regular breaks) 
Traveling connected to the above mentioned 
activities 
(Regular breaks and prescribed nonworking periods 
during work time) Meals at the workplace or 
Meals outside home or 
Meals and snacks at home 
Travel to return from workplace, if applicable 
Reading newspaper 
Listening to records, tape recording 
Nap or rest, 1 hour or less 
Travel to workplace 
Normal professional work 
Displacements during work if they can be 
specifically isolated from normal work (Remote 
occurences) 
Any waiting or interruption during working time if 
it can be specifically isolated from work (e.g., due 
to supply shortage, breakdown of machines, etc.) 
(Remote occurences) 
Time spent at the workplace after ending work 
Travel to return from workplace 
Purchasing of everyday consumer goods and products, 
shopping 
Purchasing of durable consumer goods 
Personal care outside home 
Administrative services, offices, bank, employment 
agency, customs, etc. 
Walks, browsing, window shopping 
Snacks outside home 
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TIME 

7.45PM 

10.00PM 

12.00AM 

ACTIVITY 
CODES 

51 

TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

52 
53 
67 

80 
89 

43 
44 
91 
80-89 
70-79 
91 
95 
02 
01 
94 

54 

55 

48 

93 
45 

Reduced programs of professional or special training 
courses,driving lessons (including after-work 
classes organized by the plant or enterprise in 
question) 
Attendance at lectures (occasionally) 
Programs of political or union training courses 
Participation in associations other than the union 
or party 
Practice a sport and physical exercise 
Travel conected to the above mentioned activities, 
from code 30 to 80 
Meals and snacks at home or 
Eating out (occasionally) 
Watching television 
Sports and Active leisure or 
Spectacles, entertainment, social life 
Watching television 
Reading newspapers 
Overtime work (occasionally) 
Normal professional work at home or brought home 
Reading reviews, periodicals, magazines, pamphlets, 
etc., including proofreading done at home 
Homework prepared for different courses and lectures 
(including related research work and 
self-instruction) 
Reading of scientific reviews of books for personal 
instruction, specific to own profession 
Private activities, nondescribed, others (using 
sauna alone) 
Reading books 
Night sleep (essential) 
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TIME 

6.00AM 

9.00AM 

ACTIVITY 
CODES 

40 
80 
10 
43 
91 
11 
30 

31 
32 
33 
35 

39 

10 

12 

12.00AM 

1.00PM 

3.00PM 

5.00PM 

6.15PM 
7.30PM 
8.45PM 

10.00PM 

14 
19 

43 
44 
09 
00 
09 
60 
61 

63 
67 
69 

13 
30 

31 
80 
10 
43 
44 
11 
91 
8 0 - 8 9 
7 0 - 7 9 
91 
15 

TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

with bills 
household 

and 

Personal hygiene, dressing (getting up, etc.) 
Physical exercise 
Preparation and cooking of breakfast 
Meals and snacks at home 
Watching early morning news on television 
Washing up and putting away the dishes 
Purchasing of everyday consumer goods and products, 
shopping 
Purchasing of durable consumer goods 
Personal care outside home (e.g., hairdresser) 
Medical care outside home 
Repair and other services (e.g.,laundry,electricity, 
mechanics, car wash) 
Traveling connected to the above mentioned 
activities 
Putting away groceries, preparation and cooking of 
food 
Indoor cleaning (sweeping, washing, bedmaking), 
general nonspecific housework 
Laundry, ironing 
Other domestic works (e.g., dealing 
various other papers, usual care to 
members, etc.) 
Meals and snacks at home, or 
Eating out (occasionally) 
Travel to workplace 
Normal professional work (outside home) 
Travel to return from workplace 
Participation as a member of a party, union, etc. 
Voluntary activity as an elected official of a 
social or political organization 
Nonpaid collective civic activity (e.g., volunteers) 
Participation in other associations 
Traveling connected to the above mentioned 
activities 
Outdoor cleaning (Disposal of garbage) 
Purchasing of everyday consumer goods and products, 
shopping 
Purchasing of durable consumer goods 
Practice a sport and physical exerci; 
Preparation and cooking of food 
Meals and snacks at home, or 
Eating out (occasionally) 
Washing up and putting away the dishes 
Watching television 
Sports and active leisure, or 
Spectacles, entertainment, social life 
Watching television 
Repair or upkeep of clothes, shoes, etc 

.se 
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TIME 

11.30PM 

ACTIVITY 
CODES 

43 
48 

40 
90-96 
45 

TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

Latenight meals at home 
Private activities, nondescribed, others (using 
sauna alone) 
Personal hygiene (going to bed) 
Passive leisure before going to sleep 
Night sleep (essential) 

41 
42 

46 

70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

80 
81 
82 
83 

84 

85 

86 
87 

88 
89 

OTHER PRIVATE AND NONDESRIBED ACTIVITIES 
Personal medical care at home 
Care given to adults, if not included in household 
work 
Daytime sleep (incidental), long time, e.g., 1 hour 
or more 

SPECTACLES, 
Attending a 
Circus, musi 
(including a 
Movies 
Theater, con 
Museum, exhi 
Receiving vi 
relatives at 
Party or rec 
offered by f 
Cafe, bar, t 
Attending re 
above) 
Traveling co 
activities, 

ENTERTAINMENT, SOCIAL LIFE 
sports event 
c hall, dancing, show, nightclub 
meal in entertainment local), parade 

cert opera 
bition, library (educational purposes) 
sit of friends or visiting friends, 
airport 

eption with meal or snack offered to or 
riends, relatives 
earoom 
ceptions (other than those mentioned 

nnected to the above mentioned 
including waiting for means of transport 

SPORTS AND ACTIVE LEISURE 
Practice a sport and physical exercise 
Excursions or drive, hunting, fishing 
Walks, browsing, window shopping 
Technical hobbies, photography and developing, 
collections 
Crafts (confection, needlework, dressmaking, 
knitting, etc.) 
Artistic creations (sculpture, painting, pottery, 
literature, writing poetry, etc.) 
Playing a musical instrument, singing 
Society games (cards, etc.), crosswords, board 
games, chess 
Others 
Traveling connected to the above mentioned 
activities, including waiting for means of transport 
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TIME ACTIVITY 
CODES 

90 
91 
92 
93 
94 

95 
96 
97 

98 

99 

TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

PASSIVE LEISURE 
Listening to the radio, piped music 
Watching television 
Listening to records, tape recording 
Reading books 
Reading reviews, periodicals, magazines, pamphlets, 
etc., including proofreading done at home 
Reading newspapers 
Conversation, including telephone conversations 
Writing private correspondence, reading mail, 
writing in diary 
Relaxing, reflecting, thinking, planning, doing 
nothing, no visible activity (arrive home, use on 
Sunday if long interval between activities) 
Travel connected to the above mentioned activities, 
including waiting for means of transport 
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passive 
leisure 

travel to 
workplace 

time spent 
before 
starting 

J 

• 

• 

i 
• 
i 

INTERACTION NET OF PATTERN OF ACTIONS DURING WORK FOR PERSON A 
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sports and 
physical 
exercise snacks and 

meals at home 

( ! 
browsing 

purchasing] 
of goods 
and 
services 

w a i t i n g , 
queu ing 

INTERACTION NET OF PATTERN OF ACTIONS AFTER WORKING HOURS FOR PERSON A 
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sleep 

r 
latenight 
meals at 
home 

3 

reading 
books 

overtime 
work 

INTERACTION NET OF PATTERN OF ACTIONS FOR BOTH A AND B AT NIGHT 
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eating out ^ 

shopping 
) 

travel to 
return from 
workplace 

Veatinq o u t J 

workplace 3 

INTERACTION NET OF PATTERN OF ACTIONS FOR PERSON B 



ACTORS / SET OF ACTORS 
101 

ACTION PATTERN: PROFESSIONALISM 

PROFESSIONALS 

18 

COMPUTER 
PROGRAMERS 

158 

PERSONr:ElS 
AND/OR 
STAFFS 

10 

ARCHITECTS Pm 

15 

LAWYERS 

10 

ICIANS 

8 

DENTISTS 

35 

BUSINESS 
SERVERS 

30 
REAL 
ESTATE 
AGENTS 

20 

OTHERS 

12 

ENGINEERS 

185 

RECEPTIONISTS 

160 

PUBLIC 
RELATION 
OFFICERS 

25 

CLERKS 

30 

BOOKEPPERS 

120 

STENOGRAPHERS 
AND/OR 
SECRETARIES 

96 

TECHNICIANS/ 
SKILLED 
WORKERS 

36 

NURSES 

25 

DRAFTMEN 

536 

45 

60 

MAINTENANCE 
MEN 

t 

n 
< 

I 

• 

GENERAL 
STAFFS 
AND/OR 
LIBRARIAN 

20 

15 

OTHERS 

SURVEYORS 



ACTORS / SET OF ACTORS 
102 

VCTION PATTERN: BUSINESS 

GENERAL 
MANAGER 

MANAGERS 

29 

SUPERVISORS 

MARKETING 
MANAGERS 

20 

INDIVIDUAL 
UNIT 
MANAGER 

STAFFS PATRONS 

95 (INDETERMINATE) 

20 

BOOKEPPERS 

45 

SALES 
C 

30 

CASHIERS 

\CTION PATTERN: LIVING 

158 

PROFESSIONALS 

APARTMENT 
TENANTS 

804 

536 

PERSONNELS 

110 

STAFFS 

GUESTS HOUSEKEEPERS 

DAILY 
GUESTS 

SPECIAL 
GUESTS 

35 

SERVICE MAIDS 

75 

15 

MAINTENANCE 
MEN 

file:///CTION


ACTORS / SET OF ACTORS 
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ACTION PATTERN: RECREATION 

MANAGERS 

OPERATING 
MANAGERS 

STAFFS 

GENERAL 
MANAGER 

MARKETING 
MANAGERS 

15 

GENERAL 
STAFFS 

47 

RECEPTIONISTS 

20 

MAINTENANCE 
MEN 

SUPERVISORS 



"iHTERACTION NET AMONG ACTORS / SET OF ACTORS 
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3604 

PATRONS 

APARTMENT TENANTS 

804 

158 

PROFESSIONALS 

CZ 
COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMERS 

15 10 

ARCHITECTS 

LAWYERS 

536 

PERSONNELS 

[ 
10 30 

PHYSICIANS 

DENTISTS 

35 L2 

BUSINESS 
SERVES 

REAL 
ESTATE 
AGENTS 

20 

DTHERS 

ENGINEERS 

1 
GUESTS 

2800 

2000 

DAILY 
GUESTS 

800 

SPECIAL 
GUESTS 

STAFFS 

110 15 

20 

BOOKEPPERS 

MANAGERS 

35 

45 30 

CASHIERS 

SALES 
PERSONS 

GENERAL 
STAFFS 

80 

HOUSEKEPPERS 

MAINTENANCE 
MEN 

191 

RECEPTIONISTS 

GENERAL 

MANAGERS 
SUPERVISORS 

MARKETING 
MANAGERS 

20 

INDIVIDUAL 
UNIT MANAGERS 

120 

] 35 

3ERVICE 
^IDS 

30 

BOOKEPPERS 

SECRETARIES/ 
STENOGRAPHERS 

96 

TECHNICIANS 

160 

PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 

25 

CLERKS 

OPERATING 
MANAGERS 

36 

NURSES 

25 

DRAFTMEN 

20 15 

OTHERS 

SURVEYORS 
. 

60 

GENERAL 
STAFFS 

NOTE- This on-site population is just an estimate and does not subtract 
those employees who^may choose to live outside the Multifunctional 
P.°f!„^:^?^?^?^L. the actual apartment tenants should be lower than the Center.Therefore, the actual ap 
above estimate 
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ACTIVITY LOG 

FREQUENCY SCALE (PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 

OCCUPANCY TIME) 

PROMINENT (61-80%) 

PRESENT (20-30%) 

ABSENT (0-1%) 

Ht;^!2^Al^ P?^/F^se)|^K/y4^ V^JCfC 
^^^i^MAL. f='*̂ :̂ f=fe?~e>/̂ ni4U U^^^^K-AT ^MH^ 
a\/^5i^mB 

e^^fT^^ 5T/^^rriN^ ^ ^ / A r i ^ ^ I P I I ^ Vi/̂ ?̂2K-

MJA^m^ U^ 
\hJi^^^ aJ^^\H^ 
o\nj^^d\2^ ^>[j&^mu^ 
lAaW^^ /[\^^\^^ 
*z^f=^^ ^ ^ (in^=3^p ^ ^ (^unme^ 
~^r[^^r^^^^i^5yjym^^^^Afi^f^ 
{ji^UAL^ CA)0J^ ~r^ IMî '̂̂ ihM-i:^ 
en^t^'HMc^ 

^ ^ ^ S 4 t r ^ ^ i ^ 
M ^ / ^ l - ^::^4^2^ ^MTs/c?^ ffc^vJ^ 
Mpyil^ierneM\f^ - ĵ̂ ia î̂ ^^e) 
WA\'X\V6^ / (>UJ^aiH^ 
f^^^v/jw^ ^^[m^ 
Wee:^AU \^ii3^Pi^^^^^ ^ Vz^f^ 
Mfe?^i€?/n- f^^ 
Mfê 4L£? ̂ m^w^ +fê M^ 
Kil̂ +ff 5 / ^ ^ P 
VAtxm5^ "bua&e w^ 
^f^mty- Ac^i/ni^^ 
S^p^^yiAU ^TKAi^i^k^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 M ^ 
U^C^fZe^ 
^(2iaS5A^^C^ W^^^ 

e>c^!^[t[\)F{^ ^ 2 ^ i ^ e 

e^^(yrACi£fe^/^^T^2^imt^mrr/^:^^^ LAF^ 
jaitmxe> AMpA^^^ iB>^ij^ 
^A^sxy^ L^i^L^^ 
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l7>̂ /̂ i/̂ L^ 72/ >Hx̂  /^^^^t^ ymni^h}&^ Acnw/w^ 
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NOTES 

1. The Environmental Response Inventory (ERI) is taken from the ERI. G. 
Mckechnie. "The Environmental Response Inventory in Application." 
Environment and Behavior <i.2. 1977: p. 255-276. 

2. The categories in behavior measures and behavior mechanisms refer to 
those given by R. Barker in One Bov's Dav. 

3. The behavior settings survey was conducted by Robert B. Bechtel for his 
discussion on "Ecological Psychology" in Methods In Environmental and 
Behavior Research. 

4. The activity codes applied in this analysis refer to those 'used in Methods In 
Environmental and Behavior Research. 
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CLIMATOLOGT 

A transition between desert conditions on the west and humid climates 
to the east and southwest, the City of Lubbock, Texas has a steppe climate with 
mild winters. The normal precipitation annually is 17.76 inches. Rainfall 
mostly occurs during the summer season, from April through October, when 
air is warm and weather conditions resemble closely to that of tropical 
regions. Maximum precipitation normally occurs in May, Jun, July and August. 
During these rather humid months, moist tropical air is carried inland from 
the Gulf of Mexico. This air mass brings about moderate to heavy afternoon 
and evening convective thunderstorms, oftentimes with hail. Thus, warm 
season rainfall occurs most frequently as the result of thunderstorms. In 
exceptionally wet years, a significant proportion of the total precipitation may 
result from excessive downpour that runs off rapidly and erodes the soil. A 
record maximum precipitation in a month of 10.60 inches occurred in October 
1963. Ih general, precipitation in this area varies widely in agreement with its 
erratic nature. Precipitation can be as much as 40.55 inches to only 6.33 inches 
annually and can vary from 17.76 inches to none in a month. Snow 
occasionally occurs during winter months, though it<f is generally light and 
remains on the ground only a short time. Mean total snow in a year is 6 5 
inches. The most snow accumulation ever recorded is 253 inches in January 
1963. Snowmelt is not uniformly distributed as light snow that falls in winter 
piles up in drifts. 

The normal annual temperature is 59.9*^F. The warmest months are June, 
July, August and September, with a normal daily maximum in July of 91.9*^F. A 
record maximum temperature of IO60F occurred in July 1963- During summer 
months, daily temperature is usually high and reach its peak in late afternoon. 
Unpleasant weather conditions are sometimes experienced during these 
months with very low humidity. At noon. Central Standard Time, the mean 
relative humidity is estimated at 47^ in July. Nonetheless, in general, summer 
is perhaps one of the most pleasant seasons in Lubbock. In summer, Lubbock 
receives about 16% of the total possible sunshine. Though afternoon 
temperature is hot, the high elevation of the city (3254 feet above sea level) 
and a clear sky cover allow for rapid radiation and produce a rapid drop m 
temperature after nightfall. Thus, most nights in summer have pleasanUy cool 
to moderate temperature with minima in the sixties. Precipitation during the 
day also helps bring about a significant drop in temperature. 

In winter cold Polar Canadian air masses sweep southward across the 
Great Plains bringing about sharp drops in temperature. Oftentimes these air 
masses are accompanied by strong northerly winds. Therefore, in winter 
months daily temperature is normally cold after nightfall and in early 
morning while occasionally reaching the fifties in late afternoon. Sky cover 
is usually clear at nights to allow for rapid radiation, and thus freezing 
temperature occurs almost every night. Though weather conditions are mostly 
unpleasant during winter months, the cold weather rarely lasts longer than 46 
hours before sunshine as southwesterly winds bring about a rapid warming. 
In general most days in winter are sunny and mild, and Lubbock receives 
about 63-67% of the total possible sunshine during this cold season. The record 
minimum temperature of -I6OF occurred in January 1963- The mean relative 
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huniidity at noon. Central Standard Time, during the cold season is estimated at 
46-50%. 

Spring often brings about disagreeable weather conditions in Lubbock 
Warm and cold weathers follow each other in rapid succession throughout 
March and April. Furthermore, March and April are the windiest months of 
the year, both having winds in a southwesterly direction with a mean speed of 
14.9 miles per hour. Winds are strongest during intense thunderstorms but of 
short duration; however, occasionally tornadoes can erupt following these 
thunderstorms. In 1970, tornadoes inflicted a severe damage on some parts of 
the CBD. The incidence was recorded as the worst disaster ever instigated by 
natural forces in this city. Thunderstorms occur more frequently in Spring 
than in Winter and reach a peak as summer months approach. 

The prevailing winds are southwesterly from January through April, 
southerly from May through October, and w^southwesterly from November 
through December. Mean wind speeds are rather high and certainly produce 
unpleasant conditions when the ground surface is not offering as much 
resistance to wind movement as in locations with taller plant cover or more 
uneven topography. Furthermore, the persistently strong southwesterly wind 
occasionally produces severe dust storms to bring about an even more 
unpleasant atmosphere to those areas with sparse vegetation cover. The 
blowing dust often occurs in Spring. 

Fall is also pleasant in Lubbock. Though there is a greater fluctuation in 
temperatures during the days than those in summer, temperatures are 
relatively moderate. Mild sunny days and clear cool nights characterized the 
fall season. 

In general, the climate in Lubbock is pleasant with the most unpleasant 
weather occurring in the late winter and early spring. 
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Meteorological Data 
Normals, Means, And Extremes 

StaUon: LUBBOCK, TEXAS REGIONAL AIRPORT^ 
Latitude: 33 clegree 39 minute NORTH 
Elevation (ground): ^^2^4 f^et 

Standard Time used: CENTRAL 
Longitude: 101 degree 49 minute WEST 
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NOTE: NORMAL COOLING DEGREE DATA PVBLISHEZ) IN THE 
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(•) Length -f record, years. throuRh the 
current year unless otherwise noted, 
based on January data. 

(b) 't>' and above at Alaskan stations. 
* Less than one half. 
J Trace. 
•.^Kt entries denote missing or unreportad 

data. 

NCT<<-'uaj.s - Based on record for the l<l?'.-;̂ ''0 pcri.-d. 
MEANS - Length of nrord in (a) Is for cooplit. data years. 
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BIOCLIMATIC CHART FOR LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
NORMAL TEMPERATURES 
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BIOCLIMATIC CHART FOR LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
EXTREME TEMPERATURES 
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The site surveyed is categorized under Urban Land 
classification in Soil Survey of Lubbock County Texas.The 
classification indicates that the original soil conditions • 
have been altered or obscured so as to render classification ;' 
by usual soil properties impractical. In fact, most areas ^ 
of uncovered soil in this location are severely altered. J 
In many areas, the soil has been hauled in so that ornamental ^%^ 
vegetation can be established and maintained. J 

Nevert^^eless , for the purpose of this site analysis, • 
the site has been classified under its original soil conditions, • 
i.e., before any developments have ever taken place. It has S 
been therefore identified that the area has two dominant T^ 
soils - Amarillo and Acuff. j® 

The surface layer of Amarillo soils is friable, mildly J' 
alkaline, reddish brown fine sandy loam about 14 inchies thick. • ' 
From 14 to 46 inches is friable, reddish brown sandy clay • 
loam that is mildly alkaline in the upper 10 inches and moderately •! 
alkaline in the lower 22 incl-ies. From 46 to 60 inches is 4« 
friable, moderately alkaline, pink sandy clay loam that is • 
about 30 percent soft masses and weakly cemented concretions « ' 
of calcium carbonate. From 60 to 80 inches is friable, moderately ^ 
alkaline, pink sandy clay loam thiat has many soft masses J 
and weakly cemented concretions of calcium carbonate. • 

Acuff soils have a surface layer that is friable, 
neutral, brown loam about IE inches thick. From 12 to 38 < 

X 

inches is friable sandy clay loam thiat is reddish brown and "• 
mildly alkaline in the upper 16 inches and yellowish red « 
and moderately alkaline in the lower 10 inches. From 38 to §• 
58 inches is friable, moderately alkaline, pink sandy clay J ' 
loam that is about 40 percent soft masses and concretions • 
of calcium carbonate. From 58 to 80 inches is friable, moderately • 
alkaline, sandy clay loam that is reddish yellow and has • 
common films and threads of calcium carbonate. ••« 

• 

HYDROLOGY 

Both Acuff and Amarillo soils in the site surveyed 
are we 11-drained. Surface runoff is high because a large 
percentage of the soils are covered by works and structures, 
which shed most of the precipitation. Water permeability 
is moderate and available water capacity is highi. The hazard 
of water erosion is slight and the seepage rate is rapid. 

( 
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Before vegetation is to be established, topsoil is • 
often necessary. The area surveyed is fairly suitable for *j^^' 
topsoil and this suitability is affected for the most part t ^ 
by the ease of working and spreading the soil material in 
preparing a seedbed and by the ability of the soil material 
to support plant life. Furthermore, the soils have the mineral 
horizon, or defined as the A horizon, in which an accumulation \%0i 
of humified organic matter is mixed with the mineral material. 
The A horizon thus has the best workability and potentiality 
for growing plants. This area can be used for vegetation 
such as lawn grasses, ornamental trees and shrubs, and flower • 
and vegetable garden. Nonetheless, in some areas with sandy 
or too firmly clayey soils, topsoil covering is quite limited. 

I 

TOPOGRAPHY 

»t< 

Lubbock is located in the South Plains Region of northwest 
Texas at a mean elevation of approximately 3254 feet. The 
South Plains are a part of the Llano Estacado which is isolated 
from the remainder of the High Plains by t̂ le Red River on 
the north, the Pecos River on the west and southwest and 
by the "Cap Rock" on the east. 

Being located in the South Plains Region, the City 
of Lubbock is virtually a flat land except for the presence 
of a small esc&rpment well beyond the city limits. The outstanding 
topographic features of areas immediate to the site surveyed 
are Yellow House Draw and Blackwater Draw, both are tributaries 
of the Bravos River, which constitute ttie larger Yellow House 
Canyon Lakes. 

EXISTING LAND USE 

Existing land uses within the site surveyed are primarily 
commercial non-retail and retail, with a cluster of low density 
housing and scattered industrial developments to the east 
bounded by the Santa Fe Railroad tracks. Lubbock County Courthouse 
and County Jails are few public land uses that are present 
immediate to this location. 
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AESTHETICS 

The most severe deterioration of commercial non-retail 
and retail structures is found within the site surveyed. *f^ 
Most of these buildings are vacant and rated as warranting 
clearance. As this area is no longer desirable as a location 
for commercial activities, any gesture of redevelopment in 
other forms of activities is largely absent. Thus, for the 
most part, the area can be considered as the worst section •%•* 
in the CBD in respect of physical conditions and visual 
characteristics. Disrepair vacant buildings, disharmonious 
architectural and natural elements, sparse vegetation cover, 
and occasional weeds and litters of various kinds, to name 
a few, typify the unpleasant features in this section of 
the CBD. 

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

fi 

No buildings, structures, or objects immediate to 
the site under investigation are found to have historical, 
architectural, archaeological or cultural significance. Perhaps, 
the most significant building within the area that has certain 
cultural values and whiicPi would probably have some impact 
on the proposed Multifunctional Center is the Lubbock County 
Courthouse . 

[•J 

( 

A VIEW OF THE SITE SURVEYED 
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC LIMITATIONS TO BUILDING SITE DEVELOPMENT 

Shallow Excavations 

A slight limitation in this area for shallow excavations. 
The soil properties generally are favorable for any utilizations 
made for pipelines, sewer lines, communication and power 
transmission lines, basements and open ditches. Any limitation 
is minor for this type of uses and can be easily overcome 
through good design and planning. 

Small Commercial Buildings and Dwellings Without or With 
Basements 

A moderate to slight limitations for small commercial 
buildings and dwellings with or without basements. Buildings 
referred to in this survey are those built on undisturbed 
soil and have foundation loads of a dwelling no more than 
three stories high. For this type of structures, soil should 
be sufficiently stable that cracking or subsidence of the 
structure settling or shear failures of the foundations does 
not occur. A moderate limitation for these structures indicate 
that soil properties and site features are unfavorable for 
the specified use, but these limitations can be overcome 
or minimized by special planning and design. 

Local Roads and Streets 

A moderate limitation for local roads and streets 
which are referred to those having an all-weather surface 
that can carry light to medium traffic all year. They consist 
of a subgrade of the underlying soil material; a base of 
gravel, crushed rock fragments, or soil material stabilized 
with lime or cement; and a flexible or rigid surface, commonly 

asphalt or concrete. . .,• (= 
The load supporting capacity and the stability of 

the soil as well as the quantity and workability of fill 
material available are important in design and construction 
of roads and streets. 

Septic Tank Absorption Fields 

Soil properties are generally favorable for the installation 
of subsurface systems of tile or perforated pipe that distribute 
effluent from a septic tank into the natural soil. Properties 
and'features that affect absorption of the effluent are 
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Furthermore, soil erosion and soil slippage can be oreatly 
obliterating if absorption fields are installed on sloping 
soiIs. 

Sewage Lagoons 

Sewage lagoons are shallow ponds constructed to hold 
sewage while aerobic bacteria decompose the solid and liquid 
wastes. Nearly impervious soil material for the nearly level 
lagoon floor and sides is required to minimize seepage and 
contamination of ground water. This area has a moderate seepage 
of ground water, and thus are generally unfavorable for sewage 
lagoons. Nevertheless, the limitation can be overcome by 
special planning and design. 

Trench Sanitary Landfill and Area Sanitary Landfill 

This area is largely favorable for trench sanitary 
landfill which is a method of disposing of solid waste by 
placing refuse in successive layers either in excavated trenche; 
or on the surface of the soil. Landfill areas are subject 
to heavy vehicular traffic. Even thoughi the surveyed area 
is suitable for sanitary landfills, risk of polluting ground 
water and trafficabi1ity affect the suitability of this area 
for sucPi uses. 

Daily Cover For Landfill 

The area surveyed is found to have soil properties 
that are suitable for daily cover for landfill as thie soils 
are easily excavated and spread over the compacted fill in 
wet and dry periods. 

Roadfill 

Roadfill is soil material used in embankment for roads, 
which are generally less than 6 feet high. Soils in this 
area are rated as fairly low strength for roadfill since 
they have a plasticity index of less than 15 and have other 
limiting features such as moderate shrink-swell potential, 
highi water capacity or many stones. 
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Sand and Gravel 

TPlough sand and gravel are used in great quantities 
in many kinds of constructions, this area is categorized 
as unsuitable for these materials. Therefore, urban developments 
in this area necessitate a great alteration in the soil structure 
so as to include those soils that have a layer of sizable 
quantities of sand and gravel at least 3 feet thiick. the 
top of which is within a depth of 6 feet. 



Grassed Waterways 
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Grassed waterways are constructed to channel runoff J i 
to outlets at a non-erosive velocity. Thiis site is generally • . 
favorable for grassed waterways due to the moderate to almost '-f^' 
flat land configuration, its permeability, erodibility. greater 
water capacity and suitability for permanent vegetation. 
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Recreation 

The site has a moderate to slight limitations for J 
paths and trails for walking, bicycling, etc, and thus indicates • 
that the soil properties are generally favorable and any • 
minor limitations can be easily alleviating by planning, • 
design, or special maintenance. Nevertheless, the suitability 
of the site for recreation should not be solely dictated 
by such restrictive soil features as flooding, wetness, slope, J 
and texture of the surface layer. Location, accessibility • ' 
of the area, size and shape of the area and its scenic quality. • 
access to water, and either access to public sewer lines • 
or capacity of the soil to absorb septic tank effluent should w 
also be considered important in evaluating thie site for recreational • 
uses . 

Potential For Urbanization * 

• -
The soils in the site under investigation hiave a high 

a a t̂  I 

potential for urbanization since streets and structural foundations J > 
X j 

can be easily placed in this area and will not deteriorate j^ i 
because of adverse soil factors. Furthermore, these soils • 
are in general well-drained and easy to work. The potential §•* 
for excavations and major construction works is for the most 
part very high. Nevertheless, in some areas, clayey soil 
material exists to bring about a difficulty in excavating, • ! 
moving or manipulating. Often, this difficulty results in • 
additional cost of development and maintenance. wm9 

The soils are also found to be highly corrosive to •( 
uncoated steel pipe. However, the corrosive effect can be 
partially overcome by using protective coatings, by attaching 
anodes to thie metal, or by using more resistant metals or 
materials, for example concrete. 

( 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN PLANNING 
12A. 

Windbreaks and Environmental Plantings 

Several rows of low- and high-growing broad-leave and 
coniferous plantings provide the necessary windbreaks to 
protect the site from winds, dust storms, and snow. 

Field windbreaks are narrow plantings made at right 
angle to the prevailing winds and at specific intervals 
across the field. These intervals are determined by the 
erodibility of the soils. 

Environmental plantings, on the other hand, help 
to beautify an urban environment and provide a natural background 
to the built environment of residential and commercial uses. 
The environmental plantings can also help abating unpleasant 
noise from neighboring busy streets and surrounding uses, 
thiough oftentimes the alleviating effect is not so realized. 
A healthy planting stack of suitable species planted according 
to the site engineering properties and properly on a well-
prepared site and maintained in good conditions can insure 
the plants greater survivability. Species of trees that 
grow well in this area are identified as Siberian elm. Honey-
locust, Russian-olive, Eastern redcedar, Oriental arbor-
vitae, Arizona Cypress, Green ash, and Osage-orange. 

Expected heights of specified trees at 20 years of age 

Species Expected heights 

Siberian elm 
Honey-locust 
Russian-oli ve 
Eastern redceddar 
Oriental arbor-vitae 
Arizona cypress 
Green ash 
Osage-orange 

30 - 35 years 
25 - 30 years 
12 - 15 years 
15 years 
18 - 20 years 
15 - 20 years 
15 - 20 years 
15 - 20 years 

Foundations 

There are some parts of the site where areas of soils 
tend to shrink and swell with moisture changes. This in 
turn brings about such pressure that walls and foundations 
crack unless thiey are specifically reinforced. This change 
in volume in a soil material as moisture content changes 
is called shrink-swell potential and is greatest in those 
soil properties of high plasticity index and high liquid 
limit. In this matter, careful reinforcement in regard of 
concrete foundations is critical. 

Other considerations that should be equally emphasized 

for foundation design are flooding, ponding, low strength, 

or high corrosion potential. 
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Control oF Water erosion, runoFF, and soil blowing 

It is normal during an urban construction pr 
to remove thie natural vegetation and cover with pav 
concrete and buildings. As vegetation is removed, t 
of runoff water from the site generally increases c 
the pattern of surface water movement. The runoff i 
greater after a heavy rain and concentrates in stre 
gutters, instead of blowing into natural waterways, 
the result is flooding, water erosion, and depositi 
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Mechanical measures 
1. Land grading - Grade only those areas under immediate 

construction, as opposed to grading the entire site. 
2. Bench terraces - Located across the slope and fit into 

the natural terrain, bench terraces can break the long 
slope and decelerate the flow of runoff. 

3. Subsurface drains - when it is necessary to fill natural 
drainage channels, the installation of subsurface drains 
helps remove excess ground water. 

4. Diversions - Consisting of a channel and a ridge constructed 
across the slope, diversions intercept and divert runoff 
so as to reduce its potential obliteration to the environment 

5. Berms 
6. Storm sewers - storm sewers dispose of runoff from the 

streets and adjacent lots. 
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7. Outlet - Generally grassed waterways, outlets help dispose 

water safely from diversions, parking lots, streets, 
and other areas. 

Vegetative measures 
Temporary cover - rapidly growing plants, for example 
ryegrass and small grain, can be used where soil cover 
is needed for a few months or a year or two. These plants 
not only help reduce the water erosion, runoff and soil 
blowing but also protect plants of a permanent ground 
cover during their growing period. 

FIGURE 5.6 
ONE OF THE MANY DILAPIDATING STRUCTURES WITHIN THE AREA SURVEYED 
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• LIO. 
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (PUD) 

The site surveyed is currently classified under commercial 
zoning district. However, as the proposed Multifunctional 
Center will combine both commercial and residential uses 
in one site, the Planned Unit Development (PUD) ordinance 
has to be applied. 

Thie following definition of PUD established by the 
American Society of Planning Officials [ASPO) is taken for 
the purpose of thiis analysis: 

PUD is a land development project comprehensively 
planned as an entity via a unitary site plan which 
permits flexibility in building siting, mixture of 
Piousing types and land uses, usable open space and 
the preservation of significant natural features.^ 

It has been identified by the Department of Planning of 
the City of Lubbock, Texas in Planned Unit Development Analysis 
that such a PUD concept is conducive to Lubbock's future 
and present planning policies.^Nevertheless, the acceptance 
of such a concept does not eliminate the necessity to apply 
prevailing zoning ordinance. In contrast, the application 
of both PUD and certain zoning requirements would be an 
endorsement for better planning in the urban context. 

PUD ZONING ORDINANCE 

Thie Planned Unit Development of thie Lubbock ordinance 
is addressed under section 22.3-1. Thie purpose of thie PUD 
section of thiis ordinance is to provide a means for effectuating 
desirable development, redevelopment, rehiabi1itation, conservation 
or preservation of land by means of creative and imaginative 
planning thiroughi performance criteria and efficient site 
planning. 

General Provisions 

Thie PUD district, unless othierwise noted on thie Lubbock 
Zoning Map, will be assigned thiroughi a zoning chiange . 

Definitions used in connection with PUD 

a. COMMON OPEN SPACE - open space used, owned, and maintained 
by several residents. 

b. GROSS AREA - all thie site area withiin thie site boundary 
c. HOME OWNERS ASSOCIATION (HOA) - a legal corporation formed 

by a group of hiome owners for thie purpose of maintaining 
and managing common property or facilities. 
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d. NET AREA - the site area minus all areas used for public 
righit-of-way . 

e. PRIVATE OPEN SPACE - open space owned and maintained 
by a governmental body. 

PUD Categories 

Since thie site selected does not satisfy thie requirements 
for PUD district categories, thie development is included 
under section 22.3-1-4-7 of PUD Categories: 

Variance or combination of thie above categories on 
thie mixture of dwelling units, land uses, and size 
requirements may be granted whiere proper relat ionshiips 
can be establishied to promote good planning and design. 

Review Process 

A thiree-step review is required for applying a PUD 
ordinance. Thiese steps are: 
1) Preapplication Conference 
2] Preliminary Development Plan 
3) Final Development Plan 

Setbacks and Spacing 

Setbacks and spacing s hi all be at least equivalent 
to thiat required by thie zoning district for a similar use 
unless thie applicant demonstrates thiat: 
1] A better or more appropriate design can be achiieved by 

not applying thie provision for of thie zoning district; 
and 

2) Adhierence t o thie r e q u i r e m e n t s o f thie z o n i n g d i s t r i c t 
i s n o t r e q u i r e d i n o r d e r t o i n s u r e h iea l th i , s a f e t y and 
w e l f a r e o f thie i n h i a b i t a n t s o f thie d e v e l o p m e n t . 

D e n s i t y 

D e n s i t y s h i a l l be thie same as e s t a b l i s h i e d i n eachi 
r e s p e c t i v e z o n i n g d i s t r i c t e x c e p t whiere i t can be d e m o n s t r a t e d 
th ia t a v a r i a n c e i n d e n s i t y r e q u i r e m e n t s w i l l enhiance thie 
o v e r a l l d e s i g n . N e v e r t h i e l e s s , o v e r a l l d e n s i t y , as r e q u i r e d 
by thie PUD o r d i n a n c e , s h i a l l be based and s h i a l l n o t exceed 
8000 p e o p l e pe r s q u a r e f e e t . 
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PUD LAND USE POLICIES 

Streets 

1 . C o l l e c t o r s t r e e t s sh iould be p l a c e d on hia 1 f - s e c t i o n l i n e s . 
2 . For t r a f f i c s a f e t y , m ino r s t r e e t s shiould i n t e r s e c t a l l 

o th ie r s t r e e t s i n a " T " , r a th i e r thian an " X " , c o n f i g u r a t i o n . 
3 . M u l t i p l e d r i v e w a y o p e n i n g s on th io rough i fa re sh iould be a v o i d e d . 

Residential Developments 

1. A residential lot shiould not front on a thioroughif are and, 
in most cases, shiould not front on a collector street. 

2. A hi ig hi-density residential development shiould be placed 
near a thioroughif are so thiat its traffic flows directly 

onto thie thioroughif are . 
3. Population in any section of thie city shiall not exceed 

8000 people per square mile. 
4. Various factors suchi as topographiy, aesthietics and order 

shiould be considered in thie design of a residential street 
system. Thie grid pattern shiould be avoided whiere possible. 

5. Various techiniques in street alignment shiould be employed 
to lessen thie use of local residential streets by non
local traffic. 

Commercial Developments 

1. In newly developed residential areas, 5 to 10 acres of 
local retail commercial use may be allowed on eachi corner 
at thie intersection of major thioroughif ares , serving ne ighiborhioods 
withiin 1/2 to 1 mile radius. 

2. Commercial land uses whiichi serve a city-wide or regional 
market shiall be located on regional arterials. 

3. A small ne i ghiborhiood shiopping area may be permitted at 
thie center of a section of residential development, withi 
proper site planning. 

4. Whiere thie possibility exists of adverse effect on adjacent 
residential areas, commercial development may take place 
only in accordance withi a site plan submitted to and approved 
by thie Planning and Zoning Commission. 

Public Facilities 

1 . P l a y a l a k e s sh iou ld be v i e w e d as a p o t e n t i a l a e s t h i e t i c 
a m e n i t y , whiethier p r i v a t e l y o r p u b l i c l y m a i n t a i n e d . 

Ownership Requirements 

All property considered in a PUD must be in single 
ownershiip before final approval can be obtained. 
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NOTES i-^^ 

''See Mosena, D.R., F.S. So, and F.S. Bangs, Jr. "Planned 
Unit Development Ordinance." American Society of Planning 
Officials CASPO) Report No. 291 Washiinqton. D.C.: A.S.P.O., 
May 1973, p. 2. 

•p 
See Lubbock, Texas. Department of Planning. Planned 

Unit Development Analysis. Lubbock, Texas: Thie Department 
of Planning, Sept 1975: p. 83. 
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SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS 

APARTMENTS 

200 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT UNITS @ 1350 sq. ft. 270,000 ft 
[assuming 50% of 810 potential residents] 

Eachi apartment unit will hiave : 

LIVING ROOM 320 ft| 
DINING AREA [6 persons] 146 ft 
2 BEDROOMS @ 148 ft^ eachi 296 ft 
KITCHEN 250 ft^ 

Food Preparation and 
preservation 
Food Service 
Housekeeping 
Operation of utilities 
Househiold Maintenance 

2 COMPARTMENTED BATHROOMS 
@ 70 ft2 each 1^0 ff^ 
eachi bathiroom will hiave 
1 shiower 
1 bathitub 
1 lavatory 
1 water closet 
1 closet 2 

2 CLOSETS @ 12 ft^ eachi 24 ft 
8 ft^ GUEST CLOSET ° ' ^2 

LINEN STORAGE ^ ^^2 
BALCONY / PORCH ^° ^^2 
FOYER 2^ ^^ 
CIRCULATION 5% 

Other spatial components in the apartment complex: 

[ T r : J Z : . 180 ft2 each for every 20 units of apartmlnts] ^^^ 
Storage Closet 
Laundry chiute 
Sorting shielf 
Laundry tray 
Washiers 
Dryers 
Ironer 
Ironing Board 
Electric Plate 3 Q fr̂ 2 

MAIL ROOM 300 ft2 
TENANT STORAGE ROOM 
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COMMUNITY LIBRARY 
WHEELED STORAGE AND PRAM ROOM 
COMMUNITY ROOM / MEETING @ 15 ft2 
REFUSE DISPOSAL COMPACTOR ROOM 
SECURITY / RECEPTION @ 15 ft2 per 
QUITE LOUNGE S LIBRARY 0 35 ft2 
FIRST AID ROOM 
MANAGER'S OFFICE @ 50 ft2 
NOISY LOUNGE @ 35 ft2 
CIRCULATION 5% 

per 

per person 

person 
per person 

per person plus files 
person 
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,500 
350 
. 500 
120 
150 
350 
100 
300 
350 

ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

NET AREA OF APARTMENT COMPLEX 
EFFICIENCY RATIO 
GROSS AREA OF APARTMENT COMPLEX 
[280,000 ft2 / 0.74] 

0.74 
280,000 ft^ 

378,400 ft^ 

COMMERCIAL COMPONENT 

List of stores desired: 
1. BAKERY 
2. CANDY STORE 
3. COSMETICS S PERFUME 
4. DRUGSTORE 
5. GIFT SHOP 
6. CONVENIENCE STORE 
7. LINGERIE 
8. MEN'S CLOTHING 
9. PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES 

CAMERAS 
10. POPCORN AND NUTS 
11. SHOES, MEN'S 
12. SHOES, WOMEN'S 
13. SPORTWEAR, WOMEN'S 
14. DRY GOODS 
15. NEWSSTAND 
16. BAR 

17. BARBER SHOP 
18. BEAUTY SHOP 
19. COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
20. DELICATESSEN 
21. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 
22. FRUIT S VEGETABLE 

MARKET 
23. LIQUOR STORE 
24. RADIO S TELEVISION 
25. SPORTING GOODS 
26. STATIONERY S 

GREETING CARDS 
27. HOBBY SHOP 
2 8 . DEPARTMENT STORES 

[ s e r v i n g as anch ior s t o r e s ] 

4 SMALL STORES @ 270 f t 2 eachi 
eachi s t o r e w i l l h iave : 
Cashi R e g i s t e r C o u n t e r 
O f f i c e 
Sales and Display Areas 
Service / receiving Areas 

25 MEDIUM-SIZED STORES H 600 ft2 eachi 
Eachi store will hiave: 
Wrapping and cashi Register Counter 
Waste Basket Area 
Offices 
Shiow Window [as necessary] 
Sales and Display Areas 
Nonselling Areas 
Service / Receiving Areas 

1 . 080 ft' 

15,000 ft2 



2 DEPARTMENT STORES 0 3000 ft2 eachi 
Eachi store will hiave: 
Wrapping S Cashi Register Counter[s) 
Waste Basket Areas 
Offices 
Shiow Window [as necessary] 
Sales S Display Areas 
Nonselling Areas 
Service / Receiving Areas 
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6,000 ft'^ 

NET SQUARE FEET 
4 RESTAURANTS 

[50-seat eachi 
2 CAFETARIAS 

[50-seat eachi 

OF STORES 

@ 900 ft2] 

18 ft2 0 
150 RESTROOMS @ 

2 Men's 
2 Women's 

p e r 
f t 2 each i 

s e a t ] 

22.080 ft2 

3,600 ft2 

1,800 ft2 

600 ft2 

NET AREA OF COMMERCIAL RETAIL COMPONENT 
EFFICIENCY RATIO 0.81 
GROSS AREA OF COMMERCIAL COMPLEX 
[28,080 / 0.81] 

28,080 Ft^ 

34,700 ft^ 

OFFICES 

MEDICAL OFFICE 

DENTAL OFFICE 
Reception / Waiting Area 
Business Office / 
Secretarial Area 
Private Consultation Room 
Examining S Treatment Room 
Hygienist's Room 
Sterilizing Area 
Laboratory 
X-Ray 

980 f t 2 

Eachi o f f i c e w i l l h i a v e : 
Reception S Business Office 
Reception / Waiting Room 
Consultation Room 
Examining S treatment Room 
Utility S Service Areas 

Utility Room 
Storage spaces 

Laboratory 
Diagnostic X-Ray 
Circulation 5% 

56 
180 
150 
140 

200 
80 
80 
50 

860 
150 

60 
150 
120 
100 
60 
80 
50 

ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

ft2 

ft-^ 

ft2 
ft2 

ft^ 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

ft=^ 



Darkroom 
Circulation 5% 

50 ft' 
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LAW OFFICE 540 
Reception Room 
Secretary / Stenographier 
File Room / Space 
Private Office 
Circulation 5% 

GENERAL OFFICE 

_ _ f t 2 
150 ft^ 
80 ft2 
120 ft2 
160 ft2 

2,220 ft2 
Top Executive Office 
2 Junior Executives 

@ 150 ft2 eachi 
2 Secretaries / Stenographier! 

(3 80 ft2 eachi 
File Space Room 
Special Equipment Room 
Vault 
Storage 
Coat Room 
Janitor Room 
Reception / Waiting Room 
2 Techinicians 

II 80 ft2 eachi 
2 Bookkeepers 

@ 80 ft2 eachi 
General Staff 
Circulation 5% 

400 ft' 

300 ft' 

160 
64 

200 
50 
60 
60 
40 

400 

ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

160 ft2 

160 ft2 
60 ft2 

TOTAL SPACE REQUIRED 

980 
6, 100 
9,800 
6,880 

88,800 
1 ,500 
1 ,200 
1 ,600 
2,400 
1 , 200 

520 
60 

600 

T t ^ 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 
ft2 

15 LAW OFFICES 
10 MEDICAL OFFI 
8 DENTAL OFFIC 

40 GENERAL OFFI 
3 CONFERENCE R 
10 PRIVATE INTE 
2 EXAMINATION 
2 EXHIBIT ROOM 

EMPLOYEE LOU 
EXECUTIVE DI 
MAIL ROOM 

4 EMPLOYEES' R 
Eachi unit wi 

4 Water 
4 Urinal 
4 Lavato 

2 PUBLIC RESTR 
Eachi unit wi 

4 Water 
4 Ur ina1 
4 Lavato 

CIRCULATION 5% 

(a 5 4 0 
CES @ 

each i 
f t 2 each i 

ES 0 8 6 0 f f ^ ^ each i 
CES 0 2 , 2 2 0 f t 2 each i 
OOMS 0 5 0 0 f t 2 each i 
R V I E W I N G ROOMS 0 120 
ROOMS 0 4 0 0 f t 2 each i 
S @ 1 , 2 0 0 f t 2 each i 
NGE 
N I N G ROOM 

ESTROOMS @ 1 5 0 f t 2 each i 
11 h iave : 
closets 
s [for men's only) 
r ies 
OOMS 0 3 0 0 f t 2 each i 
1 1 h iave : 
closets 
s ( f o r m e n ' s o n l y ) 
r i e s 

f t 2 eachi 

600 ft' 
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NET SQUARE FEET OF OFFICE COMPLEX 129 42O ft^ 
EFFICIENCY RATIO 0.75 
GROSS SQUARE FEET OF OFFICES 172 550 ft^ 
[129,420 ft2 / 0.75] 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

8 TENNIS COURTS ^ 7,200 ft2 eachi 57,600 ft2 
2 VOLLEYBALL COURTS @ 4,000 ft2 eachi 8^000 ft2 

MOVIE THEATER 0 400-seat capacity 2,500 ft2 
SWIMMING POOL [not open to thie general public] 1,600 ft2 
GYMNASIUM 7,050 ft2 

Multipurpose Court 5,040 ft2 
Men's Locker Room 120 ft2 
Men's Drying Room 50 ft2 
Men's Shiower Room 50 ft2 
Women's Locker Room withi 
drying and shiower 200 ft2 

2 Steam / Sauna Rooms 
0 50 ft2 eachi 100 ft2 

Exercise Room 850 ft2 
Lobby 240 ft2 
Men's Restrooms 150 ft2 
Women's Restrooms 150 ft2 
Office 100 ft2 
Circulation 5% 

PARKING REQUIREMENTS 

NET SQUARE FEET OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 76,750 Ft^ 
EFFICIENCY RATIO 0.70 
GROSS SQUARE FEET OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 109,640 ft^ 
[76,750 ft2 / 0.70] 

1 1/4 CARS PER DWELLING UNIT -1= 200 UNITS 250 cars 
2/3 CAR SPACES FOR EACH 100 SQ.FT. OF STORE 

']' 22,080 ft2 150 cars 
1/3 CAR SPACES PER SEAT IN RESTAURANTS 1̂= 300 seats 100 cars 
3.3 SPACES PER 1,000 SQ.FT OF GROSS LEASABLE AREAS 

IN OFFICE COMPONENT '',' 151,440 ft2 500 cars 
1/4 CAR PER SEAT IN MOVIE THEATERS ;̂= 400 seats 100 cars 
1 SPACE PER 100 SQ.FT. OF TOTAL AREAS IN GYMNASIUM 70 cars 

TOTAL NUMBER OF SPACES REQUIRED 1.170 cars 
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Neverthieless, thie previous estimation does not take into account 
thiat 50% of on-site employees and patrons also live withiin 
thie complex. Furthier, I assume thiat only 25% of thiese residents 
own automobiles, [estimation derived from typical multifunctional 
centers) Thius , thie parking requirements shiould be modified 
as fo11ows : 

0.25 OF REQUIRED 1 1/4 CAR PER DWELLING UNIT ;̂= 200 UNITS 63 
2/3 CAR SPACE FOR EACH 100 SQ.FT. OF STORE 150 
1/3 CAR PER SEAT IN RESTAURANTS =;= 300 seats 100 
0.5 OF 3.3 SPACES PER 1,000 SQ.FT. OF GROSS LEASABLE 

OFFICE SPACES =;̂  151,440 ft2 250 
1/4 CAR PER SEAT IN MOVIE THEATER -'.'- 400 seats 100 
no space required for Gymnasium use since it is exclusively 

for on-site residents 

TOTAL SPACES REQUIRED [MODIFIED] 663 

PARKING GARAGE 
•p 

653 car spaces 0 96 ft2 eachi 63,650 ft 
Ticket boothis ''5° ^^ 
Circulation 5% 

•p 
NET SQUARE FEET OF PARKING SPACES 66,990 ft 
EFFICIENCY RATIO O-SI 
GROSS SQUARE FEET OF PARKING SPACES 82,700 ft 
[66,990 ft2 / 0.81] 

COMMON AREAS TO ALL PROJECT COMPONENTS 
[PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERFACE] 

RECEPTION / INFORMATION BOOTH 300 ft 
LOBBY / VESTIBULE ^'°°° \\^ 
SERVICE AREA COMMON TO ALL COMPONENTS 1 , bUU rt 
CIRCULATION 5% 
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OVERALL COMPONENTS 

RENTAL APARTMENT UNITS + FACILITIES ^^®'ton F^2 
COMMERCIAL RETAIL COMPONENT 34,/uu rx 

4 SMALL STORES 1,080 ft^ 
25 MEDIUM-SIZED STORES 15,000 ft-
2 DEPARTMENT STORES 6,000 ft^ 

RESTAURANTS 3,600 ft̂  4 
CAFETARIAS ^ > 0^° ̂ "̂"̂  2 CAFETARIAS - ,-- - ^^^ ^^2 

OFFICE COMPONENT 109*640 ft^ 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 82*700 ft^ 
PARKING GARAGE 5*040 ft^ 
COMMON AREAS TO ALL COMPONENTS 

•p 

ESTIMATED GROSS AREA OF PROJECT COMPONENTS 783,040 ft 

• - ' • - * . ^ > ^ > -CTTiT .i • r-»^.-T-v ._^ . . _ ' ' • _ * • _ • ' B T ^ 
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COST ESTIMATE ANALYSIS 

Apartment Units 

Subtotal Building Cost @ $55.20 per ft2 
378,400 -:- $15.20 per ft2 $5,751,680 

Parking Garage 

Subtotal Building Cost 0 $21.30 per ft2 
82,700 ft2 .;c $21.30 $1,761,510 

Gymnasium 

i l 
7,050 ft2 ^r $66.40 per ft 

Subtotal Building Cost 0 $66.40 per ft2 
-, r^r-r. C ^ 2 .'- ±C=C AH r, P n F f. 2 $ 4 6 8 , 1 2 0 

Movie Theater 

.2 
Subtotal Building Cost @ $66.45 per ft' 

2,500 ft2 >:c $66.45 per ft2 $ 163,625 

Office Building 

Subtotal Building Cost © $76.90 per ft2 
172,560 ft2 .;= $76.90 per ft2 $13,253,aba 

Outdoor Recreational Facilities 

Subtotal Cost 0 $74.90 per ft2 
100,090 ft2 :;c $74.90 per ft^ $7,4yb,/a 

Restaurants / Cafetarias 

Subtotal Building Cost S $83.75 per ft2 $452,250 
5,400 ft2 ̂;= $83.75 per ft' 

Retail Stores 

Subtotal Building Cost @ f^.90 per ft2 ^^,^S0,^^^ 
22,080 ft2 =;c $53.90 per ff^ ^ , , 

Common Buildings to All Components 

ler ft2 Subtotal Building Cost © $74.59 p, 

4,810 ft2 ,', $74.59 per ft2 $358,778 

i*.nh AAAMAMMî M* k^AJ^DM^lH^^B^HBnP^EW^Mi 
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TOTAL COST ESTIMATE ANALYSIS 

A. BUILDING COSTS 783,040 GSF 0 $30,921,680 

$33.48 per ft2 

B. FIXED EQUIPMENT (8% OF $30,921,680) $ 2,473,014 

C. SITE EQUIPMENT (15% OF $30,921,680) $ 4,636,902 

REFERENCES 

D. TOTAL CONSTRUCTION (A + B + C) $38,031,596 

E. SITE ACQUISITION / DEMOLITION $ 500,000 

F. MOVABLE EQUIPMENT (8% OF $30,921,680) $ 2,473,014 

G. PROFESSIONAL FEES (6% OF $38,031,596) $ 2,281,896 

H. CONTINGENCIES [10% OF $38,031,596) $ 3,803,160 

J. ADMINISTRATION COSTS [1% OF $38,031,596) $ 380,316 

K. TOTAL BUDGET REQUIRED $47,469,982 

Pena, William, Steven Parshall, and Kevin Kelly. Problem 
Seeking An Archiitectural Programming Primer. 
Washington, D.C.: AIA Press, 1987. _ 

McGraw-Hill Cost Information system. Construction Systems 
Costs. New Jersey: McGraw-Hill, 1986. 

R.S. Me^7^i-5ompany, Inc. Means Square Foots Costs. Kingston 

M A: R.S. Means Company, Inc J 1988 
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My intention, as stated m the Thesis Statement, is to produce a pure archiieciure, 
similar to the endeavor expressed by modernist architects. In the coniexi of the 
City of Lubbock as a whole. I think this is a legitimate intention since the 
underlying idea behind the multi-use complex is to create a new. healthv 
exciting and enriched environment for living. The multi-functional complex, 
though It will be to a lesser extent, was intended to make the inner-city alive 
again as it was before the emergence of modernist 'segregated functionalism \ 
The project was basically an antithesis of the Modernist Urban Planning It 
departed from the misunderstood functionalism of Modernist Urban Planning 
Theory. In my opinion, an architecture with the aforementioned premises is 
always of pure intention and thus the adoption of purist vocabulary is a legitimate 
one. 

The adoption of purist vocabulary, therefore, was where the design commenced. 
Two basic forms were used at the outset - the square and the circle. The circle was 
identified as a centralized, introverted figure that its normally stable and self-
centering in its environment. Whereas the square was identified as representing 
the pure and the rational. In the design of the multi-functional complex, the 
circles were basically located at the end of a series of squares. Usually such a 
placement accentuates either the symbolic or functional importance of the space 
confined by the circle. In the case of the multi-functional complex, the placement 
also tried to denote significant entry points into the complex. 

As pointed out in the Thesis Statement. I believe that form should not merely 
follow function, but functional and programmatic r equ i rements should 
necessarily dictate deformation. This was what I tried to accomplish when I 
adopted the idea of the transformations of forms. Two transformations were used -
the dimensional and subtract ive t ransformations. As a result of these 
transformations, the squares and the circles lost significant portions of their 
geometrical qualities. As one can see from the final drawings, the design 
manifests a multitude of partial circles and rectangles ( a rectangle is a variation 
of the square ). Nonetheless, I tried to minimize the transformations so as not to 
disguise the original endeavor towards pure and rational forms. The carefully-
executed transformations also kept me adhere to my modernist stance and thus 
preluding the possibility of tearing apart the purity of formal geometrical forms -
which would coincide me with the agenda of Deconstructivist Architecture. 

It also had been identified that an underlying order should be well-established 
before the transformations could take place. A grid was chosen as the underlying 
order, obviously to acknowledge the layout of the city itself. 

It also had been identified that the grid represents the strict order and regularity 
But the notion of well-ordered environment was somewhat questionable given the 
context of American cities and society as a whole. As contented by many social 
critics, America, like many other plural and well-developed nations, is suffering 
from social fragmentation and chaos as a result mostly of excessive family break
ups and racial hatrism. The saddening trend is nowhere more evident than in the 
cities. This realization gives rise to the question about the legitimacy of a well-
ordered environment . Therefore, it was concluded that perhaps the idea of 
"assimilated idiosyncrasies" - the condition where order becomes somewhat 
disordered - is more pertinent. This interplay of order and disorder was attempted 
by having the original grid rotated, at 3° and 10°. 
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